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Executive Summary
The objective of this task was to take a fresh look at the NASA Space Network Control
_SNC') element for the Advanced Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (ATDRSS) such that
it can be made more efficient and responsive to the user by introducing new concepts and
technologies approprtate for the 1997 time frame. In particular, it was desired to investigate the
technologies and concepts employed in similar systems that may be applicable to the SNC. It is
intended that these results wUl be used as input to the Phase A studies for the SNC.
This study was a short, intensive effort that focused on a small number of key issues. As
the initial activity in this task, a high-level analysis of requirements and operation of the existing
Network Control Center (NCC) was performed. This analysis established a baseline set of
requirements for the SNC but also provided additional insight into the key issues. The key
issues with some additional elaboration are summarized as follows:
Key Issue 1: What processing/scheduling is done in real-time versus pre-planned?
Elaboration: The current scheduling process is lengthy with many changes occurring.
Although service can be provided on short notice, few users take advantage of this capability.
Key Issue 2: What is the system "information interface" for operators and users?
Elaboration: There is limited information provided back to the user during the scheduling
process because the composite schedule is classified. This makes conflict resolution difficult.
Also, the scheduling of the shuttle is the major source of perturbations whose impact affects
many users.
Key Issue 3: What processing is automated versus manual?
Elaboration: Both the operation and use of the system could be made more efficient and less
manuallv intensive. Increasing the level of automation of the existing NCC is expensive because
modification of its software is difficult.
Key Issue 4: How is the system controlled (centralized/distributed)?
Elaboration: Rather than addressing just centralized or distributed control, a broader set of
alternatives had to be considered involving hybrid approaches. Furthermore, control was
addressed in terms of the individual OSI network management functions (configuration, fault,
pertbrmance, security, and accounting).
Key Issue 5: Where isthe processing performed? Where is the data stored?
Elaboration: The primary alternatives to be considered are the White Sands Complex (WSC),
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), and User Payload Operations Control Centers (POCCs).
Key Issue 6: Can the SNC be absorbed by other systems?
Elaboration: A substandal number of the SNC functions will be performed by the Second
TDRSS Ground Terminal (STGT). The primary option is to migrate additional functionality to
the Advanced TDRSS Ground Terminal (ATGT). To a lesser extent functions could be moved
to the user POCCs, CDOS, or NASCOM I1.
In order to identifynew concepts and to resolve these issues, the following categories of
systems were surveyed:
o systems with similar space network control missions for satellite data collection,
o commercial satellite and telecommunications common carriers,
o systems whose resc)urce allocation and control functions are functionally analogous and
are referred to as "abstract analogues."
The first two types of systems were surveyed by site visits while the "abstract analogues" were
surveyed by performing a literature search. The conclusion of this survey was that there is no
other system that is a one-to-one matching to the SNC functions, but several useful concepts can
be adopted for the SNC.
The major recommendations derived from this study address one or more of the key
issues. These recommendations are listed below with a cross reference to the relevant key
issue(s) in parentheses.
I. Adopt a Hybrid Scheduling Approach to Reduce Scheduling Operational Complexity
and Achieve Maximum User Satisfaction (#I)
Although from a functional view, the SN could be operated like the telephone network,
this is not practical because there is not enough SA service capacity. A much larger fraction of
user service requests can be satisfied with the use of a pre-planned approach because there is
time to resolve conflicts. However, demand access can be provided to support the needs of some
users on the MA service with sufficiently low blocking. Therefore, a hybrid scheduling scheme
is proposed. This would enable the SN to I.) accommodate unforeseen needs as they occur in
real-rime as well as requirements that are known well in advance and 2.) reduce the scheduling
workload.
For the pre-planned users, it is recommended to investigate a fluid scheduling approach
with a shorter scheduling time horizon. Emulating the "just in time" concept of job shop
scheduling, this approach would establish multiple "freeze points" at which time resources would
be allocated. Since resources wouldn't be prematurely allocated, the impact of changes would be
minimized. However, conflicts would still be resolved as they are identified.
One of the key results is the impact of the user providing a flexible request. Our
s_mulatior_s show that if the users provide a window t_ne specification rather than a fixed time
epoch, blocking is substantially reduced. The major issue to resolve is when the window must
be converted to a fixed dine assignment. The SNC could perform this scheduling in near real-
time with adequate processing power, but users probably need more time (hours to days) to
generate/fine tune their command set. Thus, the time horizon for scheduling is dominated by
user constraints.
Of the satellite data collection facilities surveyed, both were utilizing a shorter scheduling
horizon of 3 to 7 days. Adoption of a shorter horizon may reduce the impact of changes, but
may not be feasible for all users. The use of a fluid scheduling approach with multiple freeze
points will allow the planning horizon to be application specific such that the varying needs of
the users can be supported.
2. Incorporate Resource Partitions to Isolate Impact of Users (#I, #2)
It is recommended that the capability of estabLishing resource partitions for subnetworks
be incorporated into the SNC requirements. This will provide the capability to isolate the impact
of various classes of users from each other. If the user requirements vary significantly by time of
day, these partitions could be time variant similar to the muting employed in the telephone
network.
The use of resource partitions is a way to reduce the impact of manned space flight. For
example, SA channels could be assigned to the shuttle. However, in order to efficiendy use
these resources, a standby schedule would be needed in case of launch delays. Also, if after
launch the shuttle schedule was available for on-line access, users might be able to utilize the
remaining service times more easily.
Resource partitioning also introduces the possibility of providing on-line access to a
schedule for some subset of the SN resources similar to the GTE video scheduling system.
Access to the schedule would eliminate the need to send reject notices in response to a schedule
request without any explanation, one of the major frustrations with the current NCC.
Furthermore, this could allow the users to at least partially resolve their conflicts prior to
submission of their requests, and thus reducing the workload on the SNC.
The downside of resource partitioning is the negative impact on performance. This is
especially critical in case of SA channel failure. However, the simulation results indicate that
there is potentially adequate capacity to pamtion the MA resources, without introducing a
performance problem.
3. Further Automate the Entry, Change, and Conflict Resolution of Schedule Data (#1, #2,
#3)
In the scheduling area, the handling of conflicts by voice co-ordination would be largely
replaced in an _ fashion with the semi-automated generation of shift requests,
distributed data management to concurrently update schedules at the SNC and POCCs, and
distributed work management tools to co-ordinate the group execution of the shift requests by
people.
There is substantial potential for the automated generation of shift requests including,
ultimately, the application of co-operating expert systems. However, there will probably always
be some aspect of this activity involving manual intervention. This will require scheduling
decision aids to support the analyst. For example, a tool was demonstrated by the Air Force that
displayed a window of the schedule on a large monitor, provided the capability to enter changes
to the contact time graphically, and identified conflicts.
The distributed data management and distributed work management technologies will be
provided by off-the-shelf technologies. They are currendy available in vendor products and will
be further supported by Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) communications standards in the
time frame for SNC implementation.
4. Automate the Inter.System Control Function and Monitor by Exception (#3, #4)
Automation of the Inter-System Control function is recommended with the monitoring
and analysis of the network being performed on an exception basis such that operators are only
notified when a problem is detected. In this concept an operator would be assigned to each
contact to ensure that the quality of SN service is maintained, but the operator will be supporting
multiple contacts concurrently. In order to do this, the operator must be able to obtain the "big
picture" of the real-time system status on demand.
.-The automation of the ISC is based on the OSI concepts of a manager, agents resident in
the systems being coordinated, and Management Information Base (M/B). The capabilities
envisioned to be automated are pre-pass testing by the ISC agents, reporting of summary status
by the ISC agents to the ISC manager, analysis of the status data by the ISC manager, generation
of alerts by the ISC manager, and display of the system status by the ISC manager. The MIB
structure defines the objects being managed for each system being coordinated. At the current
time, the standardization process has only defined M.IBs for components rather than systems.
Also, the development of the systems being coordinated is leading the SNC development. Thus,
this is a risk area that needs near-term attention.
Monitoring by exception is a major change in the operations concept from the existing
NCC concept as operators will no longer be assigned to each pass. Although all of the satellite
data collection facilities surveyed had an operator watching each pass, monitoring by exception
is achievable with current technology. Since it has not been done, there is a risk involved. The
f'trst concern is the user acceptance of this approach; locating the ISC operators at GSFC may
facilitate this acceptance. Second, it is imperative that the infrasmacture be introduced to support
the distributed data management of the ATDRSS configuration so that the SNC and the POCC
have the same configuration; operators will not have the time to sort out these parameters under
the new concept. Third, the handling of the perturbations introduced by the shuttle will have to
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be streamlined. This can be done by allowing the users on-line access to a selected subset of the
SNC schedule and using a standby schedule.
5. Implement a Real-time / Non-Real time Partition of SNC Subsystem Functionality (#4,
#5, #6)
It is recommended that the SNC functions be partitioned into real-time and non-real-time
subsystems with the real-time subsystem being integrated with ATGT and the non-real-time
subsystem resident at GSFC in order to minimize cost as well as to achieve the most robust
performance.
The non-real time subsystem, primarily performing the resource allocation function.
would be located at GSFC. This is recommended because the schedule processing functions are
significantly different (transaction processing vs. real-time communications) from the STGT
functions and are not prime candidates for integration into ATGT. Furthermore, the primary.
traffic flows would be between the user POCCs at GSFC and the non-real-time subsystem.
Although the traffic flows are not large compared to science data, the users will not be affected
by congestion or failures in NASCOM when accessing the non-real-time system (if it is located
at GSFC). This is especially important with the recommended increase in the level of SNC
automation and data communications. Therefore, the non-real-time subsystem should be located
closer to the users at GSFC.
From a functional point of view, it is reasonable to integrate the real-time control
functions into the ATGT because of the similarity to the functions currently performed. The
principal functions that could be integrated are the validation of POCC commands to modify the
ATDRSS channel configuration during a support and the handling of demand access requests.
Since the existing ground terminal already validates commands, this function should be
integrated into ATGT. The tradeoffs associated with the integration of the demand access
function are more complex and depend on specific functionality. First, a single point of
processing in ATGT would have to be established to allocate resources so the user would not
have to know which ground terminal to access; this requires an upgrade to the STGT
architecture. Second, if demand access is a simple function providing service on a FIFO basis,
then it is beneficial to integrate it into the ATGT. However, this function will be more complex
if queueing of demand access requests is performed, and the real-time SNC performs some "look
ahead" processing in order to optimally allocate SN resources. In this case, it is less beneficial to
integrate demand access into ATGT.
Another major issue to be considered in this analysis is the upgrading of the STGT
security functionality. If the real-time SNC functions are integrated into ATGT, then ATGT will
communicate direcdy with unclassified POCCs in a transaction mode. Since STGT does not
have this capability, its security architecture will have to be upgraded with the introduction of a
Restricted Access Processor. This introduces some risk.
In summary,, although integrating the real-time SNC functions into ATGT requires a
further software complexity analysis as well as a timing and sizing analysis, this is the most
attractive candidate for integration.
6. Introduce Automated Interface Management _#3, #4)
It is envisioned that the communications interface software between SNC components
and external systems will be largely off-the-shelf OS! based software components. In the OSI
environment, application message definitions are specified in a programming language
representation, referred to as the Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1). This will enable the
use of ASN.1 compilers, an off-the-shelf OSI utility, to generate new encoding/decoding
software when interfaces are modified. This will make changing interfaces simple and efficient,
which may be especially important for accommodating the international partners as new
requirements occur.
ES-4
In summary, the results of this study include recommendations for the introduction of
new concepts and technologies. These recommendations include resource pa=witioning, on=line
access to subsets of the SN schedule, fluid scheduling, increased use of demand access on the
MA service, automating Inter-System Control functions using OSI concepts and monitor by
exception, increased automation for dismbuted data management and distributed work
management, viewing SN operational control m terms of the OSI Management framework, and
the introduction of automated interface management.
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SNC Study Final Report
1. Introduction
1.1 Objectives
The objective of this task is to take a fresh look at the National Aeronautics and Space
-kdministration INASA) Space Network Control (SNC) element for the Advanced Tracking and
Detay Retav Satellite System (ATDRSS) to make it more efficient and responsive to the user by
introducing new concepts and technologies appropriate for the 1997 time frame, ha particular, it
is desired to invesugate the technologies and concepts employed in similar systems that may be
applicable to the SNC. These sirrular systems include:
o systems with a similar space network control missions, e.g., Department of
befenselDoD) systems,
o commerctal satellite and telecommunications common carriers,
o systems whose resource allocation and control functions are functionally analogous.
Because this study was performed i.n a short time period, it was necessary to focus it on a small
number of key issues. Thus, the following key issues were identified at the outset of this study:
1. What processing/scheduling is done in real-time versus pre-planned?
2. What is the user.system "information interface"? What is the operator user-
system "information interface" ?
3. YvVhat processing is automated versus manual?
o user services
o operator services
4. How is the system controlled (centralized/distributed)?
5. Where is the processing performed? Where is the data stored?
6. Can the SNC be absorbed by other systems?
The results of this study will be a set of recommendations regarding these issues for input to
Phase A SNC studies to be performed in 1991. These recommendations involve specification of
SNC requirements or formulation of concepts to be evaluated in the Phase A studies.
1.2 Scope
The Space Network (SN) can be viewed as consisting of the SN communications satellite
assets resident in space, the ground communications assets, and SNC element for the control of
these assets. In addition, the SN must be viewed as a system within a "system of systems"
because it must interface with a number of other systems. As shown in Figure 1-1, the SN is a
service provider that must interoperate with other service providers and SN users. The SN
consists of:
o the ATDRSS,
o the Advanced TDRSS Ground Terminal (ATGT),
o Ground Network (GN) assets,
o SNC for control of these assets.
The first three systems listed above are referred to as the communications assets because they
perform the delivery of the user data. The functions of the SNC may be embedded in the
communications assets, resident in stand-alone system(s) or partially embedded and partially
stand-alone.
The other service providers within this "system of systems" context consist of both
NASA and non-NASA systems. The NASA systems are:
o the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Deep Space Network of ground system,
o Customer Data Operations System (CDOS) in the ATDRSS era,
o Flight Dynamics Facility (F'DF),
o other existing sensor data processing facilities, and
o NASA communication network (NASCOM) communications utility,
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The non-NASA systems include the DoD Lead Range ground systems, as well as satellite
systems/ground of the international partners [European Space Agency (ESA) and Japanese
National Space Agency (NASDA) as either users or service providers.] The service user system
consist of the user spacecraft and payload operations control centers (POCCs) for both NASA
users as well as the international partners.
The areas that have most critical impact on the SNC and are managed by Code 500 are
NASCOM II, CDOS, and the user POCCs. Thus, their interface with the SN is of particular
importance in this study.
The scope of this work includes all aspects of SNC functionality. However, the major
focus will be on the resource allocation of the communications assets and the assuring the
performance of these assets rather than the administranve or sustaining engineering aspects of
the SNC. It is assumed that the characteristics of the communications assets, e.g., number of
channels/antennas, data rates, etc. are f'Lxed so the focus of the work is on control of the
communications assets. As identified, modifications or enhancements to the assets may be
recommended.
This study was performed in parallel with on-going CTA INCORPORATED (CTAI
studies on the SN and SNC. This study differs from these efforts in that:
o surveys systems being used/developed by other organizations with analogous control
problems,
o is issue oriented as discussed above rather than comprehensive,
o address the general system of systems issue rather than assume the existing allocations
among systems.
Upon completion the results of this study will be integrated into these other ongoing efforts as
appropriate.
1.3 Constraints
The three primary constraints affecting the SNC are its integration into the 1997 NASA
environment, its interface with external systems, and security. In developing new approaches, it
is recognized that they must be integrated into the existing and planned systems. As discussed
above, this integration must be considered in a "system of systems" context. Any impact of the
SNC on these other systems must be identified and evaluated.
In some cases users of the SN may want to udlize resources such as the DoD Lead Range
facilities or the assets of the international partners. Thus, the users will have to co-ordinate the
mode of operation for these systems, e.g., preplanned, demand access, or hybrid.
Security is a constraint because the system must be protected from unauthorized users.
Also. the composite schedule showing the allocation of resources to users is currently classified.
Thus, the protection of the system and confidentiality of data must be considered in developing
new approaches.
1.4 Organization
In this section the overall approach for performing the work is presented and related to
the organization of this report. The overall methodology used for performing this task is
depicted in Figure 1-2. The initial efforts involved information gathering and consisted of
requirements analysis, familiarization with the NASA Space Tracking and Data Network
(STDN) environment, and survey of technology and similar systems. The results of the
requirements analysis, as presented in Section 2, addressed the categorization of users, a
taxonomy of services, and functional requirements. The set of functional requirements used in
this study are presented in Appendix A.
The environment review element of the methodology involved familiarization with the
status and plans of major NASA programs that will affect the SNC. These programs included:
o ATDRSS program,
o the existing TDRSS ground system at the White Sands Complex (WSC) and the
upgraded ground system, referred to as the Second TDRSS Ground Terminal (STGT'),
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o the next generation communications network (NASCOM II),
o the next generation data processing system (CDOS).
Also. the operation of the existing Network Control Center (NCC) was reviewed. These reviews
'.,,ere accomplished by document review, site visits, and briefings. Since this information is
Oack_ound data for performing the study, it is not specifically documented in this report, but
._ppropnate references are provided where they affect the study results.
The technology survey was conducted by performing an electronic literature search in the
areas of resource allocation and control, ha this survey, the goal was to identafy 'abstract
analogues,' ie., problems with a mathemaucal formulation similar to that of the SNC resource
allocation and control problem. The results of this survey are summarized in Appendix B. The
survey of sirmlar systems addressed both systems being used or developed by other
organizations with analogous resource allocation and control requirements. Organizations
involved with satellite data collection as well as satellite communications were surveyed. The
results of these site visits are presented in Appendix C. Although no one-to-one correlation was
found between the SNC control and resource allocation problems with those surveyed, elements
of the survey results were useful in the formulation of alternatives.
The next set of major steps involved the formulation and evaluation of architectural
alternatives. The alternatives, as presented in Section 3 with supporting technical material in
Appendix D, are tbrmulated in terms of resource allocation and management. Management of
the SNC as well as the inter-system management of the system of systems (SN, CDOS,
NASCOM II) are addressed in this section. The criteria are defined and applied to these
alterna_.ives to identify the tradeoffs in Section -1.. As part of the tradeoff evaluation, a
pertbrmance analysis of alternative resource allocation schemes and a data flow analysis of
alternative functional allocation schemes were performed. These results are presented in
Appendices E and F, respectively.
Then the results of the tradeoffs were analyzed and a set of recommendations were
prepared. These recommendations are presented in Section 5 and address each of the key issues
identified at the outset of the study.
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2. Requirements
2.1 Overview
In this section the results of the analysis of the high level Space Network Control (SNC)
functional, operauonal, and performance requirements axe presented. The initial activities
involved preparing a categonzation of SN users and a taxonomy of user services describing the
potential services to be provided to the user. In preparing the user categorization, modes of
operation, and service taxonomy, it was intended to cover all practical possibilities. These
results, presented in Section 2.2 through 2.5, were useful in formulating new operational
concepts for the Space Network (SN).
The primary sources of input for this activity were document review and site visits
Interviews were conducted with:
o Space Transportation System iSTS) referred to as the Shuttle) users at Johnson Space
Center (JSC'),
o Space Telescope users at Godda_rd and the Johns Hopkins Science Institute, and
o ,'Vlulti-rmssion users [Cosmic Background Explore (COBE), Earth Radiation Budget
Satellite (ERBS)] at Goddard.
Space Station [SS) and Earth Orbiting System (EOS_ requirements were also investigated.
In the requixements analysis, the funcnonal definition that was prepared in the parallel 'B
team" SNC study was used as input to establish a baseline; it was reviewed and enhanced as
necessary to address the key issues. The functional analysis is presented in Section 2.5.
In order to quantitatively analyze alternatives, a traffic model was formulated and
parameters estimated as part of the performance requirements. This was done to a level of detail
such that the feasibility, performance, and computational complexity of the scheduling
algorithms could be understood. This data is key input for evaluating the computing capacity
needed to implement various scheduling algorithms and the impact of changes in schedule
requests on computing capacity. The traffic loading prepared for this study is summa.nzed in
Appendix E.
2.2 User Categorization
Tracking & Data Relay Satellite System (T'DRSS) users can be divided into three major
categories, spacecraft operations, mission / science users, and testing / training. These users
differ in their responsibilities and objectives and therefore present a diversity of requirements for
Network Control Center (NCC) and SNC. Spacecraft operations includes those personnel who
axe responsible for maintaining the orbit of the spacecraft, monitoring the status of its
subsystems, and insuring the safety of the spacecraft and its insu'uments. Mission / science users
axe those individuals who use the spacecraft and (optionally) its instruments to meet their science
or mission objectives. Testing / training users have yet another set of objectives, to train new
personnel to operate the various parts of the system, and to perform testing of new software
releases / hardware upgrades before bringing them on-line and testing of the current baseline to
locate bugs and isolate faults. The types of variability in the ways in which each of these
categories of users uses TDRSS is described below.
SPACECRAFT OPERATIONS: There are roughly four ways in which spacecraft
operations users may use TDRSS. In some cases engineering and / or health and safety data will
be written to tape and played back when the satellite is in view of TDRSS. In most cases the
data of this type will be received in real-time. A further variation of the real-time case occurs
when a real-time forward Link for commanding is also required. These activities are normally
conducted on a routine basis and are scheduled in advance; however, these users must have the
ability to request emergency service if the satellite becomes unstable or at risk. Of course there
will also always be some degree of routine changes in the service requirements of these users.
,MISSION / SCIENCE: Mission / Science users of TDRSS present the most demanding
requirements for the system. These users will have the same types of variability as the
spacecraft operations personnel in that they will sometimes record, sometimes use a real-rime
return [ink to acquire their data, and sometimes require a real-time forward link in conjunction
with a real-time return link. These users must also be able to obtain emergency service and
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effect routine changes to their service requests. In addition some users' missions _ of a short
duration with uncertain launch tunes; other missions are long term with a large degree of
stability. Some mission / science users need as nearly continuous coverage as possible; others
need coverage only for parts of orbits or in some cases once every several orbits. Although most
users use only one band at a time, STS Docking with another spacecraft requires S-Band Single
Access Return (SSAR) and K-Band Single Access Return (KSAR) (on one TDRSS Single
Access (SA) antenna) simultaneously. Some spacecraft are complex containing multiple
instruments, insmaments which can be used in several ways, or both. Other users' spacecraft
incorporate a single instrument or which support a single or small number of investigators. The
spacecraft or instruments which support some mission / science users required command loads
which are very long (thousands). These users require an increased amount of advance notice of
service to allow time for the command load to be finalized.
TESTING / TRAINING: Time must be blocked out of the schedule to support testing of
new software releases and to train personnel. These activities can be fit into openings m the
schedule and can be bumped when necessary. Time must also be taken from the schedule to
support maintenance activities. Like other users, these users must be able to obtain emergency
service and effect routine changes to their service requests. Emergency service may be requrred
when failures occur.
2.3 Modes of Operation
There are several types of modes of mission operations, with differing needs for
scheduling of SN resources. Most missions tend to operate in one mode, but at specific times
must operate in another mode. How a conceptual alternative will respond to each of these modes
is of prime importance in evaluating the aiternauve, especially in the case of the resource
allocation.
Mode 1 - Single event operations
Single event operations include launch, orbit insemon, orbit maneuvers, and iniria/
deployment. Operating in this mode requires guaranteed support, but start time is unpredictable.
due to weather, launch delays, and shutde crew schedules. Nominal duration is usually known in
advance, but may increase if there are deployment or checkout problems. These operations have
high priority.
Mode 2 - Emergency operations
Both time of occurrence and duration are unpredictable. Emergency operation requires
immediate access, for an unknown duration. Several contacts may be required before return to
normal operations is possible. Emergency operations usually are given highest priority.
Mode 3 - Target of opportunity
Target of opportunity operations involve observations of unpredictable phenomena.
Because these phenomena are often of limited duration, and because it is often important to
capture data on the early stages of such an event, science payoff may decrease if access is
delayed. Priority will vary, e.g., a supernova is a rare event; while solar flares, although
unpredictable, occur frequently.
Mode 4- Aperiodic Operations
Typical mission operations, consisting of frequent, but not periodic, data collection or
commanding sessions. This requires several contacts per day for real time data collection or
transfer of recorded data, and for health & safety (H&S) monitonng and commanding. The
duration and frequency may vary, due to variations in science objectives, target characteristics,
or visibility. Failure to obtain any one contact is of relatively little consequence, but provision of
an agreed-to level of service may be requh'ed.
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Mode 5 - Periodic Operations
An investigation is carried out making the same observations day after day for months or
•,'ears. Data is transferred from the spacecraft at regular intervals. With occasional missed
contacts permissible.
Virtually every, mission operates initially in mode I for Launch/checkout. When the
spacecraft is seen to be operating normally, operation in mode 4 or mode 5 begins. Some
spacecraft may occasionally be operated in mode 3 (Target of Opportunity), but few missions
plan to operate this way normally, due to present limitations on short lead-time access to the
spacecraft via TDRSS. Mode 2 (Emergency) is used only when the spacecraft is in danger.
Operations may occasionally revert to mode one to handle orbit maneuvers or on-orbit servicing.
2.4 Service Taxonomy
A variety, of characteristics of the service SNC could provide have been identified. These
characteristics are not necessarily recommended. Rather they are provided to define the full
range of potential services and to provide input to the process of defining the major ahernatives
for SNC.
SERVICE REQUESTS: Service requests can be made in a variety of ways. Requests
may be made for fixed time periods, without specifying any existing flexibility. Alternatively,
flexibility in the time at which service is to be provided may be included in the request.
Flexibility may be represented as a time window within which all times would be considered
equally desirable or as a combination of a preferred time and the periods before and after the
preferred time which are acceptable. When time periods are specified they may be described in
either relative or absolute terms. Relative time specifications may be expressed as a number of
rrunutes after Acquisition of Signal (AOS), for example.
Further abstractions are also possible in the way in which requests are made, the most
abstract form being the generic request. A generic request does not specify hours or dates:
rather, it is a statement of the rules governing the selection of hours or dates for those types of
service which have some pattern which lends itself to abstraction. Naturally, requests can be
made in the more traditional explicit manner, or as some combination of the two approaches in
which some elements are specified generically and other elements are specified explicitly.
Ahernatives regarding degree of explicitness also exist with respect to selection of
spacecraft, antennas, and even type of service [Multi-access (MA) vs. SA]. Service requests can
also be independent of one another or be integrated at two levels. At the First level single events
which are related to or dependent on one another can be tied together to form a "macro" event.
At the second level events associated with multiple spacecraft can be tied together to form a
"composite" event. The need for integration of the second type can be found m manned flight
when spacecraft / stations need to dock with one another;, both spacecraft must have service at
the same time, scheduling one without the other is not acceptable. At either level, the integrated
request must be treated as a whole, all parts of the request must be scheduled for the request to
be satisfied. The last type of service request identified provides the ability to request a switch of
service from one TDRSS satellite to another in near real-time. This type of request would
provide the ability to maintain nearly continuous service for users with a continuous coverage
requirement in the event of a TDRSS related failure.
TYPE OF SCHEDULLN'G: Three alternatives exist with respect to the way in which
scheduling is performed. A "static" approach would attempt to produce a schedule at some rime
m advance and maintain that schedule up to the start of the associated services. A "dynamic"
approach would perform little, if any, advance scheduling; requests would be allocated to
resources as they arrived. A fluid approach would develop the schedule in advance, but only
when necessary and only to the degree requ_d at the time; the schedule would transition from a
totally fluid state, through a slushy (partial.lv frozen, partially explicit) state, and finally to a fully
frozen condition.
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LENGTH OF ADVANCE SCHEDL'LL-"¢G PERIOD: In the case of astanc or tquid
scheduling approach the length of the advance scheduling period could vary from hours to days
to weeks. Moreover, the optimal length of this period could be different for different users.
SCHEDULLN'G POLICY: Also in the case of a static or fluid scheduling approach
several different policies could be used to allocate resources to requests. Resources could be
allocated to the most difficult requests f'u'st. Alternatively, the policy being followed today of
allocating resources to the highest priority requests could be followed. A variant to both of these
alternatives would be to pre-allocate resources to particular users. This would be particularly
helpful in the case of STS where the exact TDRSS schedule cannot be known until several hours
after launch.
HANDLING OF PRIORITIES: Priorities could be applied in several different ways.
One example is to request all parnes in conflict to alter or drop their requests in conflict
regardless of their priority; priority would only be used as a last resort to resolving cont]icts.
Such a scheme could be implemented by establishing levels of "service importance" such as
normal critical, and emergency.
HANDLING OF BLOCKED REQL_ESTS: Blocked requests can be handled in several
different ways. First, the request can simply be rejected without any further action. Second, the
scheduling system can attempt to find a near fit based on information contained in the request.
Third, the request can be placed in a service queue, to be satisfied when resources become
available. Finally, coordination with the userp payload operations control center (POCC) can be
initiated to find an acceptable new time. This coordination can be performed in either a manual
voice mode, an automated computer to computer mode, or a combination of the two.
2.$ Functional Analysis
The primary objective of the functional analysis is to establish a baseline set of
capabilities for the Space Network and enable the formulation of architectural alternatives. To
define a strucua.m useful for this work, the highest level (Level 1) SN functions are categorized
as Administrative, Operational, and Engineering functions. The International Standard
Organization (ISO) Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Management Framework (ISO 7498-4)
was used as a guideline to decompose the Operational level 1 functions. In particular, these
functions relating to management are a one-to-one correspondence to the OSI network
management functions.
In the decomposition used in this study, the level 2 functions generally describe the user's
view of requirements, i.e., services to be provided by SN. Figu_ 2.5-1 presents the SN level L
and 2 functions. The level 2 functions are decomposed further, such that the lowest level
functions (level 3 or 4) are simple subfunctions that can be performed by a single computational
or organizational entity. The lowest level functions are generally recognizable utility or generic
capabilities and document the system analyst's view of requirements, i.e., functions provided by
SN. The driving factor in determining the depth of functional decomposition is the need to
analyze the alternatives and address the key issues. This decomposition used the applicable
ISO/OSI Management Framework to facilitate use of commercial off the shelf (COTS) products
by the SN. The complete functional decomposition used in this study is documented in Appendix
A.
The key issues to be addressed by this study pertain mostly to Operational functions.
Therefore, these functions were analyzed in greater detail compared to the Administrative and
Sustaining Engineering functions. The allocation of these functions to various SNC, User
Systems, Advanced TDRSS Ground Terminal (ATGT) and other service providers (such as
CDOS, NASCOM-II') and its impact on architectural alternatives are discussed in Section 3.
The SN functions can also be broadly viewed ha terms of communications functions and
control functions as shown in Figure 2.5-I. The communications functions are those that
directly provide the user services, e.g., delivery of bits, while the control functions are those
required to support the user services. The communications functions am implemented in the
Advanced TDRSS (ATDRSS), ATGT, and ground network (GN) assets while the control
functions may be embedded in these communications assets or resident in external systems. The
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functionsthatarenotembeddedin thecommunicationsassetsmay
I. AdministerSN
A. Co-ordinateOrganizationalInterfaces
B.ProvideTechnicalOperationsDirection
C. ManageHumanResources
D. PerformSNFiscalPlanning
II. Operate SN
A. Provide User Services
B. Manage Configuranon (including Resource Allocation)*
C. Manage Faults"
D. Manage Performance*
E. Manage Security*
F. Manage Accounting*
III. Engineer SN
A. Inter-System Configuration Management
B. Simulate and Test SN
C. Maintan SN
D. Provide SN Training
E. SN User Liaison
* Open Systems lnterconnection Management Functions
Table 2.5-i: Level 1 and Level 2 Functional Decomposition
be further categorized as either intra-SN functions or inter-system functions. This leads to the
following functional categorization:
o subsystem functions - embedded in the communications assets,
o intra-SNC functions - not embedded in the communications assets and performing only
SN control,
o inter-system control (ISC) functions - functions that involve the control and co-
ordination with systems external to the SN,
o gateway functions - provide the interconnection with the international partners.
In this study, the major focus is on the intra-SN functions that are not necessarily embedded in
the communications assets, and they are referred to as the SNC and ISC functions in the
following sections. While this is not strictly correct, it simplifies terminology by criminating the
need for an additional acronym.
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Sut_sy stem Control
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Inter System
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(ISC)
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Figure 2.5-1 SN Functional Categorization
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3. Architectural Alternatives
In this section a set of architectural alternatives is formulated for Space Network Control
(SNC'_. Fkrst, the overall approach to formulating alternatives is presented in Section 3. I. Since
resource a.IIocation is the primary, area of interest, specific alternatives for this function are
presented in Secnon 3.2. Then a basic set of alternatives is presented in Section 3.3 in terms of:
o baseline architecture simtlar to the current system,
o p.L,-:.:tionmg the SNC into real-ume and non-real-time subsystems
o partluonmg the SNC into classified and unclassified alternatives.
Subaiternan_es are also formulated m terms of mtegTating functions with Advanced TDRSS
Ground Terrmnal IATGT) and perforrmng the :nter-system control functions in a stand-alone
system or :,nte_ated with an external system such as NASCOM II or Customer Data Operations
(CDOS). The formulation of these alternati,,es involved a relative lengthy process and
supporting matenai is provided in Appendix D. This supporting matenal includes a definition of
a control ta._onomv, analysis of intra-system control functions, and an analysis of inter-system
control issues.
There are number of common functions, referred to as infrastructure, that axe needed for
support across all of t.,he adtematives. These funcnons are presented in Section 3.4.
3.1 Approach
As a starting point, the SNC functions are parntioned into resource allocation and system
management funcuons, in the SNC environment, a major driver is the resource allocation, i.e.,
the algonthms for providing access to the communications assets, so the analysis focuses
initially on the resource allocation function and then inte_ates the other management functions.
The approach for formulating these alternatives is summarized in Figure 3.1-I and
consists of the following elements:
o system 'information interface ' for both users and operators
- manual-automation tradeoffs
- data input/output techniques
o resource allocation of communications assets to users - these algorithms may be real-
time, preplanned, or hybnd,
o alIocanon of functions and data to physical entities
o system management
- fault management,
- performance management,
+ configuration management,
-,=accounting management, and
-'- secu.nty management
o definition of mfrasu'ucture requirements, such as communications, to support the
allocation of functions and data.
The allocation of functions and data was iteratave. It was done for an initial set of SNC resource
allocation functions. As the system management functions were defined and allocated, this
process was repeated until a satisfactory, set of alternatives was formulated.
Specific alternanves were then formulated bv taking various options for each of the
.ibove elements. This could produce a relativety large number of alternatives, but not all
combinations practical or reasonable. Those that are not practical or reasonable will be
eliminated from consideration. In formulating these alternatives, it was intended to facilitate the
use off-the-shelf components to the extent practical, such as security, communications, and
scheduling products.
To identify new technologies and concepts for the SNC alternatives, the capabilities of
systems having similar resource allocanon requirements were surveyed. This systems included
the Department of Defense (DoD) Consolidated Space Operations Center (and other classified
sites) and commercial satellite and telecommunications carriers (COMSAT, INTELSAT, GTE
SpaceNet. AT&TJ.
OPERATORI z
DEFINE
RESOURCE
ALLOCATION
USERI 2
ALLOCATE DEFINE
• Functions INFRASTRUCTURE
• Data • Comrrl
DEFINE
MANAGEMENT
ACCTG :
FAULT, _"-
PERFORM ,
CONFIG
12 ,,Information Interface
Figure 3.1-1. Formulation of Alternatives
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To _denti.fy additional systems with analogous requirements, the resource allocation
:roblem ',,,'as represented in a mathematical abstracnon and an electronic literature search was
cor, duc:ed. Based on this abstract formulation and the literatu_, a number of "abstract
ana.ogues ' ,.,,ere idennfied. The results of :his su_'ey are presented in Appendix B.
-ks :,an of the literature search, recent resource alJocation work to determine recent
._dvances _.".:,",e _eLd were identified..-kllocauon techmques for job shop scheduling, an" =attic
,_or,::rel. _:?era::ng systems scheduling, telephone circuit assignments, rmssion sequencing, and
=n,-.:e,a c_-c_:t board routing were considered.
3.2 Resource Allocation
3.2.1 ()_erview
in :his section the set of resource allocation algorithms that were considered in this stud,,,.
2eeic:ed :n Figure 3.2-_. _"e presented..-ks shown in the figure, the key elements of resource
,,._'.ocat_on a.re scheduling, access, and resources. To begin, two extreme approaches ',,,ere
:or-'m.aiated :'or sched.uling, pre-planned and demand access algorithms; these alternatives are
2esc,'-,bed :a terms of _heu" purpose, functionality, and "information interface" in Sections 3.2.2
a.nd 32.3. respecti,,ely. The pre-ptanned approach is analogous to the process currently
em=!o,,ed by :he Network Control Center (NCC), but incorporates a number of enhancements
,:onceamalized dunng this study: it consists of two subalternatives. Fixed and fluid scheduling.
The demand access approach allocates resources as needs occur and is the "telephone network'
approach :o resource allocanon: it consists of two subalternatives, blocked and queued services.
Additional aitematives can be readily defined based on the length of the schedule period.
For example, a short term schedule of several hours duration may be kept to enable the resource
ai!ocanon :o _heperformed more efficiently. This approach is described in Section 3.2..¢.
The second element of resource allocation addresses the dedication of resources to user
==roups or functions. For example, some resources may be dedicated to one user group while the
remaining resources are dedicated to another user Coup. This resource partition establishes
,,_cce:_,orks _,ithin SN. Resource partitioning alternatives are discussed in Section 3.2.5.
Then :he access element of resource allocation is addressed. A set of hybrid access
_:i:err_auves based on the characteristics of the users, and traffic types are formulated. In this
a.nant ddferent scheduling techniques may be used within the same resource parntion. These
.:i:e_.anves include schemes where:
o some users may use demand access while others use pre-planned,
o some trat'fic types (payload data) may use pre-planned access while other traffic types
¢spacecraft health and safety) may use demand access),
These alternatives are described m Section 3.2.6.
3.2.2 Pre-Planned
3.2.2. I Purpose
The purpose of the pre-planned approach is to provide a means by which users of the SN
can schedule services in advance and be assured that a subset of the requested services will, m
,"act, be provided. This approach allows users to plan then" requests far enough in advance that
:he needed access to their satellites can be atta,ned.
.-ks shown in Figure 3.2.2- I, there is a tradeoff between an "abstract scheduling cost" and
:he nine at which resource assignments are frozen. Scheduling cost can be thought of as a
:unction of network utilization and the number of changes resulting from fbdng the schedule at
some point in advance. If the schedule is fixed very near to the time of service there is
insufficient time to resolve conflicts and achieve maximal network utilization. In contrast tf the
schedule is fixed too far in advance users will find it impossible to faithfully pr_lict their use /
needs; an increased number of changes will be required to reflect their ultimate needs. By
finding the best tradeoff between these competing factors maximum SN Resources utilization
can be achieved with a minimum of effort. The pre-planned approach can also insure that
resources are allocated in propomon to the needs / priorities of the individual users.
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Figur_ 3.2-1. Universe of Resource Allocation Algorithms
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study; it consists of two subaltematives, fixed and fluid scheduling. The demand access
approach allocates resources as needs occur and is the "telephone network" approach to resource
a.Ilocauon; it consists of two subaltematives, blocked and queued services.
Pr_-planned scheduling can be performed in two disnnctly different ways. The first
a.itemative is to view the schedule as a fluid enmy which evolves over time, and becomes more
and more fixed as a parUcular time of service approaches. The second altemanve is to view the
schedule as an entity which is fixed at a point in time and ma.mtained as an established entity.
These _tematives are descnbed below.
3.2.2.2 Fluid Scheduling Functionality
Fluid scheduling can be viewed as a dynan'uc scheduling approach in which resources are
pre-allocated but only to the extent needed _i.e. not prior to the specified freeze point). This
parallels the concept of 'just-in-rime scheduling that is now being used in some job-shop
envtronments. Thus. the state of the schedule can be viewed as evolving from liquid, through a
pa.rnaJly-frozen slushy) phase, and eventually becoming totally frozen (at the "schedule freeze
?omt"_.
<
-- -- -- - ,t.-- -- -- >
EZ;SL'," - 3 --= ='-==- all fr=zen>:<
_'=i= > < >
71 - = = == =
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Conflict resolution would occur to some extent m every, phase; however, the exact
meamng of conflict resolution would be different in different phases as would be the strategies
for resolving conflicts (see the secnon describing allocanon strategies below). The fluid nature
of :his approach would be further enhanced by recognizing that Payload Operation Control
Centers ,_POCCs) vary. in the amount of lead time needed to prepare for an event and that certmn
:,,,pes of requests need more lead time than others. This recognition would be provided by
_owing the fr_eze point to be specified for each request.
3.2.2.2.1 Freeze Point
The pnmary premise of the fluid scheduling concept is the existence and location of the
Freeze Point. The Freeze Point represents the point in time prior to event initiation when
resources are r_served or 'frozen' for use by a requester. In fact, in the current NCC operations.
the Freeze Potm is the time when the planning schedule becomes the active schedule. Once the
schedule has been frozen, users can still request changes and additional services, but the
resources allocated to scheduled events _ not available.
The froze point for the fluid scheduling concept would work as follows. Initially, a
request for service would be received by the SNC. The lead time needed by the POCC to
prepare for a scheduled event would be contained in that request. This lead time specifies the
request freeze point". Specifically, if the POCC specifies that it needs a slot on noon Tuesday,
but needs 96 hours to prepa.,'c for contact, then the request freeze point would be noon the
previous Friday. ,At that time the resources become allocated to the requester with a 'degree of
certainty' (most likely a certainty less than I). However, the allocation could be nullified if a
higher priority, request was received that had a.n unfesolvable conflict with the initial request. In
practice, POCCs would not be allowed to specify any freeze point they dosired. Rather, four to
six optional freeze points could be selected from. This would accommodate two or three classes
of POCCs each having two or three classes of requests. Dividing requests into classes would
±low science oriented requests to be differentiated from Health & Safety (H&S) oriented
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requests, etc. Differennating requests by user and type of service may also be related to pnon_'
and provide a mechanism for formalization of priority by type of request.
The schedule freeze point then. is the point at which resources are allocated to requests
'._tth _bsolute certa.mty. After the schedule freeze point, changes and demand access requests
,:an ,:.:!l _e :rocessed by r_hesystem, but conflicts will be resolved m favor of the 'frozen' request.
Manu_ ie,:e,,-venuon by the SNC operators would be required to ovemde this default on a case
?v case eases.
3.2.2.2.2 -_llocation Strategy
-Xaother facet of fluid scheduling is the concept of the allocauon strategy. The allocanon
strategy :s :he method used to assign specific times to user requests. This is in addition to the
allocalion ;obey which deterrmnes m whose favor conflicts are resolved when two requests can
not s_multaneously be satisfied, tn contrast, the allocation strategy proposes a method, of
attempting to generate an optimal schedule through the application of one or multiple
algonthrns. The _location strategy can sign_cantly impact the User-System Interface, and thus
is discussed here.
Three possible allocation strategies have been identified fothers may exist as wetl/ and
_e referred to as
o Demand Leveling
•o Window l::_'uning
o Constraint Rela, xadon
The demand leveling strategy would provide a means to smooth out parts of the schedule in
which excessive demand existed. The SNC would evaluate all requests submitted and
deterrmne, in an approximate manner, where excessive and minimal demand existed. The SNC
would then deterrmne which requests could be moved from high demand to low demand parts of
the schedule. Demand leveling is based on strategies used by some printed circuit board rouung
progams to even out the connecrion density prior to stamng the muting operation.
With the Window Pruning strategy, the users would submit requests to the SNC
requesting service of a specified duration within a defined window. The SNC would lay out all
of these requests and attempt to shift all the requests within their respective windows until all
couid be satisfied. Unsatisfiable requests would be rejected and resources assigned to the rest.
The concern with this allocation strategy is that the number of possible schedules that the SNC is
presented with increases exponentially with the number of submitted requests. This could affect
:he processing power needed to generate efficient schedules in a short (i.e., hours) time frame.
With the Constraint Relaxation strategy, the users submit requests in the same fashion,
except they include an optimal time for service with each request. The SNC then attempts to
schedule the optimal rime for each request. When conflicts between requests are initially
detec:ed, the specified time windows ate used in an attempt to shift one or both of the requests.
In this way, shifts can be done within localized areas, with local optimization replacing global
optirruzation. This should reduce the processing power and time needed to allocate resources.
This approach is used by several advance planning systems (e.g. NOAH) for this reason.
In reality, a combination of these three strateg'tes could be used with a fluid schedule to
achieve near-optimal allocations with nominal processing power. Specifically, a combination of
a demand leveling and window pruning approach would be used during the liquid phase of the
schedule l in conjunction with the allocation policy) to reject or shift somo percentage of the
requests to tess populated areas of the schedule. This would represent an attempt to achieve
global optimization by spreading out the requests based on a gross level of scheduling
_anulanty. Upon entering the 'slushy' phase of the schedule, a constraint relaxation approach
would be used to shift requests within their specified windows in order to assign specific
allocation times.
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3.2.2.3 Fixed Scheduling Functionality
In the case of fixed scheduling, the schedule would be produced at a preset time. All
requests would be submitted in advance of this time or risk not obtaining the desired service.
Users would develop their requests independently, without knowing the amount of interest tn
vinous t:me periods. Requests would be submirted in the same form described for fIuid
scheduling except that the desu'_d freeze point would not be required. Conflicts would be
resolved in one pass. to the degree possible, utilizing a constraint relaxanon strategy. Shift
requests / responses / notices would be used to automate resolution of outstanding conflicts.
Potential rejection not'ices and stand-by requests could be used in the same manner described for
fluid scheduling. Further additions / changes to the resulting schedule would be accepted, to me
extent that :hey did not cause a conflict, until shortly before the time of service.
3.2.2.4 Information Interface
The interfaces among the various organizations and elements would be designed and
managed to allow the associated systems to interface in a fully automated fashion. These
interfaces would replace the voice coordination which occurs today. The information which
would need to be exchanged to achieve this goal is described below.
Requests for service made m conjunction with a pre-planned scheduling concept must
indicate when service is desired and the type of service desired. An example of such schedule
requests is shown in Figure 3.2.2A- i. Two types of requests would be required. The t"trst type,
window / fixed, would support all requests for specific times or time windows. The second type,
generic, would support requests from which the SNC would develop specific schedule
instantiations.
As shown in Figure 3.2.2.-)-1 schedule requests would contain an ind.icadon of the
optimal rime of service to support constraint relaxation. Schedule requests would also contain
indication of desired freeze time. The schedule request would provide a means to indicate any
dependence on other pending requests. This would allow, among other things, the ability to
indicate that a window request must either precede or follow any generic requests which would
be expected to be scheduled in the same r,me period or the ability to indicate the order that two
overlapping window requests must occur in. A single request could contain multiple linked
events or event elements and could specify the inter-element dependencies.
An example of the schedule which would be developed by a pre-planned scheduling
concept is shown in Figure 3,2.2.-I.-2. It should be noted that schedule detail records would exist
in two varieties, records corresponding to requests still in the planning stages, and records
corresponding to requests which have been "frozen" (placed in the active schedule). The
schedule would not contain fh'm times for requests which were still in the planning stages.
Similarly.satelliteassignments would not be entered for recordsbelonging to requestsin the
earlyplanning stages. As the requestproceeds from stage to stage,the satelliteinformauon
becomes morn specific,starungf'n'stas thegenenc satellitelocation(i.e.East)or even as a T'BD
,inwhich case the schedulingsystem decides which satelliteto use),proceeding to a specific
satellite(i.e,East-l),and finallytoa specificSingleAccess (SA) antenna or Multi-access(MA)
element.
Move requests and shift requests would contain a suggestion to change the time of
service associated with a given request. Move requests and shift requests would be sent in order
resolve schedule conflicts, Move requests would suggest an enti_ly different time for the
service, shift requests would suggest a time only slightly different than the original request.
Move requests / shift requests would contain a "response needed by" field, and thus would
essentially elitmnate what is done manually today.
A move response or shiftresponse would be issuedby the POCC system subsequent to
its evaluation of each move request and shiftrequest,and could contain three types of
informauon. Fu'st,theresponse could indicatewillingnessto acceptthe suggestion.Second, the
response could indicaterejectionof the suggestionand an indicationof the reasonforrejection.
Third, the response could indicate _ ahemate or modified suggesnon
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After funding a soluuon to a conflict within a move / shift response or among sever_
move / shift responses a move notice or shift notice would be sent to reform users of move(s _/
shiftfs) selected by the scheduling system.
[n addiuon to the / shift requests described above an automated alternative to calling SNC
operator :o find when requests could be sausfied _s needed. This could take several forms. One
<uch a!temat>,e is a calendar showing those nine periods with avaalable resources and those nine
:enods C.,_nr._ '.,,htch resources are not ava.tlable ewithout tncLicaung who is using the resources
or ,.,,hv :_,e resources were not ava_lable) couid be sent from time to time, or as requested :o
assist users _n choosing time windows. Akemanvely. a resource status request / resource status
response .,:ould be utilized to adiow POCC systems to deterrmne whether a time period they are
cons_denng ,has avaalable resources of :he type needed or not.
Potential reiection notices would be sent to ,,am users that their request will be rejected
._;niess other users change their requests. Potenual rejecnon notices would be sent when attempts
:o reso_:e conflict were not successful. Users could send stand-by requests ind.icanng rhea"
•.,,_tlingness to accept the risk of not getting a pamcular time period, in the hope that scheduie
changes a, ould make the resource available.
3.2.2.$ Unclassified Schedule
If the schedule were to become ,anciassffied, the way in which scheduling is performed
and / or :he information interface could _e szgmficantly changed. There am three pnmaz'y
_iternan,,es for perforrmng scheduling ,._,_th an anclasszfied schedule. These alternatives are
described below.
The first ,alternative ts based on the GTE Spacenet booking system, ha this concept users
,.,,ould be able to call into the scheduling system and interact with the schedule. Users would be
able to see where the conflicts were but not who was responszbte for the conflicts. Users would
_e able to book any open time wuhout any further approvals or interactions.
The second alternative would snll requure users to subrmt requests which would >,e
arocessed and accepted or rejected by the SNC. However, when conflicts occurred, users would
have :he _enefit of knowing which other users were requesting services for the time period of
interest and where openings existed in the schedule. Each user would have the option of moving
:>e_r requests to an open slot and / or of contacting the other users requesnng service for the
>arne :,.me period and negotiating for various t_me slots.
The _trd alternative tames the second alternative a step further. Informauon about :he
time slots being planned and requested by each user would be shared electronically among the
'users systems. In effect, each user would have the ability to ma,ntaln a composite schedule of
desured" time periods and / or tune periods to be requested. Users would have the ability to
r',egotiate with each other electronically. [n practice, conflicts would be resolved, among the user
community before any requests would be subrmtted. Requests would merely formalize these
acuons and allow the SNC to allocate resources. In some cases it might be necessary, for the
SNC to dec_de who would be given service at a particular time.
3.2.3 Demand Access
3.2.3.1 Purpo_
The purpose of the demand access resource allocation approach is to allow users to
request system resources at the time they are needed, as with the telephone system. Within this
approach there is no concept of a formal schedule: instead, users submit a request for network
access once they have made all the preparations needed to contact the user satellite. The goal of
this approach ts to maxirmze real-time access to the Space Network (SN) assets without the need
to go through an extended and possibly iterative pre-planning cycle.
3.2.3.2 Functional Flow
In order to present the concepts of demand access, this subsection describes the flow of a
,user request, as depicted in Figure 3.2.3-1. from its generation at the user POCC, through the
resource a_locanon process and finally, through sansfacnon or expiration.
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To efficiently uulize a demand access method of acqumng SN resources, the user POCC would
fi_rst make all preparauons for contact with the user satellite. The POCC must assume that access
:o SN resources can be granted at virtually any time with a low probability of rejecnon.
S.."ec.ficallv, this means that all command loads and other data to be communicated with the user
'=:';-_' '.,.ouid be produced by the POCC prior to requesnng SN access. At the desired rime. :he
..,or POCC '._,ouId generate and issue a request for the needed SN resources. The resource
request '.,,oald typically include: _e POCC/User Satellites (USAT) id(s), the type of ser',':ce
;'.ceded' S.-X,NL-_i, the direction of senice _for'ward and/or return) the USAT interface parameters
e.g. frequency, encoding parameters, data rate, etc._, :he latest possible contact tame. and an
est:ma:e of contact duration. It is expected that most of this data would be automatic±iv
:enerated and manually verified within the POCC before being transrmtte_ to the SNC.
The request is received by the SNC, where it is automatically validated and processed.
",aizdation is a two step process consistang of an initial syntactic validation (values within legat
•-an=,.s_,'_"and a semantic validation I USAT within view. interface parameters consistent, etc _. [f
:he request fails the validation process, it is returned to the user POCC with specific tndicauons
or ..,.hv the request has been returned. I'he information provided must be sufficient to allow the
_ser POCC :o assess the nature of the problem, correct the error and m-subrmt the request. It is
possLb[e, for simpie errors. _at rmmmal manual intervention would be required to fix me
2rob[era. More serious errors could inhibit request re-subrmssion and. requix_ more extensive
.mai,. sis and replanning on the part of the POCC.
When a request passes the SNC validation phase, tt is entered into the queue of pending
;e.,-v,_ce requests. ",rod the resource allocator notified that a new request has arrived. The resource
__i'.ocator scans the queue of requests and deterrmnes which one(s) to service. This selection
•zrocess _s primarily driven by the specific resource allocation policy that is in effect at the time.
Thus. request may be selected for service based on pnonty, function to be performed, amount of
'.eeded resources, projected duration of contact, or other deraved reformation. The relanve
:mpor'zance of each of these factors may vary as a funcnon of time, or be dependent on other
e; ents such as shuttle launches.
'_Vhen _he needed resources are available to satisfy _he current request, they are
:mrr'..ediatety allocated to the requester. A nonfication is then sent to the ATGT and CDOS
Segments :o inform ',.hem of the allocatmn of the resources. Only when abnormal conditions
.,.ere detected woutd the SNC operators need to notified and become involved in the resource
aiiocanon process. Otherwise, normal conditions would cause the various SN segments to
2repute to make contact with the specified user satellite. Specifically, the necessary commands
'._ould be built and sent to the appropriate Data Relay Satellite to acquire contact with the user
- r 11.
,a.eL_te. Once initial acquisition, set-up and contact verification has successfully been
accomplished, communication between the POCC and the user satellite commences, and
commands and data can be transferred for the duration of the contact. Downlinked data will be
routed :o the Data P'rocessmg Segment and/or to the user POCC for processing, as directed in the
eng,.nal request. The Data Processing Segment will independently process the raw downliaked
2ata and transfer the output to the user POCC in an acceptable form upon compleuon.
Contact terminauon under a demand access approach is handled the same as with the pro-
planned approach. When the contact duration is reached, the POCC noufies the SNC that the
connectmn can be terminated. This information is relayed to the Space Communication Segment
so :hat contact can be relinquished and SN resources can be mad_ available to service other
requests. A reply is then sent to the user POCC by the SNC signifying that the request has
successfully been completed and providing an account of the level of resource u-lization that the
request required and the volume of data n'ansferred.
When sufficient resources are unavailable to satisfy a user r_luest, two methods of
conflict resolution am possible. First, the request can be considered to be 'blocked' and would be
immediately returned to the requester with an indication of this rejection condition. Otherwise,
the request can be 'queued' with other validated but pending requests, assuming needed resources
will become available shortly. In this case, periodic feedback is automatically provided to the
user POCC concerning the status of the pending request. This feedback will include, but is not
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limited to, the number of conflicting requests in the queue, and the probability that the request
can be sadsfied within the specified rime window. Note that because it is often dangerous to
terminate contact with a user satellite in an uncontrolled fashion, a lower priority request will not
automatically be pre-empted to service a newly arrived but higher priority request. However,
manual interaction and coordination by the SNC operator(s) may be used to provide this
capabdity in atypical situaaons.
In addition to status information, it is possible for the SNC to inform the user POCC
_,hether manor modifications to a submitted request would improve its chances for being
serviced. For example, the SNC may determine that a request can be serviced if the contact
duration is reduced by 5 minutes, or if a M.A service is used instead of SA. In this case, the user
POCC has the option of leaving the request unaltered, making the suggested changes, or
withd.rav, ing the request.
Due to peaks in network demand, it is possible that some requests may not be servlced
within the specified time frame. Eventually, the request will expire (pass the specified connect
time window) and will be returned to the user POCC unserviced. The user POCC can assess this
situation, take appropriate action, and issue an updated request. In the worst case, this means that
the POCC will need to regenerate command loads for the next feasible contact with the user
spacecraft (hours to days later for complex, time sensitive command loads).
3.2.3.3 Information Interface
The information interface required to support a demand access resource allocation
approach is simpler than that needed to support the preplanned approach. The difference is that
demand access does not requix_ an initial time of contact to be provided in any form (it is
assumed to be the time of request submission). The latest contact time and expected duration of
the request is still needed to support the queueing of initially blocked requests.
Shift requests and related notices a._ also used by the demand access approach. However.
since queued requests are not supported in the scheduled approach, additional interaction
between the SNC and the user POCC is requixed to report their status.
3.2.4 Short-Term Scheduling
3.2.4.1 Purpose
The purpose of the short-term scheduling resource allocation approach is to provide
quick _but not immediate) access to SN resources in an attempt to simultaneously maximize
satisfaction of user requests and minimize the number of schedule changes that are needed. The
short-term scheduling approach is based on the allocation of resources in a real-time fashion
through the periodic creation and dismbution of a short term (2 to 6 hour) schedule. The goal of
this approach is to provide the users with a familiar, but more timely mode of operation for the
_.llocation of SN assets.
3.2.4.2 Functional Flow
This subsection discusses the flow of a user request from its generation at the user POCC
:h.rough the scheduling process.
The short-term scheduling approach provides the user a capability between a pre-planned
and demand access system. Specifically, it allows the user POCC to request SN resources a short
time (approximately 2 to 6 hours) prior to the time of need. This reduces the overall planning
cycle, but provides limited _ to prepare for contact with the user satellite.
Under the short-term scheduling approach, the user POCC will create a request for
service and send it to the SNC as discussed ia Section 3.2.2, Pre-planned. When the request
arrives at the SNC, it is validated and placed in the queue of requests to be scheduled. The
requests are then prioritized, based on the scheduling policy, the specified event start time, and
resource availability. The highest priority entry is removed from the queue and merged into the
evolving schedule.
When the user request is successfully scheduled, the requester is so notified. The
notification will include the start time of the scheduled event, its duration, and other related
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information.The userPOCCcanthencompletepreparationsfor contactwith theusersatellite.
Becauseof theshorttime frame,tt is likely thatpornonsof thepreparationsmayhavealready
beendone. At the scheduled time, cornmunicanons between the user POCC and satellite will be
established. The duration of the contact will be as specified in the original event request.
_,_,.b.en a user request can not be sausfied because of insufficient resources, the user is so
notified. In :his case, the SNC _,'ill include with the returned status, a set of possible time shifts
:hat ,.,,ould '.:'_crease ',he probability of successful event scheduling. As previously discussed, _t :s
:hen ,-p :o ,.he user POCC to assess, modify and re-subrmt the request to the SNC. If the request
can not be shifted, then attempts will be made to shift (or reschedule) the blocking events when
:hey are of [ov,,er priority. As much of th_s process as possible will be automated, only mvolv:ng
_.he SNC operators and the POCC users when automated methods faal to resolve the conr2ict.
This processing _ct interaction may connnue over several cycles.
3.2.4.3 Information Interface
The information interface needed by the short-term scheduling approach is hearty
identical with that specified for the pre-pla.nned approach in Section 3.2.2 of this report. The onl(,,
difference is that :he time between subrmssion of a request and the contact Ume is shorter.
3.2.5 Resource Partitioning
3.2.5A Purpose
The SN will provide service to a diverse set of users having widely different
requLrements. "The purpose of resource partmonmg is to isolate the effects of these diverse
users.
3.2.5.2 Functionality
In the Resource Parntioning techniques, Advanced Tracking and Delay Relay Satellite
System (ATDRSS) assets ate dedicated for specific purposes. Within a partition any of :he
above scheduling techniques could be utilized, and different scheduling techniques could be
_tilized for each pamrion.
There ate a broad range of resource parurioning alternatives to consider. For example.
".he .%L.-kand SA resources could be parutioned among user groups. In this par_tion two user
_oup could be identified, A and B, and assigned a set of MA and SA resources. Thus, when
attempting to obtain ATDRSS support, the two groups would contend for resources only among
:hemselves and not compete with each other. One way to identify user groups is by activity,, e.g.,
manned and unmanned space flight. In this pa=,'rition, dedicated Single Access Forward (SAF3
xnd Single Access Return (SAR) channels may be dedicated to shuttle on an east Tracking and
Data Relay System (T'DRSS) and west TDRSS.
There ate a number of variants to this technique to consider. First, the pa,rmions may be
time variant analogous to the time of day routing performed by the telephone network. For
example, prime rime and non-prime time partitions may be defined.
Second., the parnrions could share resource on an "as available" basis. In this case, pre-
planned access would be used for scheduling both parntions such that no user outside of the
designated group would be allowed to schedule support on the dedicated assets. However.
demand access for users outside of the user group may be allowed; this is referred to as
"spzllover". For example, if a user outside the user group submits a demand access request but is
blocked on his own assets, service (if available) may be provided on the assets of another user
group. Resource partitioning is typically thought of in terms of scheduling, but it also applies to
a proven demand access approach. However, in this case no "spillover" would be allowed,
otherwise the resources would not be partitioned.
The ramifications of this alternative are very broad and affect the ground systems
architecture. For example, the implementation of the resource allocation function may also be
parntioned by establishing separate SNC subsystems corresponding to the partitions. These
resource a.llocauon subsystems could operate as independent subsystems. However, if
spllIover' were perrmtted or zf they were serving as backup for each other in case of f_iure,
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they would have to communicateand would not be independent.Various SNCalternatives
basedon thisconceptarediscussedin Section3.6
3.2.5.3Information Interface
When resourcesare partitioned,each set of resourceswill have its own scheduling
algorithm. The functional flow and information interface will be very, similar to that as if the
technique were being applied globally across all resources, Thus, these issues are not discussed
in this section.
3.2.6 Hybrid Access
3.2.6.1 Purlx_e
The purpose of the hybrid access resource allocation approach is to provide the capability
',o simultaneously support a combination of scheduled and demand access requests. This is
sirmlar to the air traffic control envu-onment where small aircraft must be granted a landing slot
outside of the scheduled runway usage by commercial flights. This approach is predicated on the
belief that there is a dichotomv of request types generated by the user POCCs. Specifically, some
subset of requests need extended planning periods with a known interval of contact, while others
cto not. Hence, the goal of this approach is to support both types of requests in a manner that
provides for optimal utalization of the SN assets.
3.2.6.2 Functional Flow
This subsection discusses the flow of user requests from its generation at the user POCC,
through the scheduling and/or resource allocation process and finally, through satisfaction or
expiration.
When the user POCC prepares a request for service, a decision must be made concerning
_hether this request is to be scheduled or handled via demand access, If the requested contact
will :ake an extended period of time to prepare for, or is time sensitive, then the user POCC
would construct a schedule request. Examples of functions that need to be scheduled include the
building of extensive command uploads for complex activities or preparing to accept real-time
data from a satellite that has no tape recorder. In these cases, the schedule request need only
specify: the POCC/L'SAT id(s), the type(s) of service needed (SA]M.A), and the acceptable
constraints on the tune of contact with the user satellite. The USAT interface parameters are not
needed until just before actual contact with the satellite.
If the requested contact is not time sensitive, then a demand access request can be
constructed by the user POCC. The demand access request would be used to make contact with
the user satellite for health and safety reasons, or for other short term contacts. In this case, the
request must specify all the needed saztlite contact information including interface parameters
<e.g. frequency, encoding parameter,s, data rate, etc.).
The request is received by the SNC, where it is validated and processed, as discussed in
Section 3.2.3. Once validated, a request to be scheduled is placed in the queue to be scheduled.
Because of the mixture of schedulable and demand access capability, the schedule maintained by
the SNC def'mes two distinct periods: the scheduling period and the active period. The
scheduling period is that period of time where incoming requests are integrated into the evolving
SNC schedule with some degree of certainty. At the boundary between the scheduling and active
periods, the schedule becomes 'frozen' and all scheduled requests are finalized. Demand access
requests are accepted to fill in any unallocated spaces in the active schedule.
The processing of demand access requests is similar to that defined in Section 3.2.3,
Demand Access. The difference is related to the fact that scheduled requests will have already
been assigned resources within specified time slots. The resource allocator that processes
demand access requests must therefore fit them into the remaining open slots. Movement of the
scheduled requests to accommodate a demand access request would be limited and might only be
accomplished through manual intervention. Once a demand access request is successfully
scheduled, a confirmation message is returned to the user POCC acknowledging the status of the
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request. T'he handling of unschedulable requests or e×ptr_d demand access r_quests ts the sarr.e
discussed in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.
Prior to the start of a scheduled event, the user POCC would be queried by the Space
Cemmunications Segment /or the SNC on its behalf') to provide the necessary interface
:'_a,,=.eters. This acnon serves to confLrm the commumcation path with the user POCC as ',_ell as
i:m_t the :.-'.format:on that the SNC must maintain for each scheduled r_quest.
3.2.6.3 Information Interface
Tte :nformanon interface ,"or .',he hybrid access allocation approach is a combmat:on or
:_e _,:ke,i_'.ect .rod demand access interfaces specified in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 respectlveiy
3.3 Architectural Alternatives
3.3. I O_,erview
This section formulates a set of architectural alternatives for the SNC and hnter-svs:em
Control _ISCi system(s). As ;he foundation for this formulation, Appendix D documents ,_
=ontrol taxonomy and funcnonal allocat:on analysis for SN. As defined in the appendix, the slx
:_Dec:sof thecon=o[ taxonomy are:
o Functions or condor.
o E'_ements of control,
o Dat,_ Processing modes,
o Decision-making modes,
o Redundancy of control ennties, and
o Locanon of control entities.
This _.tudv used the ISO/Open Systems Interconnection !OSI) framework for 'functions of
,control' for the [eve[ 2 functional decomposition of SN operational control r_qutrements, as
documented m Appendix A. The tower level functions (level 3 and below) are further
_ecomposed m terms of the 'elements of control" - monitonng, data processing and decls_on
making
The funcnons of control have been defined in terms of the OSI Management functions
.,,r'.d :hen allocated to the four control entities described earlier in Section 2.5:
o subsystem control,
o mtra-SN control,
o inter-system control,
o gateway.
Table 33- i provides a high-revel summary of the level 2 and level 3 functional allocation, _,tth
Ihe SNC functionality discussed further m Section 3.3.2.
This section synthesizes the informauon m Appendix D, to formulate architectural
a',_,e,'-nat1,,es and addresses the redundancy and location aspects of the taxonomy. The set of
proposal a.rch_tectural alternatives is shown in Figur_ 3.3-l. The primary architectural factors
:hat distinguish these alternatives are the different partitioning approaches for the system
:unctions and databases. The three alternatives are:
o integrated
o Real-time vs non real-time pamtions
o Classified vs unclassified partitions.
_,mants of these alternatives can be defined based on the level of integration into external
systems. The specific variants considered are integration of the [St; and the r_al-time intra-SNC
functions. Other factors of the architectural alternatives, addressed in describing the alternatives
are ,,.he location and redundancy of the components.
Although a large number of candidate architectures can be formulated using different
combinations of these architectural elements, four _presentauve architectural alternatives have
been selected that provide a basis for discussion of trade-offs in Section 4. These alternatives are
not intended to be an exhaustive list of possible and practical architect'ux_s, but all four are
capable of perfom'ung all SNC/ISC functmns. These architectural alternatives are discussed i.n
Sections 3.3.3 through 3.3.7.
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3.3.2 SNC_ISC Functionality
As discused m Appendix D, some control functions are morn effective if performed by
:he subsystems, while others must be performed by a central control entity (SNC for the S_"
_.,,stem and [SC for the "System of Systems'). Cenu'alizauon of control functions is desu'able for:
o functions dealing with end-to-end management, and
o f'a,-.cuons that requirearbitration among peers.
SNC?[SC Functions
B. Manage Configuration
t. Maintam SN resource allocation Rules Database
2. Y,lainratn Planned Resource Avaalabt[ity Database
3. Maintain Preplanned Se_':ce Request and Scheduled Service Event Databases
-s Manage On-demand Serv:ce Request
C. Manage Faults
3 3,Ianage Inter-system Faults
D. Manage Performance
3 .t4onttor end-to-end real-:_me performance
E. blanage Security
l. Manage SN Security
3.._anage inter-system securi_
F. Manage Accounting
l. Maintain SN Rate Database
2. Maintain and report SN resource unlization
3 Report end-to-end Resource Utili'.ation
[:a!ics denote inter-system control and co-ordination functions
Table 3.3- l
For the National Aeronautics and Space Adrmnistration (NASA) "System of systems'.
centralization of control functions occurs at multiple levels leading to a hierarchical control
system. At the highest level, the ISC system provides control/coordination among the various
autonomous systems (such as the SN, CDOS and NASCOM). The ISC system depends on the
system managers (such as the SNC for SN) to provide the necessary management information to
support the system specific control funcuons. Thus the system managers perform the dual roles
of a manager of their own systems and agents for the ISC system.
The hierarchy of control continues within each system. For example, the SN consists of
(at least) six autonomous subsystems that provide user services - two Advanced TDRSS Ground
Terminals, three Ground Network (GN) subsystems and the gateway for international partners.
Each SN subsystem will be controlled by its own subsystem manager [e.g. ATGT TDRS
Operations Control Center (TOCCs)], which will also act as the agent for the SNC system. The
focus of this study is the [SC and the intra-system
control for the SN only, i.e.. SNC. These control functions are summarized in Table 3.3-I.
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3.3.2.1 Peer-to-p_r Management Approach
The peer-to-peer approach, applied to the NASA 'System of Systems", will requite the
system managers for the autonomous systems to work cooperatively with other system managers
(or sereices across system boundaries. With this approach, there is no need for a separate ISC
system. All data collection (monitoring) is performed by the individual system managers. The
_eer managers interact with each other as equals for all decision making and all decisions require
a_eement :concurrence) between (among) two !or more) peers. If agreement is not reached,
peer-to-peer activities cannot be performed, and may result in lack of acceptable end-to-end
>e,"v_ces, i e. services requu'ing use of multiple systems). The primary defect of this approach ts
:hat no one system has the complete picture of the end-to-end performance of the network. This
slgmfic_tly complicates fault isolation.
Second. the lack of deterrmnistic procedures to assure end-to-end service is unacceptable
:or the NASA System of Systems". The net r_suh of such an approach is that the User System
Managers in effect become the de facto inter-system coordinators for then- own service events.
slnce uhzmately they are responsible for the success of their project. This may lead to each user
system implementing its own ad-hoc rater-system control procedures and mechanisms at a
_ignificantly hlgher cost.
Peer-to-peer management approach is ve_' effective for the operation of OSI layers 1-3.
The laver operation protocols include well defined control information and procedures to resolve
controi interactions. Some examples of control information in layer protocols are:
o packet sequence IDs (fault and accounting management),
o error detecnon Cyclic Redundancy Cycle tCRC)/corr_ction codes (fault management),
o flow control information/performance management), and
o ume stamps _performance management).
At this time canal the foreseeable future), detem'unistic peer-to-peer layer management protocols
do not exist for higher layers. In fact the ISO/OSI standard organization favors system
management approach over layer management approach. ISO 7498-4, section 6.2.2 states - (N_-
ia_er management protocols should only be used where special requtrements dictate that system
management protocols are inappropnate or when systems management protocols ate not
_ 211able .... This standard does not requu'e the development of (N)-layer management protocols
rer each of the seven layers."
3.3.2.2 Managed Objects and MIBs
The control functions listed in Table 3.3-1 were defined within the ISO/OSI Management
Framework, as specified in ISO/IEC 7_98-,.1.. The interface between a manager and its agents
ases the encapsulation principle. The agents mamtaan Management Information Bases fMIBs),
,._hzch are a set of well defined managed objects. The agent functions are then defined as
aiterations or inspecnons of the "Managed Objects". Imperative command cannot be issued to
an agent.
The Managed Object" approach allows the monitonng of a system state at any level of
detail idepending on the MIB definition) by polling for appropriate information. A limited
;',umber of unsolicited messages (traps) control the timing and focus of the polling. The goal is
interface simplicity and minimization of the management traffic.
The alteration functions can be used by a Manager to control the system state to any level
of detaal. The exclusion of imperative commands is not as limiting as it may seem at first, since
an imperative command can be realized by setting a parameter value that triggers an action. An
extreme example would be setting a parameter indicating the number of seconds until system
rebooc The M.IB concept allows for standard MIBs [defined by various national and
international standard organizations, such as ISO, Consultive Committee for International
Telegraph & Telephone (CCITT), Consultive Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS)], as
well as, experimental and private (enterprise) MIBs.
Figure 3.3-2 provides a logical view of the relationship between the ISC and system
managers. As shown in the figure and discussed in Appendix D, some control functions can be
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potentially realized by using peer-to-peer layer management approach, and does not use :he
system managers and agents. Instead. tt ts accomplished by direct exchange of control
information between peer [ayer entities.
3.3.2.3 Example MIB
An e,<a_mpte M.IB is shown in Table 33-2. This was extracted from the Interact RFC
I i58, Set,on 52. the Interface Group. A MIB stmilax to this may be defined for the interfaces
between various autonomous systems. Examples include interfaces between:
o NASCOM [I Gateway and a User System.
o NASCOM [I Gateway and CDOS/'IData Delivery. Service (DDS),
o NASCOM It Gateway and SN/Data Interface System tDIS),
o SN/DIS and CDOSiSN interface function (SN[F)
The objects Ln _he example M[B illustrate the concept of reporting by exception. For examo[e.
the it-LrLDisca.rds object is used to collect information pertaining to buffer bottlenecks. The
manager can set a u'ap, such that the agent ,,rill send a message whenever the fflnDisca.rds
exceeds N.
The objects in the example MLB also illustrate the concept of end-to-end fault
management, that cannot be performed by individual system managers. For example, the ISC
Manager can compare the if[nOctets and ifOutOctets reported by two systems communicating
with each other (such as CDOS/Communtcation Interface Functions (CIF') and NASCOM
Gateway). A mismatch of two numbers would indicate a possible fault event. The ISC Manager
can then advise the affected ISC agents, query, for additional information and initiate diagnostics
actions to detect, isotate, and correct the fault.
3.3.3 Architecture 1 - Current approach
This axchitecture (Figure 3.3.-3) is similar to the Second TDRSS Ground Terminal
<STGT') architecture and was selected for this reason. Today, the SNC functions axe partitioned
between the NCC at G(xldaxd Space Flight Center (GSFC) and the NASA Ground Terminal
(NG'I-) at White Sands Complex (WSC). The NCC is responsible for scheduling SN (TDRSS
and GN), Sensor Data Processing Facility (SDPF') and NASCOM services, i.e. end-to-end
services. The inter-system control functions axe mostly performed manually, while the intra-SN
control functions are generally automated. In the STGT era, the ground t_rminal will be a highly
redundant and automated system responsible for performing intra-SN control functions only,
e.g., an SN end-to-end connectivity test at the beginning of each service event.
Architecture I centralizes all SNC and [SC functions in a redundant classified system m
one location (possibly one building) and is independent of the system location. It can be located
at WSC or GSFC. The impact of location is primarily in the area of commumcation costs (see
Appendix F) and facilities costs. If the selected location were to shut down due to a catastrophic
event (a severe snowstorm, f'tre, earthquake etc.), the control system could not continue to
operate and the ATGT would provide limited functionality back-up. This Can be a signit'icant
[imitation, since the current STGT design does not to provide for back-up operation over an
extended period (several days/weeks/months) of time.
These messages and mechanisms axe generally used for fault and performance monitoring. The
n-acer messages can originate either at the user spacecraft (for future spacecraf_ where such
capability, can be implemented) or at the ATGT for the space-ground renan links, with the user
system as destination address. Similarly, for the ground-space forward links, these messages can
originate at the User System NASCOM II gateways with either the ATGT or the user spacecraft
as the destination address. The tracer messages ate time stamped by the end systems, as well as
intermediate systems (i.e. CDOS and NASCOM gateways) and generally collected by the
ong-matmg system.
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Figure 3.3-2: Inter-System Control -- Logical View
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Figure 3.3-3: Archtecture 1- Current Approach
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OBJECT Name Object Definition
::.'Number
i:Tab',e
:fEn_'
:_T? pe
ifPhysAdcLress
ifAdmmStatus
_fOperStatus
ifLastChange
if'lnOctets
iRnUcastPkts
i_.','Uc astPkts
ffln.Disca.rds
The number of network interfaces (mga.rdless of then" current state)
on which this system can send/receive Inter'net Protocol clY'_
datagrams.
A list of interface enmes. The number of enmes is gi,,en by the
value of iL_'umber.
An interface entry, containing objects at the subnetwork layer and
below for a parncular interface.
The type of interface, distinguished according to :he
physicalAin.k/network protocol(s) immediately "below IP in :be
protocol stack.
The size of the largest [P datagram which can be senu'received on
the interface, specified in octets.
An estimate of the interface's current bandwidth in bits per second.
For interfaces which do not vary in bandwidth or for those where
no accurate estimation can be made, this object should contain the
nominal bandwidth.
The interfaces address at the protocol layer in'maediately "below'
in the protocol stack.
The desu'ed state of the interface (up, down or testing, i.e.. no
operational packets can be passed).
The current operational state of the interface.
The value of sysUpTime at the time the interface entered its
curr_nt operational state.
The total number of octets received on the interface, including
framing characters.
The number of (subnet) unlcast packetsdelivered to a higher-level
protocol.
The number of non-unicast packets delivered to a higher-Iayer
protocol.
The number of inbound packets which were chosen to be discarded
even though no errors had been detected to prevent their deliveR'
to higher-layer protocol. For example, packets discarded to free up
buffer space.
Note: The example does not show the object syntax, access and status information.
Table 3.3-2 Example interface MIB
The originating system computes the transit delays and monitors the running average
over a certain period). If it detects excessive transit delays [compared with agreed to Quality of
Service IQOS) thresholds], it sends a request for corrective actions to the ISC system, which
analyzes the information (and possibly collects additional measurements) to determine the
offending system, it then sends a request for corrective action to the offending system and
advises other systems as a precautionary measure. Often, the offending system has its own
performance/fault monitoring mechanisms, and it may have al.ready detected the problem.
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3.3.4 Real.Time vs Non Real-Time Functions
The functions listed in Table 3.3-l can be partitioned according to their time criticalit,,.
Table 3.3-3 shows the real-time and non real-time partitions for the SNC/ISC functions. Some
functions, such as 'Maintain SN resource allocation Rules Database (function II.B.1) are not
::me cnt:cal, i.e. do not requi.m real-time or near real-nine processing. Other functions, such as
Mon,,tor e_,d-to-end real-time performance (function [I.D3)" are time critical. The data
coi'.ecnon ._nd _rocessing must be performed in real-tlme, ,,hile the deciston-,,'r',aking ant
_:recnon :ce=ec::ve acnons) must be performed in near real-time.
T._,e .Momtor end-to-end real-time performance" function is an example of a real-ti,"n.e
,"'_r.cuon :'.".at provides continuous monitonng and exception event reporting. It monitors :_e
transit de!av using "tracer messages' throughout the duration of each service event. The te.rm
:racer message' is used as a conceptual generalization of a variety of protocol specific
mechamsms for measunng transit delays. Some example are:
o TCP/IP PL\'G ( Packet [ntemet Gropers.
o TCP/IP ttmestamp request message, and
o X._,O0 Probes.
Real-time systems tend to be complex and expensive to develop, deploy, and operate. [n
addition. '.he real-time control funcnons require higher availability, generally achieved by a
redundant architecture. This study postulates that the real-time and non real-time functions wilt
be implemented on separate systems communicating with each other over a Local Area Network
, LANI (if the two systems are collocated') or over a Wide Area Network (WAN) (if the two
.<?stems are not cokiocated). Implementing the SNC/ISC system in this manner will lower
development, deployment and operating costs.
The architectural issue to be addressed is collocation (or not) of the real-time and non
real-time control systems. Architecture 1 (current approach) collocates the two systems at GSFC.
Architecture 2 cFigure 3.3-.,t) Locates the real-time SNC/ISC system at WSC and a non redundant
non real-ume control system at GSFC. Appendix F provides a data/low analysis for time cnncal
and .',.on time cnncal messages sent or received by the SNC/ISC systems. It shows chat
cem.-E..untcation costs will be somewhat lower if the real-time control system is located at WSC.
-Xrchttecture 2 centralizes all real-rime SNC/ISC functions in a redundant class_fiect
,,.<:era at WSC. All non real-time SNC/ISC functions are centralized in a non redundant system
.to GSFC. Thus it is sirmlar to the current architecture, in terms of lack of location redundancy
.,, i:h one significant difference. The real-time SNC/ISC system is at WSC and the redundancy of
:tats system wilt be as good as the redundancy of the ATGT subsystem. If the ATGT complex ts
shut down due to a catastrophic event, there is very little left to control in real-time.
The STGT can provide an existing robust real-time platform for implementing the real-
:ime control functions. Therefore, the real-dine control system can be a stand,alone system
_Figure 3 3 --t) or it can be integrated with ATGT (i.e., upgrade the STGT to an integrated ATGT
by adding the real-time SNC and/or ISC functions to it). The pros and cons of the later approach
.,,re discussed in Section 3.3.7.
A non-redundant system is postulated for the non real-time system at GSFC assuming
:hat the system can be repaired in a short ( 1-2 hours) time period. During this period, preplanned
<ertice scheduling will be suspended. If this turns out to be unacceptable, the non real-time
,,.stem can be made redundant to increase availabtlity.
3.3.5 Classified vs Unclassified Subsystems
The partitioned architecture is based on the premise that it is possible to partition the SN
resources and services such that the schedule for a subset of SN resources can b¢ unclassified.
The rationale for suggesting this partitioning includes reduced schedule negotiations between
SNC and users and lower costs. The control system for the classified subnet can be located
within the ATGT classified facility while the control system(s) for unclassified systems can be
located anywhere.
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Architecture 3 (Figure 3.3-5) centralizes all SNC and ISC funcuons in two separate,
redundant control systems - 5NCA at WSC and SNCB at GSFC. The SNCA system is located
within the classified facilities at WSC. The SNCB will be a unclassified system that can be
locatedanywhere.
Real.time SNCfISC Functions
B. Manage Configuration
J,. Manage On-demand Service Requests
C. Manage Faults
4. Manage Inter-_'stem Faults
D. Manage Performance
3 Momtor end-to-end real-tzme performance ¢except long-term trend
ana&s_s, planntng input)
Non real-time SNC/ISC Functions
B. Manage Configurauon
I. Maintain Rules Database
2. Ma.mtaln Planned Resource Availability Database
3. Maintain Preplanned Service Request Database and Scheduled Service
Event Database
D. Manage Performance
3 cH1)long-term trend analyszs
3.e) send long-term planning input to Tech Ops
E. Manage Security
t. Manage SN Security
3. Manage inter.system securL_.,
F. Manage Accounting
i.Maintain SN Rate Database
2. Maintain and reportSN resource utilization
3. Report end, to-end Resource Utilization
Italics denote inter.system control and co-ordination functions
Table 3.3-3
Both SNCA and SNCB perform all control functions listed in Table 3.3-1, albeit for a
different set of SN resources and different set of exrgmal systems. Then) is limited coordinanon
between SNCA and SNCB to resolve control of resources [such as DOD Lead Ranges (LRs) and
GN] common to both subnets.
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Figure 3.3-4: Architecture 2 - Real Time Function Partition
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Figure 3.3-5: Architecture 3 - Dual Subnet Approach
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This architectureprovideslirmted location redundancy,m addition to control system
redundancyfor SNCAandSNCB.ff theSNCBfmls,subnetA canberecon.figuredto include_iI
or partof subnetB resources.S.NCAcanthenoperateasa full functionality,backupSNCfor the
.<ubnetB users.The reverseis not true,i.e., if SNCA fails, SNCBcannottakeoversubnetA
:onn'oi. since S.NCB is unclassified. This is not a slgnificant [imitation, since complete failure of
S.x,CA (_ated at WSC)is likely to occur in conjunction with complete failu_ of ATGT.
[f :_,e s_bnet partitioning is _mplemented. the [SC/SNCA can be integrated into ATGT.
T}'.e _ros _d cons of such an inte_at!on are discussed in Section 3.3.7.
3.3.6 Standalone ISC Systems
T?.e current .N'CC at the GSFC performs all intra-SN and inter-system contro[ functions
using some automated tools for intra-SN control and primarily manual procedures for inter-
system controls. The key concept for ISC is monitor by exception. [n this concept there is an
operator assigned to every, contact to ensure the quality of service provided by the SN ,,s
ma_nt_ned at itshigh levels.However. ',heoperator will be suppomng multiple contacts
concu_n'entlv. Ln order to do this, the operator must be supported with tools to:
o generate alerts such that problems can be addressed in a Umely fashion,
o disptay the big plcture ' of system status on demand.
This _qua'es automation to collect the status data, process it. and generate user displays. For
example, screens displaying a color coded fault diagnostic tree, as seen at the Naval Blossom
Point Ground Station, would be very, useful pmsentauon formats enabling the operator to grasp
the big picture quickly.
Many commercial networks use the concept of management of monitoring by exception.
A Dpical system for a large corporation has one (or more) networks at each location. Each
network is a.n autonomous entity with its own network manager. These network are connected
together by one (or more) long-haul backbone networks to form an enterprise system. The
enterprise network control center(s) respond to exception reports, manage inter-system security
and collect coporate-wide utilization informauon.
Funcnonally, the inter-system controI/coordinauon (ISC) functions are independent of
:he intra-SN control functions and need not be performed by the same control system. The [SC
funct:ons can be performed by an autonomous system, which is separate from and independent
of zll other 'systems' in the 'System of Systems'. Thus, the primary a.rchitecrural altemauves
._'e to conunue w_th the cu.rr_nt approach, Architecture 1, or utilize a standalone ISC,
Architecture #. as shown in Figure 3.3-6.
A standalone [SC system can be located anywhere and will normally communicate with
the systems via NASCOM. If the level of redundancy (alternate mutes) provided by NASCOM
[I does not meet the availability objectives, it could have its own back-up communication links
for exchanging control information with the other systems, e.g., the public switched telephone
network. As shown in Figut_ 3.3-6, the standalone ISC system can be implemented as a dual
',ocauon redundant system (e.g. GSFC and WSC'). [f operating cost constraints do not allow a
two locauon approach, the architecture can be modified to a one location redundant ISC system.
One of the strong attributes of this architecture is that it will not be dependent on or
coupled to the design or development cycle of the systems to be controlled. Therefore, the
standalone ISC system offers the maximum flexibility (ability to adapt the system to new user
requLrements and/or unanucipated modes of operations) and expandability (ability to
accommodate increased workload).
The deployment cost of a standaJone [SC system is esRmated to be small compared to its
development and operating costs. A standalone ISC can be implemented using SPARC ,1(30 class
workstations. The number of such workstations at an Inter-System Control Center (ISCC) will
depend on the number of operators needed during peak traffic periods. This number is estimamd
to be considerably tess than the number of operator consoles in the curroat NCC, since the
proposed ISCC will be based on a monitor by excepuon concept. In this approach, operators will
respond to excepnon r_ports provided by an automated process that is contmual.ly monitoring
and. analyzing status and providing progress reports.
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Figure 3.3-6: Arc_nitec+.ure4 - Stand Alone ISG
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3.3.7 Integrated with SNC
I-[istoncally the NCC has been land conunues to be) responsible for resolving all inter-
system interfaces. In addition, the SN is the primary 'Space End System" and all space-ground
information flows through it except during contingency services provided by Deep Space
Network (DSN'),q:)OD LRs and intemanonal partners ['European Space Agency (ESA) and
Japanese Space Agency tNASDA)]. Therefore, a case can be made for the SN to be considered
as more equal among equals. Other service providers (such as CDOS, NASCOM) exlst :o
process or 7:_nsport data in support of the SN services.
Integrating the SNC and ISC in an "Integrated SNC" may lower deployment _nd
eperational costs. At the same time, the coupling between SNC and ISC may bias the Integra_,ed
SNC" in favor of the SN. This tends to limit the system flexibility and expandability.
3.3.7.1 Integrated Inter.system Control Architectures
As an alternative to the standalone ISC altemauve, the ISC functions may be integrated
into other systems. The ISC alternatives addressed m this section axe:
o Integrate with SNC (Architecture i)
o Integrate with ATGT
o Integrate with CDOS.
o Integrate with NASCOM [I Network Management System (NMS).
These alternatives and their pros/cons are discussed below.
3.3.7.2 Integrated with ATGT
As discussed in Section 3.3.4, the real-time intraSNC functions may be integrated into
the ATGT. An extension of this alternative is to enhance the ATGT to accommodate the [SC
functions as well. The Automatic Data Processing (ADP) systems in the STGTs will be highly
redundant and much more powerful compared to the ADP systems in the preSTGT systems. The
STGT ADP systems (specifically EXEC ADPE) will be capable of performing control functions
currently not performed by the WSGT or NGT, e.g. the pre-pass test of equipment to be used to
support the contact. This could be extended to perform an end-to-end pre-pass test under the
conrrot of the ATGT.
This additional integration offers the benefit of simpler and more robust architecture for
real-ume intra-SN control funcuons. It can also lower the cost of the intra-SN control entity
,SNC_ [t extends the benefits of the robust ATGT architecture to inter-system control functions
as well. [t has the disadvantage of coupling the ISC to the ATGT, which would require
significant enhancements to the ATGT architecture and design. This tends to increase costs and
[irrut the system flexibility/expandibility.
3.3.7.3 Integrated with CDO$
The CDOS will provide an integrated mission data and operations management system
for a large number of mission projects. The three primary services to be provided by CDOS are:
o DDS,
o Data Archive Service (DAS). and
o C"DOS Operations Management Service (COMS).
The CDOS DDS will process all CCSDS compliant data transported via the SN and the DSN. It
will include a powerful Operations Management System. This system (COMS) could be
enhanced to be made responsible for ISC functions as well.
Integrating the CDOS/COMS and ISC in an "Integrated COMS" may lower deployment
and operataonal costs for CCSDS compliant data. However, integrating inter-system control for
nonCCSDS data may require design changes to CDOS/COMS and resdt in higher design,
deployment, and operational costs for the total CD_S. In addition, the close or tight coupling
between COMS and ISC may bias the "Integrated NCC" in favor of the SN.
Also, the ISC will likely require the use of the composite SN schedule in its operation.
Since the schedule may be classified, this may impose additional security requirements on
CDOS.
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3.3.7.4 Integrated with NASCOM II
The current NASCOM will be upgraded to a data driven NASCOM II. It will connect all
NASA centers, data processing centers and international partner,. Unlike the SN and the CDOS,
NASCOM is not dedicated to transporting spacecraft data only. It will transport all other data
to/from various NASA systems. It will include a powerful Long-haul Communications Network
Management System CNASCOM II NMS).
The pros and cons of integratmg the NMS and ISC in an "Integrated NMS" are similar to
the pros and cons discussed earlier for Integrated SNC or COMS. The NASA NMS is primarily
responsible for managing a ground-ground long-haul unclassified communications network. The
ISC will be responsible for managing a variety of additional systems and interfaces. For
example, security management, high-speed local/short-haul interfaces between SN/DIS and
CDOS/SNIF. Therefore, an 'Integrated NMS" may not be more cost effective. Furthermore,
NASCOM rl will be serving many other systems {that are not part of the "System of systems
addressed by this report). This will result in additional complexity, further increasing costs and
risks and possibly comprormse the level of attention provided to space-ground services.
3.4 Infrastructure Support
3.4.1 Introduction
[n reviewing the POCC and NCC operations, the requirements for the end-to-end design
of the SN related communications and informauon systems became apparent. The creation of a
schedule is a complex co-operative process among groups (POCCs) desiring to use common SN
resources with the SNC serving as arbitrator m the allocation of these resources. It is especially
complex because the requirements are dynamic with changes being introduced throughout the
planning cycle.
The process is currently much more complex than it needs to be with modern technology,.
As shown in Figure 3A.-1, the NCC data management is not integrated with the POCC systems
in the sense that when data elements in one system change, they are not updated at the other. For
example, in the Multisatellite Operauons Control Center CMSOCC), a generic scheduling system
is available for generating schedule requests, but the interface between it and the Mission
Planning Terminal /.MPT) is manual. When a reject message is returned by the SNC, the
ongu':,ai request is not maintained for modificauon at the NCC, and the local database at the
POCC is not updated.
To rectify these problems, it is envisioned that the SNC will be an integrated
communicataons and information system with a major reduction in the manual co-ordination
required to accommodate the inevitable conflicts and changes. The infrastractu_ necessary, to
support this environment involves distributed data management, distributed work
management, communications, automated interface management, information resource
dictionary and computer security. This infrastructure is described below.
3..I.2 Distributed Data Management
It is envisioned that the schedule will be maintained by a distributed data management
system as depicted in Figure 3.4-2. The schedule database could also be implemented with a
centralized approach. However, this would introduce considerable communications traffic
between the POCC and SNC because the users require access to this information for their
planning activities. For this discussion, the distributed approach is assumed.
In its planning the POCC scheduling system would goner'am a database of its schedule
requests. From the instant that a schedule request is f'tr*t submitted to the SNC until it is
executed or deleted, it would be under the control of this system. The complete schedule will be
mamtained at the SNC, but the POCC specific elements of the schedule would aim be stored
locally. The POCC would be able to enter and delete requests, but only the SNC would be able
to authorize them by allocating ATDRSS assets. The POCC would be able to modify requests
providing they did not impact other users; otherwise the SNC would have to authorize the
modification. With such a system, there would no confusion concerning the slams of a schedule
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request. For example, when a user enters a modificauon to a schedule request m the local
da_base, it would be:
o modified locally and the update sent to the SNC providing the user had the authority' to
make the modification
o set at a pending status and forwarded to the SNC for approval it" the user didn't have
approval: when the SNC (person or computer) evaluated the modification request, its
status would be updated at the SNC and the local POCC.
To achieve the benefits of an integrated data management system, them are a number of
complexmes that must be handled. The major issue is how to accommodate changes in the
schedule when multiple POCCs are affected.
Suppose a user POCC enters a new schedule request that can only be accommodated bv
moving the allocations of two other user POCCs. The SNC software would identify a sh_ft
request, and the SNC schedule database would be updated at the SNC reflecting that a chan_e
,.vas in progress. Rather than have operators communicate using the telephone, the SNC would
send shift requests v_a electronic mail to these POCCs tagged with a task to assess the impact
and an action item to respond to the SN'C. The management (creation, tracking, and updating_ of
"he tasking and the action items is referred to as Distributed Work Management (DWM}. By
sending out action items and taskang, it is envisioned that the volume of verbal communications
can be drastically reduced. DW,'M is viewed as an emerging technology as evidenced by the
relevant products that have recently appeared in the Personal Computer (PC) marketplace such
as Rhapsody (ATGT) are Notes (Lotus).
One of the key issues in generating the shift request is to what extent could the SNC
could provide genenc scheduling capability, and take into account user spacecraft constraants.
One approach is to have the SNC scheduling algonthm Oven by time windows provided as
input to the SNC by the user POCCs. In this case the translation from a generic scheduling input
to aume window format is d.one in the POCC: the spacecraft constraints are implicidy specified
via the windows. These windows would be defined in a sufficiendy broad context to allow
muit:ple orbits and inter-assignment constraints to be specified, e.g., a ten minute assignment
between 2 and 2:30 or a ten minute assignment between 3 and 3:30. Alternatively. the SNC
could be explicidy provided in a database of user spacecraft constraints as defined by the POCC
:o consider in generating the shift request. The major issues to be addressed am development
,_.,_d operanonal complexity of generic scheduling. From a development point, the issue is
',,,bother a sufficiently generic scheduling package could be developed that could accommo_te
all of the individual nuances and constraints of individual existing and planned spacecraft. If
not. the SNC could provide a set of reusable software modules to the POCCs performing the
basic generic scheduling functions. The POCCs would then tailor them to their specific needs.
From an operational point of view, the issue is processing and managing the constraint database
_,tth in the SNC. /.f the database is extremely large, it may be preferable to off-load the SNC and
allocate the generic scheduling to the POCCs.
After the shift request is received at the POCC, the tasking to evaluate its impact be
performed and a response generated to the action item. These actions may be performed by a
person or a computer-based expert system. This may requtre the POCC to interact with the
<cience user. Similar distributed data management, communications, and distributed work
management technologies am applicable. If the POCCs agree to the shift request, then the
POCC and SNC databases would be updated to reflect the shift. Otherwise, an alternative shaft
would have to be identified, the request put on hold, or the request rejected.
Modern distributed database systems equipped with two phase commit capability am able
to support these distributed types of operations. Although current systems am largely vendor
proprietary, standards are merging to support this capability. Therefore, this component should
be obtained as an-off-the-shelf item for integration into the SNC.
3.4.3 Communications
To provide the interaction between the SNC and the POCCs, an advanced
communication system such as that defined by the ISO OSI protocol suite will be needed. Since
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the government has heavily endorsed OSI by establishing Government OSI Profiles
Interconnection (GOSIP), it is expected that OSI protocols will be used for S*'C
corrtmunications where practical. For the SNC, the major communications services envisioned
for SNC am:
o dismbuted transaction processing to support schedule distribution, and modificatmn,
o message handling to support electronic mail,
o file n-ansfer to transfer accounting and performance data,
o g'raphics terminal emulation to access appLications (this will allow the users to be
_'emotely situated from the host computing systems), and
o remote operations to support network management applications
With expected implementation of :he SNC in the 1997 timeframe, the software implemennng
these services and the underlying communicatlons protocols will be standardized and should be
avmlable off-the-shelf.
OSI protocols will provide new options for implementation of encryption to provide
security functions. Standard protocols for implementing these functions are currendy being
developed by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) as part of the Secure Data
Network System (SDNS). Rather than use link encryption as currendy done in NASCOM.
encryption may be performed at higher layers. Since NASCOM II will be a mesh network, all
communications between the WSC and GSFC may not be provided by a point-to=point [ink.
Thus, higher level encryption may be preferable to link encryption. As shown in Figure 3.4=3,
one alternative is to perform eric .rJTtion between the network and transport layers; the two
protocols for supporting this altemauve axe:
o SP3 - encryption on a source-destination basis,
o SP4- encryption based on a transport connection basis.
As iLlustrated in the figure, these protocols reside above the network layer to be supported by
NASCOM H. Therefore, the SNC may have to provide the SDNS Key Management Center
Although this imposes an additional security activity, it should be implemented using off-the-
shelf components in the 1997 time-frame.
Another SDNS alternative being developed by NIST is enc ryption at layer 6 or 7 for
electronic mail applications. Use of this opuon may also require the SNC to support a Key
.Management Center.
3.4.4 Automated Interface Management
Considering the broad variety of interfaces needed to support the communications
services described above, management of these interfaces will be complex. However, it will be
_eady simplified by the use of utilities that have evolved to support OSI applications. The
_rimary utility of interest is the ASN. 1 compiler discussed below.
In OSI the applications layer interface is described using a special language referred to as
the Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN. I) (ISO 8824). Using a basic set of constructs (integer,
character) and a composite set of constructs ('sequences), ASN.I provides a very general
message definition capability. Messages will then be encode using a Type-Length=Value (T-L-
V) algorithms referred to as the Basic Encoding Rules (ISO 8825).
ASN. I compilers provide the capability to automatically generate the encode and decode
software from the ASN. I specification of the application interface. The encode software accepts
as input a data structure corresponding to the message and generates the T-L-V encoding.
Conversely. the decoding software accepts a T-L-V byte stream as input and instantiates the data
structure corresponding to the message. Thus with the use of ASN.1, the communicanons
software is easily changed when the interface is modified.
3.4.5 Information Resource Dictionary
In the case we suggest that a set of institutional standaxds for defining and exchanging
planning and scheduling data be developed and adopted. Such standards would enable planning
and scheduLing applications to communicate at the semantic level (subject to security, and
privacy constrsants).
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Although the existing NCC already has a defined standard interface with the POCCs, it _s
recommended that the SNC planning and scheduling system be based on a more general sta.ndard
capable of unifying all of the interacung systems. Such a standard would lay the foundanon %r
a seamless' planning and scheduling network, within the system-of-systems, capable of :apldiy
"espond_r',g to non-nominal situanons with maximally productive schedules.
An appropnate standard already exists for this purpose, called the Information Resource
Dictionary. Standard tIRDS). The [RDS is a four-layer model for defining data. At the top level.
data are modeled using thee basic constructs: entity types, relationship types, and atmbute
types. The Layer 2 model, or data definition schema, is created by defining specific entity types.
relationship _.pes, and atmbute types descnbing the general domain of planning and scheduhng
A key aspect of the technical approach is the use of a standard notation for expressing
potentially complex time and quantity relationships and constraints. This notation should
provide, as a minimum, all of the expressive capability provided by the Flexible Envelope
Request Notation (FERN') develop by NASA.
Given the standard layer 2 model, each mission and facility would thus construct its own
layer 3 model in accordance with the standard. In the process, all of the static constrmnts that
exist between instances of these activities would be captured for general use. The fourth layer of
the IRDS model would then represent the specific plans, schedules, and ephemeral data
produced or used by the missions and facilities in the course of flight opei'adons.
The major benefit of adhenng to the IRDS standard is that commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) software could be used to create and manage the data dictionaries, as well as providing a
standard interface for the r_use of software components across multiple systems.
3.4.6Computer Security
As discussed in Section 3.2.2,one alternativefor operationof SN scheduling in the
unclassifiedmode Isto allow the usersto work togetherto generatethe schedule.This imposes
an additionalrequirement for applicationsinteroperabilityamong the POCCs such thattheir
mission planning and scheduling data can be interchanged.
The security infrast_ctu_ definition for the SNC is based on the ability to either
partition the classified data from unclassified data into separate processing environments, or :o
segregate the majority of the sectunty functionality into a highly trusted subsystem. The three
basic computer security alternauves for the SNC are a Multi-level secu_ (MLS) architecture, a
J.ata partitioned architectu_, and a functionally partitioned architecture. Each of these
alternatives is presented in the following subsections.
3.4.6.I Multi.levelSecure Architecture
The MLS architectureas depicted in Figure 3.4.6-Ipresupposes thatthe evolutionof
'trustedcomputing systems" has evolved to thepointthata B2-classsystem (asdefinedinDOD
520028-STD) can be establishedas the processingcorn of the SNC. The securitymanagement
functions provide the foundation in which the r_mainder of the (less trusted) SNC functions
operate.
The majority of the security functionality is allocated to a secure COTS operating system
or security kernel, including, access control, auditing, and interfacing to the communications
media. A secure data base management system may be used to control and audit access attempts
to the data it manages (e.g., the schedule). A set of manual procedures would be used to maintain
the integrity of the security functions such as establishing login i_, maintaining security
designation(s) of communication channels, reviewing audit trail data,
The Multi-level Secure architecture would be used as the infrasa'ucture for either the
Integrated SNC or the Real-time Partitioned architectural alternatives presented as Alternatives 1
and 2 respectively, in Section 3.3.
3.4.6.2 Functionally Partitioned Architecture
The Functionally Partitioned Architecture as depicted in Fig'u_ 3.4.6-2 is based on the
classical 'system-high" mode of computer system operation. In this case, the majority of the
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security functions are isolated into a separate processor referred to as the "guard processor". The
guard processor is responsible for authentica_ng and audidng user access as well as
downgrading data that can be sent to unclassified systems. The security data base for the most
part. is maintained by the guard processor. All interfaces to unclassified systems are requ_d to
access :he SNC only through the guard. Other classified systems may be allowed to b.vpass the
guard processor, if no violation of the security policy is possible.
The Functionally Partitioned architecture would be used as the infrastructure for either
the Integrated SNC or the Real-time Parutioned architectural alternatives presented as
Alternatives 1 and 2 respectively in Section 3.3.
3.4.6.3 Data Partitioned Architecture
The Data Partitioned A.rchltecture as depicted in Figure 3.4.6..3 attempts to isolate the
classified data and processing performed by SNC from the unclassified portion. This pan_t_omng
is based on the prermse that it is possible to partition the SN resources so that the user POCC's
can gain less resmcted access to a portion of the SNC.
A portion of the security functionality is allocated to both the classified and unclassified
subsystems. These subsystems are still responsible for authenticating user access to their
respective data stores. Because the classified subsystem is not directly communicating with the
unclassified user POCC's, the overall level of security functionality is somewhat reduced over
the MI, S system above.
To avoid possible security policy violations, however, the classified and unclassified
portions of the SNC would still need to interact in a very. resu'icted fashion, probably through a
small security guard processor. This interaction is needed to pass dismbuted information
between the two processors such as accounting, performance and security audit data. The
majority of the security, functionality is therefore allocated to the guard processor to ensure that
classified data is not released to the unclassified subsystem. Manual procedures am still used to
establish and maintain the security data base needed by the system.
The Data Partitioned architecture would primarily be used as the infrastructure for :he
Classified Panmoned architecn.u"al alternative presented as Alternative 3 in Section 3.3.
3.4.6.4 Conclusions
The analysis results of the security infrastructure indicate that the Multi-level Security (MLSJ
alternative architecture has several major drawbacks including very. high development and
maintenance costs, lower performance and reduced flexibility over the other options. For that
reason, this aiternative has been dismissed as a feasible approach. Therefore, if the selected SNC
architecture is either Alternative 1 (Integrated SNC) or Alternative 3 (Real-time Partitioned), the
Functionally Partitioned security architecture is recommended. The Data Partitioned securi W
architecture is recommended if Alternative 2 (Classified Partitioned) is the selected SNC
architecture.
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4. Tradeoffs
In this section the alternatives formulated in Section 3 axe compared against a set of
evaluation criteria in order to determine the tradeoffs. The evaluation criteria axe defined in
Section _. i.
[n Sections 42 to 4.6 the major alternatives formulated in Section 3 am evaluated. As
shov, n in Table -$-I, these alternatives consist of:
o Resource Allocation
o Resource Partitions
o Real-time and Non-Real-Time Pa.rntions
o Integration of the Space Network ControI(SNC) with Advanced Tracking and Delay
Relay Satellite System (ATGT)
o Introduction of Automated Inter-System Control (ISC')
This comparison is largely qualitative although performance of the resource allocation
algorithms is evaluated quantitatively. The quantitative results were generated using the
National aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Network Planning and Analysis System
(NPAS) model as well as a CTA INCORPORATED (CTA) developed model for real-time
demand access.
4.1 Definition of Evaluation Criteria
To discriminate between alternatives, a set of evaluation criteria was defined and applied
to the alternatives. They are as follows:
Capability - The degree to which user needs and service requirements axe met by the
conceptual alternative under normal fault conditions,
Performance - The ability of the conceptual alternative to meet performance goals of
probability of obtaining service, network utilization, and user responsiveness,
Risk - The schedule, technical, and cost uncertainty associated with the conceptual
alternative,
Flexibility - The ability of the conceptual alternative to adapt to new user requirements or
unanticipated modes of operation,
Expandability - The ability of the conceptual alternative to accommodate an increased
workload of schedule requests and users,
Cost - The life cycle costs required to implement the conceptual alternative.
Ease of Use - The ease of use experienced by users of the conceptual alternative; the
amount of training required to bring users to a level of proficiency.
4.2 Capability
Capability is the degree to which user needs and service requix_ments are met by the
conceptual alternative under normal operating conditions. As described in Section 2.3, there axe
several modes of mission operations with differing needs for Space Network (SN) services.
These modes are:
o Mode I - Single Event Operations
o Mode 2 - Emergency Operations
o Mode 3 - Target of Opportunity Operations
o Mode 4 - Aperiodic Operations
o Mode 5 - Periodic Operations
How a conceptual alternative will respond to each of these modes is of prime importance i.n
evaluating the alternative, especially in the case of the resource allocation alternatives. The
evaluation that follows, therefore, is largely concerned with how the alternatives respond to the
needs of a mission operating in each of these modes.
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4.2.1 Resource Allocation
4.2.1.1Demand Access
The demand scheduling approach providesthe bestresponse to emergency and targetof
opportunity requirements. If demand scheduling were available with a high probability of
successfully scheduling a contact, perhaps more missions would be developed to operate in a
target of opportunity mode. A benefit of this could be a decrease in total data traffic. This
decrease could come about if missions could achieve substantially the same results from
collecting data at carefully selected times instead of operating in periodic or aperiodic mode.
collecting data continuously.
This scheduling approach would be robust in the event of failure of SN resources, either
temporary, or permanent. Overall performance would decrease, in proportion to the significance
of the lost resources, but no last minute rescheduling would be needed, and no long-planned
operations would be cancelled.
Demand scheduling may not be acceptable to missions with known needs for frequent
aperiodic or periodic sessions, unless blocking probability can be kept very low. Demand access
is not suitable for single event support for which a guaranteed contact at a specific time is
required, unless some sort of priority with preemption scheme is used to ensure access.
The workload may have peaks and. valleys, leading to varying demand on SNC staff.
Uncertainty as to whether a particular attempt to schedule a contact will succeed could make
personnel scheduling in the Payload Operations Control Center (POCC) difficult as well.
4.2.1.2 Pre-Planned Allocation
Pre-planned a.llocarion is desirable for missions with well-defined needs that seldom
change. It permits advanced planning of staffing for both mission operations and for SN.
Operations tasks that require advance preparation are best served by an approach that permits
advanced reservation of resources.
Emergency and target of opportunity operations, on the other hand, are not handled well
by a pre-planned system, because a "frozen" schedule makes it hard to accommodate pop-up
requests to handle these requirements. This is less of a disadvantage if the "liquid" and "slushy"
states predominate. If the schedule is frozen too far in advance, even missions that operate in
Mode ,.1.(Aperiodic) may f'md it difficult to maximize data return because a schedule that seemed
optimal at the time it was formulated may not match the actual downlink requirements. This
effect may get worse with the increasing use of intelligent instruments that adapt their data
collection rates and on-board processing to suit observations.
Failure of SN resources would have serious repercussions on a pre-planned schedule in
the short term. Because there might not be time to replan, a failure could result in a high priority
session being cancelled, while a lower priority mission is unaffected. In the long run, the pre-
planned approach would take permanent outages into account in developing schedules.
4.2.1.3 Short Term scheduling
The short term scheduling approach combines features, both good and bad, of the
demand access and pre-planned approaches. It represents a compromise approach to allocation
of SN resources.
For example, servicing of periodic and aperiodic needs that are known well in advance is
fulfilled better by short term scheduling than by demand access, but not as well as by a pre-
planned approach. Short term scheduling may not allow adequate preparation time prior to a
contact, particularly if change or shift requests are needed. The difficulty of personnel
scheduling when the ability to schedule a contact is uncertain is nearly as bad as for demand
access. Also, scheduling of service for single events (mode 1 operations) is fulfilled better by
short term scheduling than demand access, but not as well as pre-planned. Unless service is
virtually guaranteed by a high priority, the greater advanced scheduling of the pre-planned
approach would be preferred for launch, orbit operations, and other such operational activities.
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Servicing of emergency operations and target of opportunity requests are better served by
short term scheduling than by the pre-planned approach, but not as well as by demand access. In
both of the above situations,, the ability to schedule a contact shortly before the desired start time
makes short-term scheduling preferable to the pre-planned approach. But there is still a freeze
point hours before the event, thus demand access would respond better to these needs.
In the event of failu._ of SN resources, the short term approach would react much like the
pre-planned approach.
4.2.1.4 Hybrid Allocation
Hybrid allocation provides the best of both the demand and pre-planned allocation
approaches, accommodating all modes of mission operation, but it avoids theix greatest
disadvantages. The hybrid approach, by providing demand access to some resources, can satisfy
requirements for emergency and target of opportunity operations. But since this approach also
provides for advanced scheduling of contacts, single event, aperiodic, and periodic operatlons
can be handled as well. A great deal of excess capacity may be needed to assure support for last-
minute requests after allocating resources in advance for missions that need to schedule services
in advance.
Failure of SN resources would result in disturbance of the pre-allocated part of the
schedule, as in the pre-planned approach, and an increased probability of blocking for demand
requests, as in the demand access approach. An advantage of the hybrid approach is that a high
priority mission that had a pre-pIanned contact bumped because of a resource failure would be
able to make a demand request, and thus might be able to conduct the planned contact, despite
the failure.
4.2.2 Resource Partitions
A potential advantage of this partitioning is that the resource allocation approach could
be opcirruzed to each user group or partition. This could mean a different approach for each
partition, or simply a variation in the parameters of a single approach. For example, in the
demand access approach, the priority scheme or method used to handle blocked requests might
vary. from partition to partition. Another advantage is that the schedule for the dedicated
resources of each partition could be published, making it easier to make requests, and decreasing
the amount of conflict resolution processing by both users and SNC.
Separation of manned from unmanned missions would relieve unmanned users from the
uncertainty of scheduling at planned shuttle launch times and during shuttle missions. Gaining
_his relief comes at the expense of removing enough resources from the pool to accommodate the
high priority shuttle requirements, whether they turn out to be needed or not.
A possible disadvantage is that there could be an imbalance in allocation of resources to
the groups, leading to frequent blocking for users in one group, while another group's resources
axe under-utilized. Despite the "spillover" concept, scheduling of another group's resources
could be much less satisfactory than using the resources of one's own group (e.g., due to lower
priority, or restriction to last-minute demand access). Such an imbalance could be caused (or
made worse) by failure of resources allocated to one partition.
4.2.3 Real.time vs. Non-real-time Functional Partition
Not Applicable.
4.2.4 Integration of SNC with ATGT
These options have little impact on capability as seen by users, except that some options
may make it easier to operate with resource partitions.
4.2.5 ISC
The end-to-end capabilities of a Automated ISC could be of benefit to users because
more effective use of resources could result. This would include not only SN resources but also
those of the user missions and institutional facilities [such as Customer Data Operations Services
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(CDOS) and NASA Communicatmns Network (NASCOM)]. An integrated approach :o
management and control of ALL resources needed to perform a task would simplify operations
and could lead to lower operating costs.
The system of systems challenge, however, is formidable. Retrofitting the Automated
ISC approach into missions that are being developed now [e.g., Earth Observing System (EOS)]
assurmng NCC-like operations may be difficult -- technically, financially, and organizationally.
[t would be necessary, to create an evolutionary approach that requires new missions or
Lnstitutional upgrades, while allowing older missions to run in Network Control Center (NCC)
mode.
4.3 Relative Cost Analysis and Rankings
Life cycle cost consists of three primary elements:
o Development Costs (DEV) - this includes the cost of developing software, procedures,
interface definitions and development system.
o Deployment Costs (DEPLOY) - this includes the cost of acquisition, installation, training
for all operational hardware, software, communication services for SNC and User
Interface systems (if applicable).
o Operational Costs (OPER) - this includes the facility, personnel, and computer system and
maintenance/service costs.
Atl cost analysis is relative ranking, with 1 being the lowest cost alternative and 5 being the
highest. At an architectural level, absolute or relative costs cannot be estimated accurately, since
cost is a function of many design and implementation decisions beyond the scope of this study.
4.3.1 Resource Allocation
The relative cost rankings for the resource allocation alternatives defined earlier in
section 3.2 are as follows:
Current NCC approach
Pre-planned fixed
Pre-ptanned fluid
Short-term (2-6 hrs)
On-demand (5-15 rain)
Hybrid
fluid+streched on-demand)
DEV DEPLOY OPER
2 2 4
3 3 2
4 4 3
3 5 1
1 1 1
5 4 2
Development cost ranking
The simplest allocation algorithm is the on-demand alternative. With this approach,
service events are scheduled as soon as the service requests are received. There is no need to
keep track of and schedule events at a future time. In addition, with the on-demand approach
there is no need for a classified schedule or distributed data/work management. Therefore the on-
demand approach has been assigned the rank order 1.
If the current NCC approach is continued in the Advanced TDRSS Ground Terminal
!ATGT) era, it will require complete redesign and development effort to support increased SN
capacity/channel types. The current NCC approach supports a combination of pre-planned fixed
and on-demand resource allocation algorithms with an emphasis on the pre-planned approach.
All other alternatives (except on-demand) will require some development effort to support the
"User System Information Interface" using distributed data and work management as described
in Section 3.4. Therefore, the current NCC approach has been assigned the rank order 2.
Among the remaining alternatives, the development costs will be a direct function of
automated allocation algorithms. The pre-planned fixed and short term alternatives are more
complex than the on-demand approach, since both support scheduling of furore events. These
alternatives are less complex than the pre-planned fluid alternative, which breaks down the
scheduling process in three phases (liquid, slushy and frozen) and may use several allocation
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strategies(demandleveling,windowpruning,andconstraintrelaxation).The complexityof the
pre-plannedandshorttermalternativeswerejudgedto becomparable.Thereforebothhavebeen
assignedarankingof 3 andthepreplannedfluid hasbeenassignedarankingof 4.
The hybridapproachis acombinationof pre-plannedfluid andmodified (stretched)on-
demandapproach.Therefore, it was judged to require maximum development effort and has
been assigned a ranking of 5.
Deployment cost ranking
The deployment cost of hardware/software will be a function of the algorithm complexity
and frequency of rescheduling, while the training costs will be a function of the user interface
complexity. The on-demand alternative is the simplest and therefore has been assigned a ranking
of 1. If the current NCC approach is continued, there will be no need to deploy distributed data
or work management systems. Therefore, it has been assigned the rank order 2.
The short-term alternative requires rapid rescheduling as each service request is received.
It cannot spread the processing over a period of time, as is the case with pre-planned alternatives.
Therefore, the short-term alternative was judged to require the maximum processing power. The
training cost for this alternative is more than the on-demand approach but less than all other
automated approaches. The higher cost of processing system was judged to exceed any savings
in the training costs, and therefore the short-term alternative has been assigned the highest cost
ranking of 5.
The hardware required for the pre-planned fixed alternative would be more than that
required for the current NCC approach, to support distributed data and work management. The
pre-planned fixed algorithms are simpler compared to the pre-planned fluid and the frequency of
scheduling runs is also less. Therefore, the pre-planned fixed has been ranked as 3, while the pre-
planned fluid has been ranked as 4..
The hybrid approach is a combination of pre-planned fluid and modified (stretched) on-
demand approach. Therefore the deployment costs for this alternative is comparable to the
deployment cost for the higher of the two alternatives, i.e., pre-planned fluid.
Operational cost ranking
Operational costs are primarily a function of the amount of negotiations, complexity of
user interface, communications costs and hardware/software maintenance costs.
The current NCC approach was judged to require maximum negotiations and the most
complex user-interface. Therefore, it has been assigned the highest cost ranking of 4. The user
interface for the on-demand and the short-term alternatives are simplest and of comparable
complexity. These also requite the least amount of negotiations and therefore have been assigned
a ranking of 1.
The pre-planned fluid would require more negotiation compamxl to the on-demand or
short-term approach, since it schedules future events. For the same reason, its user interface
would be more complex. However, it would require less negotiation compared to the pre-
planned fixed approach. The user interface complexity for both pre-planned approaches is
comparable. Therefore, the pre-planned fluid and f'txed have been ranked as 2 and 3 respectively.
4.3.2 Resource Partitions
The relative cost rankings for the resource partitioning alternatives described earlier in
section 3.3.1.2 are as follows:
Current NCC approach
[Unpartitioned Classified SNC
at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)]
Classified and Unclassified at GSFC
Classified at White Sands Complex (WSC),
Unclassified at GSFC
DEV DEPLOY OPER
1 1 2
2 2 2
2 2or3 1
-1.-5
Development cost ranking
Supporting partitioning of resources would incur additional development costs compared
_o a system without any resource partitioning. However, the specifics of the partitioning
approach is not expected to impact the development costs, i.e., development costs for the two
partitioning alternatives was judged to be comparable.
Deployment cost ranking
The deployment costs for the pax_tioned alternatives were judged to be higher than the
cost of unpartitioned SNC system due to the cost of deploying two separate systems. We have
assumed that both GSFC and WSC already have adequate classified facilities. If the ATGT
classified facilities at WSC are not adequate to house the classified SNC system, the deployment
cost ranking for the last alternative will change to 3.
Operational cost ranking
The unpartitioned alternative and the partitioned alternative with a classified system at
GSFC will both require continued operation of a classified facility at GSFC and encrypted
communication links between WSC and GSFC. Operating classified facilities and links is quite
expensive. In general the total life-cycle cost (development, deployment and operation over life
cycle) of a classified system is several times higher compared to the life cycle cost of an
equivalent unclassified system. In other words, both the unpartitioned and the partitioned
alternative with a classified system at GSFC will incur higher operational costs. The operational
cost of these two alternatives were judged to be comparable.
4.3.3 Real.time and non real-time partitions
The cost tradeoffs of partitioning the SNC system based on real-time function partitions
axe as follows:
No pa_nitions
fall functions at GSFC)
Real-time functions at WSC
and non real-time at GSFC
DEV DEPLOY OPER
1 2 2
I i I
Development cost ranking
[n general development costs for non real-time application are higher on a real-th-,ne
system. Therefore, even if the real-time functions were kept at GSFC, the GSFC SNC system
will consist of real-time and non real-time systems connected via a Local A_a Network CLAN),
In other words, the primary difference between the two alternatives is whether the real-time and
non real-time systems am collocated (i.e. connected by a LAN) or not (i.e. connected by
NASCOM tI). This difference will not impact the development costs.
Deployment cost ranking
Keeping all SNC functions at GSFC will require additional communications equipment
to support real-time control data.flow between WSC and GSFC. Therefore this alternative has
been ranked as 2.
Operational cost ranking
Keeping all SNC functions at GSFC will incur additional communications costs to
support real-time control data.flow between WSC and GSFC. In addition, there may be some
savings in personnel by using the same people to monitor real-time events for the ATGT and
SNC systems at WSC. Therefore the first alternative (keep all SNC functions at GSFC) has been
ranked as 2.
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4.3.4Integration of Real.time SNC with ATGT
In the previous section, we showed that moving the real-rime SNC functions to WSC
offers cost savings. In this section, we analyze the cost impact of integrating the real-time SNC
functions with the real-time ATGT system. The alternatives analyzed are:
o real-time SNC system at GSFC,
o real-nine SNC system at WSC, and
o real-_irne SNC functions integrated with ATGT.
DEV
No kate_ation
real-time SNC at GSFC I
real-tame SNC at WSC I
Real-time SNC integrated with ATGT 2
DEPLOY OPER
3 3
2 2
1 1
Development cost ranking
The location (GSFC or WSC) of the real-time SNC system does not change the
development costs, i.e., the development costs of the first two alternatives are comparable. The
two ATGT systems (AGT1 and AGT2) operate as independent systems. These systems have not
been designed individually to be able to control all ATDRSS and ATGT resources concurrently.
The real-time SNC functions will control all ATDRSS and ATGT resources as one SN
subsystem. The cost of modifying the AGT1 and AGT2 subsystems to operate as one subsystem
were judged to be considerable and therefore the integrated ATGT alternative has been ranked as
2.
Deployment cost ranking
It has been assumed that the ATGT computer/communication complex will not have
excess capacity to support real-rime SNC functions. Furthermore, it has been assumed that this
capacity can be increased by adding or upgrading hardware without introducing new types of
computer systems. The incremental cost for capacity increase was judged to be lower than the
cost of deploying a separate (and most likely different type) real-time SNC system, Therefore,
the integrated ATGT alternative has been ranked as 1.
A separate real-time SNC at GSFC will cost more than a separate real-rime SNC at WSC
due to the cost of additional communications equipment to support real-time control dataflow
between WSC and GSFC. Therefore the real-time SNC at WSC and real-time SNC at GSFC
have been ranked as 2 and 3 respectively.
Operational cost ranking
Keeping all SNC functions at GSFC will incur additional communications costs to
support real-time control dataflow between WSC and GSFC. Therefore operational costs for
real-rime SNC at GSFC will be higher compared to the other two alternatives. Among the other
two alternatives, the operational costs for a separate real-time SNC at WSC will be higher due to
the maintenance and support costs of a separate (and most likely different type of) system.
Therefore the alternatives have been ranked as I for integrated real-time SNC, 2 for separate
real-time SNC at WSC and 3 for real-rime SNC at GSFC.
4.3.$ ISC System
The architectural alternatives for the ISC function are:
o continue the current NCC manual approach using multiple 2-way voice conversations,
o a standalone automated ISC system at GSFC or WSC,
o integrate ISC with SNC at GSFC or WSC,
o integrate ISC with CDOS/L-73_S Operations Management Services (COMS).
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As indicated earlier in section 3.3, integrating NASCOM/Network Management System
(NMS) and the ISC system is not a practical alternative. The relative cost rankings for the four
alternatives are as shown below:
Current NCC approach
Stand-alone @ GSFC or WSC
Integrated with SNC
Integrated w CDOS/COMS
DEV DEPLOY OPER
1 1
2 3 3
2 2 1
3 4 2
Development cost ranking
Continuing the current NCC approach would not require development of a highly
automated ISC system, i.e., it is the lowest development cost alternative.
Among the three automated alternatives, integration with the _S/COMS would be the
most expensive alternative due to the extra costs incurre, d in adding the support for real-time and
nonCCSDS payload data to CDOS/COMS. The development costs for the ISC functions (only)
for the standalone automated ISC system and an integrated SNC/ISC system will be comparable.
Therefore these two alternatives have been ranked as 2 and the integrated CDOS/COMS
alternative has been ranked as 3.
Deployment cost ranking
Continuing the current NCC approach would not require deployment of an automated
ISC system so it is the lowest deployment cost alternative. The deployment cost for a standalone
ISC system will be higher than the incremental deployment cost of an integrated SNC/ISC
svstem. Addition of ISC functions to COMS would require an increase in level of redundancy
for COMS and addition of interfaces to control nonCCSDS/real-time payload information
transfers. Therefore, adding ISC functions to the CDOS/COMS would cost more than adding
ISC functions to the SNC system. This leads to the relative cost rankings of 4 and 2 respectively.
Operational cost ranking
The number of SN events per day are projected to increase from approximately 225 per
day fin 1990) to approximately 500/day in the year 2000. The current NCC approach for [SC
functions uses a dedicated person to monitor each event, while the automated approaches use an
operator to process exception alarms only. Therefore, the current manual approach was judged to
be the most expensive alternative, i.e. ranked as 4.
The Second TDRSS Ground Terminal (STGT) design uses the concept of continuous
monitoring with exception alarms and system reconfiguration (if needed). Adding the ISC
exception alarms to this system was judged to result in lowest operational costs due to the
incremental nature of this cost element. Therefore, this alternative has been ranked as 1.
Operating a standalone ISC system (either at GSFC or WSC) was judged to incur higher
operational costs compared to the incremental cost (for ISC functions) of an integrated
CDOS/COMS system. Therefore, the integrated CDOS/COMS alternative has been ranked as 2
and the standalone ISC system as 3.
4.,1 Risk
Risk refers to those aspects of the system architecture that, when unmitigated, could
seriously impact the ability to implement the system in a timely and cost effective manner.
Typically risk areas are characterized as either performance risk, technical risk, schedule risk or
cost risk. Performance risk refers to the inability of portions of the system to meet their assigned
timing budgets. Technical risk is related to the specification of a system function that simply can
not be realized with existing technologies. Cost and schedule risks are related to the inability to
develop the system within allotted budget and time constraints.
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Because thisstudy isarchitecturerelated,performance and technicalrisksare primarily
addressed inthe followingsubsections.Risks are identifiedin orderof importance with respect
tothe possibleimpact on SN.
4.4.1 Resource Allocation
4.4.1.1 Demand Access
For demand access there is a performance risk associated with the ability to accurately
project user resource request levels, because utilization must be kept low for acceptable service.
An underestimation of the ratio of available resources to requests could seriously impact the
general utility of a demand access service. Periodic modeling of expected network access based
on evolving user needs provides a means of detecting this problem before it affects actual
network operation.
Similarly, there is a performance risk associated with the ability of the SNC to meet user
needs in a failure condition. Specifically, it is plausible for a resource failure (i.e. loss of a Data
Relay Satellite) to render the demand access service ineffectual.
4.4.1.2Pre-planned
The generationof optimal shiftrequestsiscurrendy a technicalriskin the pre-planned
resource allocationalternative.This process in currentlydone manually and the feasibilityof
automating thisfunctionneeds furtheranalysis.An option to totalautomation, however, isto
leave the generationof shiftrequestsa manual functionwith decisionaidsprovided to support
the process.The generationof a proof-of-conceptSNC planning prototypewould address this
and possiblyotherrelatedrisks.
The acceptabilityof a fluidscheduling concept to the SNC user population is a risk
because some users may be reluctantto adopt a new approach.The possibilityexiststhatthe
current'lowpriority'usersmay need freezepointsseveraldays inadvance while thehigh priority.
usersmay have freezepointsonly hours in advance. In thiscase,eitherthe higherpriorityusers
could be inappropriatelyblocked,or the lower priorityuserspre-empted aftermaking possibly
days of preparations(e.g.,producing time sensitivecommand loads).Either resultmay bc
unacceptableand additionalanalysisisneeded toresolvethisconcern.
4.4.1.3 Short-term
The continuous production of short term schedules introduces a possible performance
risk.Scheduling isa computationallyintensiveprocessand with thisalternative,must be done in
real-rime. The integration of newly arriving user requests with the existing schedule could
require a significant level of processing power. The frequency of scheduling activity that would
allow the system to be responsive without requiring excessive computational resources would
need to be determined, either through prototyping or modeling.
4.4.1.4Hybrid Access
The hybridaccessoptionsuffersfrom a combination of therisksassociatedwith both the
demand accessand theshortterm schedulingalternatives.However, itislesssensitivetotherisk
of low trafficprojectionsbecause itispossibletofallback to a purelypre-plannedmode.
4.4.2 Resource Partitions
There is a general risk concerning the ability to specify the schedule for a subset of the
SN resources as unclassified. Additional discussion and analysis of system security requirements
are needed to verify the viability of this approach.
In the case of partitioning, the occurrence of a system failure (i.e. loss of a Data Relay
Satellite) would cause a resource shortage. In this situation, the ability of the system to maintain
a partitioned service across two subnets could be significantly degraded. The two partitions
might need to be merged into a single service. This could have a serious impact on the utilization
of the operational resources as well as the percentage of requests that could be satisfied.
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Thereis a possible need for a 'guard' processors at both GSFC and WSC. This is due to
the likelihood that user POCCs will needed to pass user spacecraft interface information d_cfly
to WSC in the SNC timetrame. Since WSC will be a classified facility, security functionality
(redundant with that in the SNC) will be needed to ensure that classified information is not
accidentally returned to the POCCs. The retrofitting of security functionality into WSC could
introduce unanticipated cost and schedule impacts into those systems.
4.4.3 Real-time vs. Non.Real Time Functional Partition
The Real-time versus Non-real Time Functional Partition purely represents an allocadon
of SNC functions across physical subsystems, This represents no obvious risk to the
development or operation of the SNC (beyond those associated with resource allocation and
computer security identified above) assuming a robust communications mechanism exists
between the subsystems.
4.4.4 Integrate SNC with ATGT
A performance and cost risk results from the integration of the SNC and ATGT
functionalities. In general, the integration of both new hardware and software becomes more
difficult and costly due to the interdependency of the systems. The additional processing load
placed on the ATGT processors could seriously Limit their planned evolution in the SNC
timeframe. A thorough engineering analysis of this option would need to be performed to
evaluate its feasibility.
4.4.5 ISC
4.4.5.1 Manual lntersystem Coordination
A general risk with man-in-the-loop systems is the responsiveness the system can achieve. With
the number of projected 'events' doubling over the current load in the ATDRSS timeframe, the
ability of an operator to generate timely and consistent responses to problems is in question. The
operators could very easily become overwhelmed during times of peak activity.
4.4.5.2 Automated [ntersystem Coordination
For the stand-alone configuration of the ISC, the need for standard inter-system
interfaces to support the system is critical. This is viewed as a risk mainly because of the
diversity of organizations that would be involved in the implementation of such standards. The
impacts on related systems [e.g., CDOS, Flight Dynamics Facility (FDF), NASCOM II] to
support an ISC interface for monitoring the system-of-systems could be non-trivial. Reaching
agreement on the necessary standards for the Management Information Bases (MIB) by all
organizations that operate those systems could be difficult. Furthermore, the standards activities
associated with managing "system-of-systems" is lagging.
One of the primary functions of the ISC is the monitoring of the overall SN. The
additional processing imposed by such real-time monitoring could introduce a performance risk.
Care must be taken in defining a level of monitoring that provides the operators with useful
information while not impacting system performance. This level may be initially determined
through a set of system modeLing exercises.
4.5 Performance
4.5.1 Resource Allocation
Results from the NASA NPAS model and the CTA Optimized Network Engineering
Tools (OPNET) model provide the basis of evaluating Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
(TDRSS) resource allocation among the missions. The primary metric for evaluating scheduled
and demand access options is blocking probability, or percentage. Options were evaluated for all
scheduled traffic and different resource allocation options for some of the missions using
demand access. These results axe summarized below. Details of the models and results are
provided in Appendix E.
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As expected the resultsfrom the Network Planing and Analysis (NPAS) model for the
scheduled accesscase show a lower maximum blocking probabilitythan the cases where five
missions use demand access.Scheduling the use of the"I'DRSS resourcesprovides more efficient
usage of the resources.The maximum blocking probabilityforthe scheduledaccesscase forthe
1998 baselinetrafficrequirements is 10 percent.For the demand access case the maximum
blocking probabilitydetermined in the OPNET model is around 30 percent.This three fold
increasein blocking assumes thatdemand accessrequestscannot wait forresourceavailability
(i.e.,ifa resourceisunavailablewhen a requestismade, therequestisblocked).A breakdown of
theblockingacrosstheresourcesshows thatallof the blockingoccurson theSingleAccess (SA)
resourcesforthe demand accessrequests.However, the blockingprobabilitycan be reduced to
zeroforthedemand accessrequestorsifthey use Multi-access(MA) resourcesonly.
Furtherevaluationof the demand accesscase shows thatblocking can be reduced to
below t0 percentifthedemand accessrequcstorshave theflexibilityof waitingfora resourceto
become available(i.e.,a window period).The range forblocking probabilityisfrom zero to 30
percent for window sizebetween the fullvisibilitytime thata mission has with the TI)RSS
constellationand zero,or no waitingfora resource.The blockingprobabilityisatsixpercentfor
a window sizeof 50 percentof the totalvisibilitytime.
4.5.2 Resource Partitions
In general performance is degraded when resources are partitionedamong users.
Partitioningresourcesresultsinlessefficientusage of resources.However, a partitionedscheme
could allow blockingto be bettermanaged. Ifhigh priority,preemptive usersare partitionedonto
a separatesetof resources,then the lower priorityusersmay face a higherblocking probability,
but they willnot have thefrustrationof having torescheduleafterapreemption.
The model of demand access showed thatpartitioningresources by manned versus
unmanned missions resultsin lower blocking probabilitythan ifthosetwo type of missions
mixed togetherin a subnetwork partition.One scenarioevaluatedincluded Freedom and Space
TransportationSystem (STS) in thesame subnetwork partitionas unmanned missions.This case
resultedin higherblocking probabilityfor demand accessr_questorsthan the case where these
two missions were taken out of the unmanned subnetwork. Both Freedom and STS requirefull
coverage duringtheirTDRSS visibilitytimes from singleaccessresources.When thesetwo sets
of demands are moved to anothersubnetwork partitioneven though two forward and two return
SA resourcesare reailocatedto the other partition,contentionon the remaining resourcesis
reduced on theremaining singleaccessresources.
4.6 Ease of Use
4.6.I Resource Allocation
The relative ease of use of the resource allocation alternatives is shown in the following
table. Smaller numbers are more desirable in that they represent a greater ease of use.
Current NCC Approach 2
Demand Access I
Pr_-Plannedfreed 2
Pre-Plannedfluid 2
Short-Term 3
Hybrid Access 2
The Demand Access alternativeisregardedto have thegreatesteaseof use. This follows
from the fact that the user interfacewould be simpler than thatassociatedwith the other
alternatives.Requests for servicewould containlittlemore than the paramemrs of the required
service.Littlenegotiationwould occur,theservicewould simply be grantedin most cases. As a
result,lesstrainingof SNC personneland userswould be required.The only case inwhich ease
of use forDemand Access would be poor isiftheprobabilityof blocking ishigh. Insuch a case
userswould spend excessivetime submittingrequests.This isanalogous to rel:)cau_dlydialinga
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long distance service, dialing a number, and finally entering the account number only to get a
busy signal.
Four of the alternatives a._ regarded to have equivalently moderate ease of use. These
are the Cur_nt NCC, Pre-Planned Fixed, l:_-Planned Fluid, and hybrid access alternatives.
Both I:h'e-Planned alternatives will result in a more complex user interface than demand access,
with a corresponding amount of training required. However, this complexity is not thought to be
greater than that of the current NCC. This complexity is a natural consequence of the additional
steps and features required to submit requests in advance and to negotiate resolution to conflicts;
since all requests would be pre-planned, the amount of negotiation would be maximum. The
corresponding benefit is that the amount of blocking would be minimum compared to the other
alternatives.
Hybrid Access would result in the greatest amount of user interface complexity and
training since it would have a combination of all the aspects of the On Demand and Pre-Planned
interfaces. However, negotiation would be intermediate since some requests would be serviced
by the On-Demand access mode others by the P_-Planned access mode. Similarly, blocking
would be a composite of that inherent to the two modes. Given that complexity is high but
negotiation and blocking is intermediate the hybrid access alternative is ranked at the same level
as the Pre-Planned alternatives.
The Short-Term alternative provides the lowest ease of use. The user interface
complexity and training requirements are somewhat less than that of the Pre-Planned
alternatives; the amount of information needed in the request would be reduced. However, the
shorter time period limits the types of negotiations which can occur. For this reason a higher
level of blocking will be experienced than for the other pre-planned alternatives. This coupled
with the need for some POCCs to generate command loads several days in advance could make
this alternative very difficult to use effectively.
4.6.2 Resource Partitions
Ease of use will be greatest when the schedule or any part of it is unclassified. It will be
much easier for users to find acceptable times since they will have more information to work
with. Having part of the schedule unclassified also enables peer-to-peer negotiations to be
performed.
The only other sense in which ease of use may be affected is in the case of spillovers.
When spillovers occur, it may be more difficult for the alternatives in which the classified and
unclassified schedules are separated to tell where the service is coming from or why in some
cases service is provided but in other similar cases it is not. In the alternative where the
classified schedule is maintained at WSC and the unclassified schedule is maintained at GSFC,
there could be an ease of use impact if the request process were not standardized. However,
assuming that this alternative would be implemented in a user friendly manner the problem
would not exist.
4.6.3 Real.Time vs. Non.Real.Time Functional Partition
Partitioning of functions would simplify the activities of SNC personnel since there
would be a clear delineation between the real-time and non-real-time functions. However,
partitioning of functions could make the activiues of users more complex since the user may
have to interact with two system elements.
4.6.4 Integration of SNC with ATGT
Ease of use in this context is not as relevant to the users of the SN as it is to the operators
of the SN and the associated elements. From the point of view of the operator_ leaving the
systems separate makes the overall system harder to use since there are two systems to operate.
Integrating the functions so that they are resident on same processing system makes the overall
system easier to use since there is one system to operate.
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4.6.5 ISC System
Manual inter-system coordination is the hardest to use for both users and operators. It
places a large burden on the operators of the system and it impinges on user's ability to obtain
service.
All forms of automated intersystem coordination remove the major impact on the user
since operators are freed to perform other tasks needed to satisfy users' objectives. In addition,
S tandalone Automated [ntersystem Coordination is operationally simplest since the operators are
collocated with system and they are focused on coordination rather than trying to support
multiple aspects of the host system. A standalone coordination scheme may slightly decrease
ease of use for users since they will have an additional functional entity to deal with.
Although integrating the intersystem coordination function with SNC, CDOS,
NASCOM, or STGT reduces the number of functional entities the user must deal with, it may
d.ecrease the system responsiveness to users. Operators will have multiple jobs to do, increasing
the likelihood that they will not respond to user needs as rapidly. In addition, the operators may
not be collocated with the system supporting intersystem coordination and hence have tess
understanding of it or direct control over it.
4.7 Flexibility
4.7.1 Resource Allocation
These alternatives do not have a major impact on the flexibiLity of the architecture.
However, the hybrid access alternative is more flexible in that a change in the mode of operation
(towards more demand access or more pre-planned) could be accommodated without a change in
the underlying architecture.
4.7.2 Resource Partitions
Partitioning of resources adds flexibility to the system since it provides an additional
mode of operation. Even if the type of partitioning ultimately required is different than that
initially implemented, it will be easier to satisfy the new requirement if that mode of operation is
initially designed into the system.
4.7.3 Real.Time vs. Non-Real.Time Functional Partition
In general, partitioning of the real-time and non-real-time functions will result in greater
flexibility. This is primarily due to the fact that partitioning will allow any new non-real-time
functions to be implemem_d in a more simple and straightforward manner. In addition, the
allocation of new functions / requirements will be simpler. The only disadvantage of this
alternative is that some functions may be difficult to implement because they are not purely real-
time or non-real-time.
Similarly, not partitioning the real-time and non-real-time functions will result in lesser
flexibility because of the additional complexity of mixing real-time and non:real-time functions.
4.7.4 Integration of SNC with ATGT
Integrating the SNC and ATGT will result in lesser flexibility. Adding functions to the
ATGT is regarded to be more difficult than adding functions to the "average" system. Since any
new functions or requirements would be constrained by the combination of ATGT and SNC, this
would result is even less flexibility. Hence, retaining the SNC and ATGT as separate entities,
regardless of whether they are resident at GSFC or WSC, results in greater flexibility.
4.7.5 ISC System
The Manual Inter System Coordination alternative is the least flexible since adding
functions or requirements impinges on staffing. The Standalone Automated Intersystem
Coordination alternative provides maximum flexibility since multiple processors with reserve
capacity are available to handle additional functions or requirements. Integrating the Automated
[ntersystem Coordination with the SNC, CDOS, NASCOM, or STGT results in minimum
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flexibility sincethe existing systemshave limited capacity to handleadditional functionsor
requirements,and since the number of processorsavailable to perform those functions or
requirementswill bereduced.
4.8Expandability
Expandability refers to the ability of the architectural alternatives to accommodate
increased workload without compromising performance or functionality. The increase in
workload may occur due to many reasons, including the following:
o increase in SN resources/data rates,
o increase in SN resource usage {e.g. increase in % utilization, increase in number of user
systems etc.),
o increase in number of service requests or events (i.e. more events of shorter duration), and
o increase in complexity of control functions (e.g. new accounting control, charging
mechanisms, allocation rules etc.)
Expandability of an architecture is influenced by many factors, including the following:
o ability to partition or distribute workload,
o ability to use special purpose computing systems optimized for specific applications or
application type (e.g. real-time systems, parallel computing systems, security guard
processors)
o increase in computational complexity as a function of on increase in workload (e.g. an
architecture where computational complexity increases in a linear manner is more
expandable than one where it increases exponentially).
The expandability analysis in this section is qualitative only. The architectural
alternatives have been ordered according to the qualitative judgement of degree of expandability.
Rank order "1" is used for the least expensive (i.e. most easily expandable) alternative. At an
architectural level, absolute or relative quantification of percent expandability is not possible.
4.8.1 Resource Allocation
The relative ability to expand for the architectural alternatives is as follows:
on-demand 1 (most easily expandable)
prepla.nned,/hybrid 2
short-term 3
current NCC approach 4 (least expandable)
The automated alternatives using distributed data and work management are more
expandable than the current NCC approach which is manpower intensive and all processing is
centralized. Among the automated alternatives, the computational complexity of the demand
access resource allocation approach is a linear function of number of service requests. Therefore,
it is the most easily expandable alternative. The computational complexity of the short-term
approach increases faster (non-linearly) than the preplanned/hybrid approaches as the number of
service requests increase.
4.8.2 Resource partitioning
The partitioned architectures are more easily expandable compared to the unpartitioned
architecture due to distribution of workload, provided the partitions are of comparable size. An
architecture with 40% & 60% resource partitions is more expandable compared to an
architecture with 10% & 90% partitions.
4.8.3 Real-time function partitioning
The architectures with separate real-time and non real-time control systems are more
easily expandable compared to the architecture without such partitions. In addition to
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distributing the workload,the partitionedarchitecturefacilitatesuseof systemsoptimized for
real-time and non real-time applications.
4.8.4 Integration of real.time control system and ATGT
Integration of the real-time SNC/ISC systems implies use of common computational
components (hardware and software), sharing of operational personnel and operator consoles
,<e.g. X-terminals connected to different control systems via a LAN). It does not requite or
prohibit implementation of SNC/'[SC functions on the ATGT Automatic Data Processing
Equipment (ADPE). The integrated control system will support three types of control functions:
o real-time ISC,
o real-time SNC, and
o all ATGT (SN subsystem) control.
The integration of th.me different levels of control functions in one system will add significant
complexity and therefore impose constraints on expandability. The non integrated architecture
will be more easily expandable.
4.8.5 Inter-system Control (ISC)
The relative ability to expand for the architectural alternatives is as follows:
Standalone ISC system I (most easily expandable)
Integrated SNC/ISC 2
Integrated ISC and CDOS/COMS 3
Current NCC approach 4 (least expandable)
The current NCC approach is least expandable due to lack of automated tools for inter-
system control, reliance on multiple two-way voice conversation and post-event fault
isolation/correction methodology (rather than during the event).
The standalone ISC architectures is most easily expandable compared to the integrated
alternatives which integrate dissimilar contxol systems resulting in added complexity and
constraints on expandability. Also the absolute workload for an integrated control system will
increase faster than the workload for separate control systems.
The integrated SNC/ISC architectures was judged to be more easily expandable than the
integrated ISC/CDOS control system due to higher degree of similarity between the ISC and
SNC functions. Specifically the C'DOS control system will not support real-time and non
CCSDS payload data. It will support significant LAN traffic among various CDOS processing
elements. Both the SNC and ISC systems will support the same space-ground data types. The
SNC and ISC systems will control widely distributed SN subsystems [ATGT and Ground
Network (GN)] and service providers (SN, CDOS, NASCOM etc.) respectively.
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5. Conclusions, Recommendations, and Rationale
In this section a set of recommendations relative to each of the major issues with
supporting rationale is presented based on the tradeoff evaluation discussed in the
previous section, ha summary, the results of this study consist of:
o recommendations on each key issue with supporting rationale,
o applicability, of other systems and new technology,
o required infrastructure support such as communications,
o impact of the primary alternatives on other National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) programs.
These results axe summarized in Table 5-l.
Two recommendations that involve several key issues are:
C1) viewing the Space Network Control (SNC) as an element of within a "system of
systems' and
/ 2) defining the SNC functionality in terms of the Open Systems Interconnection
(OSI) Reference Model Management Framework.
The "system of systems" concept is key because one of the functions of the SNC is the
inter-system co-ordination among several complex functions. Also, in order to optimize
the systems aspects of the scheduling process, the SNC operations concept must address
the end-to-end process relative to the scientist, spacecraft controller, and the SNC
operator. The use of the OSI Management Framework will facilitate the use of
commercial off the sheff (COTS) products and existing management techniques for the
SNC pound based components. For example, the OSI concept of a Management
Information Base to define the objects being managed is useful for specifying the
reporting and monitoring information flow for inter-system control.
The results and recommendations for each key issue are described in more detail
in the following sections.
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Table5-I: Summaryof ConclusionsandRecommendations
I. Adopt a Hybrid Scheduling Approach to Reduce the Operational Complexity of
Scheduling
o functionally can be operated like telephone network but do not have SA
capacity, to meet user demands
o fluid schedule (emulate job shop scheduling)
o smaller time horizon - (CSOC, Blossom Point)
o increased use of demand access for MA
o use of standby schedule for periods when shuttle is potentially active
2. Incorporate Resource Partitions to Isolate Impact of Users (AT&T)
o minimize manned flight impact
o may also allow publication of schedule and use of dedicated ground systems
o time of day variations (AT&T)
3. Further Automate the Entry, Change, and Conflict Resolution of Schedule Data
o semi-automated generation of shift requests with use of supporting decision
aidsflarge screen displays (CSOC)
o use of COTS technologies for distributed data management and distributed
work management,
o allow for the evolutionary introduction of co-operating expert systems
4. Automate the Inter.System Control Function
o introduce ISC Manager and agents
o status monitored by exception without dedicated operators
o provide "big picture" status on demand
o perform automated end-to-end test (ATGT-CDOS-NASCOM-P(_C) as a
standard part of the pre-pass co-ordination
o automated fault isolation
o automated configuration parameter validation
5. Implement a Real.time / Non.Real time Partition of SNC Functionality
o non-real-dine at GSFC
o integrate real-time SNC with ATGT
o introduce stand-alone automated ISC at GSFC
6. Introduce Automated Interface Management
o OSI view of network management
o use of COTS components
o automated interface management with ASN. 1 compilers
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5.1. Real-time Versus Pre.planned Resource Allocation
Key Issue 1: WHAT PROCESSLNG/SCHEDULING IS DONE EN REAL.TIME
\ERSUS PRE-PLANNED? [WHY CAN'T IT BE LIKE THE TELEPHONE
NETWORK?]
The primary result derived from the analysis of this issue is that the Space
Network (SN) could be functionally operated in a demand access mode, but the ATDRSS
resources are inadequate to achieve a sufficiently low blocking probability such that users
are satisfied. It is recommended that the SN be operated in a hybrid mode with an
increasing level of demand access traffic on the Multi-access (MA) service such that the
ongoing scheduling workload can be reduced and unforeseen needs can be readily
accommodated.
From a functional point of view, the current Second TDRSS Ground Terminal
!STGT) is being designed to provide demand access within five minutes of receipt of a
request. Thus, the implementation complexity of a demand access scheme is not a major
issue. In fact, from an SN total system point of view it is less complex than pre-planned
access. Also, the external systems such as the Department of Defense (DoD) Lead Range
or the Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL) Deep Space Network (DSN) may still be operating in a
scheduled mode, which would force the SN to also schedule services for these networks.
Thus, the main points to be addressed are the performance that can be achieved and
interoperability with external systems.
The major distinctions between the SN and the telephone network are the number
of users, quantity of resources, and impact of a blocked call. In the telephone network
there is a large set of users competing for a large set of resources while in the SN there
are a small number of users competing for a small set of SN resources. When a call gets
blocked in the telephone network, it usually has a small effect on the user. ha most cases,
the call is not time critical. Furthermore, the user can usually redial in a few minutes and
obtain service because with the large user population, a significant number of calls
terminate every, minute to free up capacity. In the SN the service is time critical because
tf not provided the users may miss a real-time science event or spacecraft maneuver. If
the user retries, it is less likely that another user has terminated service with the small
user population. Even if the user could obtain service by retrying, it may be too late
because the command set could not be regenerated to reflect the new time epoch. Thus
in this environment, it is necessary that the SN provide a service with a very low
blocking probability.
In order to quantify the performance of the SN, a set of simulations were
conducted comparing the performance of demand access and pre-planned access with
various resource partitions. These results indicate that the blocking probability can be
substantially reduced by pre-planning. For example, using an ATDRSS constellation
with six SA channels, the simulations showed that 30% blocking resulted with demand
access while there was only 5% blocking with pre-planned schedule. All of the blocking
was on the SA service.
If all of the potential demand access users could be moved to the MA service,
then blocking could be reduced to less than 1%. Furthermore, if users could queue for
the demand access service, blocking could be further reduced to essentially zero.
The use of a short term schedule (8 hours) can theoretically reduce the blocking
significantly, but it does not allow adequate time for the users to perform activities like
modifying their command set if the assigned time is not exactly their requested time.
Thus, this is not a practical alternative.
5.2 Information Interface
KEY ISSUE2: WHAT ISTHE USER-SYSTEM"INFORMATION
INTERFACE?"
The major new concepts resulting from this study relating to the "information
interface" axe the on-line access to the composite schedule for a subset of the resources,
and the use of fluid scheduling. On-line access to the schedule is an especially important
concept for the MA service because it may provide users a major incentive to move from
the Single Access (SA) service to the enhanced MA service. Fluid scheduling is intended
to reduce the resource assignment complexity by not freezing the assignments until
necessary.
Although it is envisioned that portions of the SN schedule will remain classified,
it is possible that a subset of the schedule may become unclassified by partitioning
resources. The resolution of this issue is beyond the scope of this study, but it allows for
the introduction of major new concepts. Currently users are quite frustrated upon receipt
of a reject notice in response to a schedule request without any explanation. By making
the schedule available, a large degree of user frustration can be alleviated. In particular,
in our user interviews, some users indicated a very high level of satisfaction with the
scheduling of the old ground network whose schedule was published.
The scheduling process with on-line access would operate a centralized schedule
under the control of the SNC and resident in an SNC database with access to the relevant
users; copies of the schedule could be maintained in local Payload Operations Control
Center (POCCs). However, it could be supported with varying levels of information
distribution. At a minimum, the database would provide only the times available and
blocked; users could identify available times that would meet their needs.
At a second level, the scheduling database could provide the identities of the users
who have been allocated service. Thus users could co-ordinate and swap assignments.
In a broader context, users could be interconnected and provided access to the complete
scheduling and planning database of the other relevant users. To facilitate this approach,
a data interchange standard for mission planning and scheduling could be developed.
This would involve a data model based on an entity-relationship structure. The
resolution of this issue requires further study.
The on-line access to the shutde schedule may also help other users schedule
support time when the shuttle is flying. However, after launch the shurde schedule is
predictable for approximately an 8 hour period. If a class of users who can utilize
ATDRSS resources with such short notice can be identified, then service to the users can
be improved.
The downside of resource partitioning is the degradation in performance. A set of
simulation analyses were performed to determine the impact of resource partitioning.
These results show that the major issue is the SA service capacity. However, in order to
utilize resource partitioning, it is clear that users should be moved to the MA service to
the extent practical.
In order to reduce the complexity of the scheduling it is recomn_nded that a fluid
scheduling process be considered. Utilizing multiple freeze points, this concept,
emulates the "just in time" scheduling concept used in manufacturing. Since events axe
not frozen until necessary, the impact of changes is minimized. This will improve the
overall efficiency of SNC operataon. Use of this concept is not intended to reduce the
necessary time for the users to generate their commands, but rather to not make it larger
than it has to be. The feasibility of this concept depends on whether:
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o a small number of freeze points can be identified with sufficient volume of
:ra.ffic associated with each,
o :he users with higher priority have predorrunantly the later freeze points such
that they would often pre-empt the users wlth earlier freeze points.
These po,nts mvoive a more detaaled analysts.
[n :nterviewing several users of the existing Network Control Center _NCCJ.
several enhancements in the operation were suggested. While more evolutionary in
nature _.hannew concepts, these suggestions need to be considered in planning the S'NC.
These enhancements include suppomng modification of schedule entries, modificanon of
sets of schedule enmes (shuttle), and attempting to schedule support time in the madd.le
of a specified window rather :hart at the edges. The latter point is especially important
because it wtll increase the use of window requests and provide the scheduling process
'._,ith more flexibility in making asslgnments.
5.3 Control
KEY ISSUE: 3. HOW IS THE SYSTEM CONTROLLED (CENTRALIZED/
DISTRIBUTED)?
The primary, result derived from the analysis of this issue is that neither
centralized nor dismbuted control is best: rather, a hierarchical control scheme should be
_ntroduced. The major new concept included is the formalization of the end-to-end
control and co-ordination funcuon currendy done m the NCC.
In the analysis of this issue it was recognized that a simple distinction between
centr±ized and dismbuted control was not adequate. The structure of control elements
:'.eeded to be formulated and the functions analyzed. Therefore, a control taxonomy was
2enved IAppendix D) and applied to each of the OSI management functions.
-Xs discussed in Section 2.5, the SNC functions can be categorized as:
o STGT subsystem functions
o Lnter-system control (ISC) functions
o real-time SNC functions
o non-real-time SNC functions
o gateway functions for the interconnection with file international partners.
The hierarchical control structure of these components is analyzed below. If resource
partitions are employed with separate SNCs for each partition, control would become
d.istnbuted. However, the control would be hierarchical within each SNC as described
_dow.
The management of the Advanced TDRSS Ground Terminal (ATGT') will be very
complex. Currently the White Sands Complex tWSC) provides reliable service once a
user gets access to it. With the introduction of STGT, this will likely improve based on
our high level review of STGT. Therefore. this study builds on the control structure
proposed for STGT rather than changes it. The STGT subsystem functions should
remaan resident in ATGT.
[n this approach ATGT will have primary responsibility for the major
management funcuons that it is currently performing and will report summary status to
the SNC function and I$C function. The non-real-time SNCfunction would still
generate the schedule and perform the high level resource allocation of users to satellites
and antennas. This informauon would be periodically forward_ to the ATGT that would
perform the allocation of ground assets to contacts. ATGT would perform fault
cletection, isolation, and repatr of its assets and report status to a higher level for inter-
,;,,stem control. How ATGT performs its fault management and isolation is transparent
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to the higher layers,i.e., its operationis "encapsulated."Similarly, the real-timeSNC
functionwould perform the highlevel resourceassignmentfor demandaccessrequests
while theATGT performtheallocationof groundassets.
This inter-systemcontrol function would be responsiblefor the co-ordination,
ratheractualcontrol, of the SN,CustomerDataOperations(CDOS),NASCOM,ATGT,
userPOCCs,and other external systems. Its focus will be on the interoperation of these
systems rather than on their internal operation. The [SC structure wiU consist of:
o an ISC manager for the overall co-ordination of the systems and ISC
o agents resident in each of the systems to perform monitoring, test, and reporting
under the dix_ction of the ISC manager.
The major ISC functions are the end-to-end real-time management of faults and
performance. In particular, it will be the centralized location where an operator can
obtain the "big picture" of the end-to-end real-time system status. Other functions may
be added, such as an integrated accounting system, but these are viewed as less crucial to
the successful operation of the SN.
The remaining SN control function is the gateway function providing the
interconnection of the SN with the international parmers, This consists of
communications functions equivalent to those specified in the OSI Reference Model, and
potentially, a message translation function. This would also be controlled by the ISC.
The automation, allocation, residency, and integration with ATGT of these
functions a=_ addressed under key issues 4., 5 and 6.
5.4 Automation
KEY ISSUE 4: WHAT PROCESSING IS AUTOMATED VERSUS MANUAL?
o USER SERVICES
o OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
The major results from the analysis of this issue are that increasing levels of
automation can be introduced into the SN for both user scheduling, network operations
activity as well as the generation of interface software.
In the scheduling area, the handling of conflicts by voice co-ordination would be
largely replaced in an _ fashion with the automated generation of shift
requests, distributed data management to concurrently update schedules, distributed work
management to co-ordinate the handling of the shift requests by people, and ultimately by
the introduction of co-operating expert systems to execute the shift requests. The order
of incremental introduction of these technologies would be defined in terms of increasing
risks. With current technology, the user acceptance of distributed work management and
the maturity of co-operating expert systems are the biggest risks. Therefore, the initial
capability would be to provide the distributed data management of the schedule data and
the automated generation of shift requests. This would be followed by the introduction
of distributed work management and later by co-operating, expert systems.
In the operations area, the concept of an mter-system control center is
recommended with the automated monitoring and analysis of the network being
performed on an exception basis such that operators are only notified when a problem
detected. An operator wiLl be assigned to each contact to ensure that the quality of SN
service is maintained, but the operator will be supporting multiple contacts concurrently.
In order to do this, the operator must be able to obtain the "big picture" of the real-time
system status on demand. The capabilities envisioned to be automated ate pre-pass
testing by the ISC agents, reporting of summary status by the ISC agents to the ISC
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manager,analysisof thestatusdataby the[SCmanager,generationof alertsby theISC
manager,anddisplay of the system status by the ISC manager.
The automation of the ISC is based on the OSI concept of a Management
Information Base (MIB) for each interface being monitored to define the objects being
managed. At the current time, the standardization process has only defined MIBs for
components rather than systems. Thus, this is a risk area that needs near term attenuon
because the systems being coordinated are preceding the SNC in their development.
Monitoring by exception is a major change in the operations concept from the
existing NCC concept as there will no longer be operators dedicated solely to each pass.
Although all of the satellite data collection facilities surveyed had an operator watching
each pass, monitoring by exception is achievable with current technology. Since it has
not been done, there is a sigmficant risk involved. The f'trst concern is the user
acceptance of this approach: locating the ISC operators at Goddard Space Hight Center
(GSFC) may facilitate this acceptance. Second, it is imperative that the infrastructure be
introduced to support the dismbuted data management of the ATDRSS configuration so
that the SNC and the POCC have the same configuration parameters: operators will not
have the time to sort out these parameters under the new concept. Third, the handling of
the perturbations introduced by the shuttle will have to be streamlined. This can be done
by allowing the users on-line access to a selected subset of the SNC schedule (as
discussed in Section 5.3) and using a standby schedule.
It is envisioned that the communications interface software will be largely off-
:he-shelf OSI based software. This will enable the use of ASN.1 compilers to generate
new encoding/decoding software when interfaces are modified. This will make changing
interfaces simple and efficient, which could be extremely valuable in developing
interfaces for the international partners.
5.5 Residency
KEY ISSUE 5: WHERE IS THE DATA PROCESSING PERFORMED?
WHERE IS THE DATA STORED?
The major conclusions of this analysis axe that the STGT subsystem functions
should be remain resident in the ATGT at the WSC and the non-real-time SNC functions
should be resident at GSFC in close proximity to the user POCCs. The location of the
real-ume SNC and ISC functions axe dependent upon whether they should be integrated
into other systems and are discussed under Key Issue 6 in Section 5.6. The location of
the international gateway is not a driving issue and is left TBD.
As discussed in Section 5.4., many of the SNC functions were assigned to the
ATGT. The guiding principle in doing this assignment was "encapsulation" such that the
low level control functions could be performed near the components being controlled
with only higher level status being reported to higher levels. The overall rationale for
this approach is that:
o the complexity of the SN dictates the use of a such an approach
o existing service availability is excellent
o management approach for the STGT looks very good and will only improve
service.
Thus, there is no rationale to migrate functions from the STGT in the ATGT era or to
even consider the specifics of how STGT/ATGT performs them.
The non-real time subsystem, primarily performing the resource allocation
function, would be located at GSFC. This is recommended because the schedule
processing functions axe functionally different (transaction processing vs. real-time
communications) from the STGT functions and are not prime candidates for integration
into ATGT. Furthermore, the primary traffic flows would be between the user POCCs at
GSFC and the non-real-time subsystem. Although the traffic flows are not large
compared to sciencedam, the users willnot be affectedby congestion or failuresin
NASCOM when accessingthe non-real-ninesystem (ifitislocatedatOSFC). This is
especiallyimportant with the recommended increasein the levelof SNC automation.
Therefore,thenon-real-timesubsystem shouldbe locatedclosertotheusers atGSFC.
Within the non-real-timesubsystem, the allocationof the generic scheduling
system toeitherthe SNC or thePOCC isunresolvedatthistime. As discussedinSection
3, the primary alternativesare eithertobuilda cenn'alizedgenericscheduleror provide
POCCs a setof reusablesoftwaremodules thatcan be tailoredtotheirindividualneeds.
The primary issueto be addressed isthe complexity of a cenn'alizedgenericscheduler
and requiresfurtheranalysis.
The locationof thereal-timeSNC has vi.nuaUyno impacton thecommunications
costsbased on theprojecteddata flows. Whether the real-timeSNC islocatedatGSFC
or WSC, real-timestatusinformationwillbe brought back toGSFC fordeliveryto the
user POCCs [or to Johnson Space Center (JSC) and other centers].Furthermore,the
reductionin staffthatmay be achieved by loca_.ngthe real-_ne SNC atWSC issmall
compared to the reductions that can be achieved by implementing monitoring by
exception.Whether the intra-SNC and inter-sysmm¢onn'olbe residentatWhite Sands is
largelydependent on the benefitsof theirintegrationin ATGT as discusse,d in Section
5.6.
The locationof the gateway(s)for interconnectionwith the internationalpartners
is largely dependent upon the volume and the destinationof then" data flows.
Technically,theycan be modularly integratedanywhere. Thus, thisissueisleftformore
detailedanalysisbased on thesen'a£ficflows.
Another factorthatmay ultimatelyaffectthe residencyof the SNC functionsis
whether the SN assetsare partitioned.Ifso,thisopens thepossibilityof pa.rdtioningthe
subsystems for classifiedand unclassifiedschedule processing. This is largelya cost
issuesince major costreductionscan be achieved ifSN facilitiesmay be operated as
unclassified.The resolutionof thisissuerequiresaccesstoclassifiedataand isbeyond
the scope of thisstudy. As long as pan of the schedulecan be publishedthe userneeds
can be satisfied.
5,6 Absorption of SNC by Other Systems
Key Issue 6: CAN THE SNC BE ABSORBED BY OTHER SYSTEMS?
The most amactive alternativeistointegratethereal-timeSNC functionsintothe
ATGT and introduce an automated ISC at GSFC. Further validationinvolving an
integrationcomplexity analysisof STGT and a timingand sizinganalysisisrequiredbut
isbeyond the scope of thisstudy. The major alternativesconsideredrelativeto thisissue
were:
o integration of the real-time SNC and/or the ISC functions into the ATGT
o integration of the ISC functions into either CDOS or NASCOM control centers.
The analysisof thesealternativesissummarized below.
From a functionalpoint of view, itis naturalto extend the real-timeconn'o
functionsintothe ATGT because of the similarityto the functionscurrentlyperformed
handling of demand access requests. Since the existing _ound terminal al.ready validates
commands, this function should be integrated into ATGT. The tradeoffs associated with
:he mte_ation of the demand access function are more complex and depend on specific
¢unctlonalitv. First, a single point of processing in ATGT would have to be established
:o allocate resources so the user would not have to know which ground termanal to
access; th_s requires an upgrade to the STGT archimcture. Second, if demand access is a
s)mple function providing service on a First In First Out (i='11=O) basis, then it is
reasonable to integrate it into the ATGT. However, this function will be more complex If
queuemg of demand access requests is performed, and the real-time SNC performs some
'!ook ahead" processing in order to optimally allocate SN resources. In this case, it is
less attractive to integrate demand access into ATGT. In generaL, the integration of SNC
components into ATGT will provide [irmts on the flexibility and expandabflity of the
SNC.
Another major issue to be considered in this analysis is the upgrading of the
STGT security functionality. If the real-time SNC functions _ integrated into ATGT.
then ATGT will communicate d.Lrectlv with uncIass_ed POCCs in a transaction mode.
Since STGT does not have this ca[_ability, its security architecture will have to be
upgraded with the introduction of a Restricted Access Processor. This introduces some
risk.
To resolve this issue, a more detailed design analysis of the integration
complexity and performance is required. This would mvolve an analysis of the software
hardware inte_ation complexiw and the capacity of the ATGT processors and Local
,-M'ea Networks CLANs).
The issues associated with the integration of the ISC into the ATGT are similar.
The STGT is planning to perform a real-time test of its equipment prior to each pass.
This could be extended to perform the end-to-end pre-pass test discussed in Section 5.4.
However, the risks involve retrofitting security and the integrataon complexity as
discussed above. ATGT wtll be a classified system and would have to be enhanced to
perform co-ordination with unclassified systems.
The other major issue associated with the integration of the ISC into the ATGT
concerns transition. As discussed in Section 5.2, it ts intended to modify the SNC
operanons concept to a monitor by exception mode. To facilitate this transition, it would
be desirable to have the ISC located at GSFC such that inter-personal communication
between [SC and user personnel on either a periodic (e.g., weekly) or emergency basis
_,,ould be easier.
CDOS is being designed to accommodate only Consultive Committee for
International Telegraph and Telephone _CCSDS) rmssions while the ISC must
accommodate non-CCSDS missions as weil. On the other hand, NASCOM II will be a
general utility supporting applications other than SN, but it will be providing only a basic
communications service. Thus major enhancements would be required for integration of
:he [SC into either CDOS or NASCOM II. Furthermore, the ISC may be a classified
system while CDOS and NASCOM [I are unctassified systems; it would be undesirable
_o extend the security requirements into CDOS and NASCOM. Therefore, these
approaches are not recommended.
H.istoncally. the NCC has performed the ISC functions manually. Furthermore,
the [SC functions could be integrated into the real-time SNC design from the ground up
rather than retrotirted into the designs of other systems. Thus, it is attractive to integrate
their automation into the real-time SNC providing the latter is not integrated into the
ATGT.
5.7 Systems Impact
5.7.1 Infrastructure Support
The major infrastructure capabilities requi_d to support the alternatives
recommended above are distributed data management, distributed work management,
and OSI communications. These capabilities are described in Section 3.4
5.7.2 Other NASA Systems
Both service users and providers will be affected by the concepts formulated in
this study. The primary alternative recommended above affecting other provider
systems is the automation of the ISC functionality. They major modifications would be
the establishment of a MIB defining inter-system reporting and automation of the ISC
agent in these systems for monitoring, test, and reporting.
The user POCCs would be similarly affected by the ISC automation. Also, since
ISC would monitor by exception, there would not be routine communication between the
SNC and user during a pass. Instead, communication would only be required to handle
exception conditions. With this mode of operation, the pre-pass test as well as other
monitoring would now be automated.
APPENDIX A
SNC FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION
I. ADML'VISTER SN
.-_.Co-ordinate SN Organizational I.nterfaces
I.Co-ord.inate interfaces between SN subsystems
a_Goddard SNC subsystems_LfappUcabte)
b) ATGT
c_WSC SNC subsystems,ffapplicable)
J)Ground .NetworkStataons_GNi)
e_ [ntemauonat Message Transfer _SM'F)
2. Co-or_nate interfaces wuh other MO&DSD systems
al CDOS
b_Space Data ProcessingFaclhty_SDP_
_NASCOM
J) Flight Dynamms Facility_F'DF')
3. Co-ordinate interfaces with non MO&DSD service providers
a_ DoD Lead Ranges (I._Ri)
b) Deep Space Network _DSN'_
c) ESA ( _ a service provider)
d) NASDA (as a service provider)
J,. Co-ordinate interfaces with users
a_ US POCCs
b) ESA
c} NASDA
d)Other Internal.tonal users p_vtders
5. Maintain Authorized User Database (excluding sensitive/classified
information)
a) User name, IDs. contact mformanon etc.
b) Project SORD (includes negouamd/pmjected SN usage)
c)ConfiguranonCodes fordifferent service
6. EstabLish security policies
a) Identify and define sexunty events that require loggxng
b) EstabUsll poticiesfor informauon exchange wt_ exmttml systems
c) Acce_ Conm)l policy
d) Accountability (audit relx>nang)
e) Assuraace policy
B. Provide Technical Operations Direction
I.Co-ordinate SN Systems Enganeenng & Planning
2. Establish avaalabtlity objectives
a) Idenufy SN fault events to be managed
b)Establishmaintenancepolic:es/procedute,s/schedulesetc.
3.Establishperformance objectives(QOS and r,sourceutilization)
a)IdentifySN s,rvtces_d resourcesforwhichperformanceinformationwillbe
collected
b)Dismbuw performancedatareportedby SN subsystems
J,Establishr_sou.rceallocationpolicies/gu.ideLi.nesforresolvingconflicting
requests
a) [denQfy SN resources _ re, tart ¢x0_it _Llocatzonaes_t'v_ion
5. Idermfy sub-system (ATGT or GNi) resources that will be managed
dynaamcally by the sub-systems themselves.
6. Establish security procedm'es
a) Identafy SN resources that requ.tre explicit security management
b) ClassdySN resources/servicesaccordingtothesecuritypolicy
C. Manage SN Human Resources
1. Recruit Staff
" Allocate Staff"
3. Administer Personnel
*. Oversee Training and Ce_fication
5. Administer carter planning
6. Manage security clearances
D. Perform SN fiscal planning
1. Collect SN costs
a) Human Resourcescosts
b)Eqmlmmnt.facRiu_ands_rvtcescosts
2. Obtain r_sou.rceutilizationi formation
a) M.stmt_ datm
b) _ tt_denmmd l_jectmns
3.Establishchargeback,/billmgpolicies,i.e.differentrams ford,ifferentservice
types
4.Establish accounting management objectives,reportformats,reporting
_r_quency (period)etc.
5.Compare actualusage/activityagainstnegotiamd/projecte_usage and take
necessa.,'y correctiveactions,if_omalies found
IL OPERATE SN
:_. Provide User Services
I Receive "scheduled space-gTound service event" request from "Manage
Reso_ce Allocauon '. validate request and verify availability, of necessary.
subsystem resources
al SSA Forward Servme _SSAF5
b) SSA Retuna Servme, SSAR)
c)KuSA Forward Service (KS,-k.F'-)
d_KuSA RetumaService_KSA.RI
e)KaSA Forward Servme
C_KaSA Return Service
g) TrackingService
hwMul_pleAccessService,M.A)
,)S-baredconungencyserv,ce
Ji)Ground NetworXiG,',r) serv_ce_
2. Provide SMT services for international partners
3. Pre-event co-ord.w.auon
z>Confu'rruvenfy "service event parameters' with the re,questing user system
b)Noufy exmrnalserviceprov,dem
,:)Asszgn,mmal,TeaadacuvatenecessarySN resoum:es
d) Perform end-to-end (Ioopback/path) tests w_thexternal systems
e) Iaform .Manage Resource &llocauon' Zfthe tests fail and the scheduled _erv_ce c_not
be provided
4. Provide the acknowledged service
a) Acuvate all necessa.,'ySN resou_:esat event s_tt
b) Signal end of eventto all external systems
c) Release ATGT/AI'DRSS resources at end of event
d)Signal end of event to 'ManageResottrce Alkx:alao¢l"
e)Post-eventco-ordmanon:l_'ov,deeventsummary mcordAnformaaontoManage
Accotmmag", "Mat)age Resource Allocaaon", CDOS and the +UserSystem'
B. Manage Configuration
i. Maintain SN resource aJloca_on Rules Database
2. Maintain Planned Resource Availability Database
a) resources(taken) out of service
b) resou¢¢_ aL-eady re,served/alloca/_
c) resources avmlabl¢ for ailocanon
3. Maintain Preplanned Service Request Database and Scheduled Service
Event Database
a) Recelve. validate, log and acknowledge p_-planned SN scrvlce r_quests -
new/canceLlauor_change
a) External users (US POCCs and Int'lusers)
b) Internal SN users
(I)Simulacion and test.lx_
(2)System upgrades
13) Ma.lntenance
b)Translate genencJflexlbl¢ servicerequestsintospec_Icservice events
c_Negotmm resourceava.dab_bty/allocauonamong allrequestorsusing theRules
Datatm.s¢,log negouauons re,cord
d)Scheduleserviceand allocam/rescrveSN resoutr.esfortheserviceevents
(ATGT/ATDRSS. GNi. SM'T),logand provide event schedule to the rcquesux
e) Publish weeldy/monUdy projected plans for oth_ service provide_ (CDOS,
NASCOM. ESA, NASDA, DSN. DOD LRs and FDF)
t') provide _modic request summary (l_at. future, performance me_c) reports
g)provide on-demand reports
-_.Manage On-demand ServiceRequest
a) Receive, vatidam, log and a-knowledge on-demand SN service requests
b)R_ce_ve,val_dam,logand acknowledge service parameter set-up/cl,amgerequests
c: providepenodic requestsummary (past,future,performancememc) reports
d)provide on-demas_ reports
5.Manage subsystem Dynamic Configuration
a) Collect sub-system state tnformanon (e.g. m use resources during an event)
b)store and rrmm_m sub-system State Database (including tUsmry)
c)Ccmm)l the sub-sysmm state-receiveand process r_.questsforsum_cl'_nge(s)from
"Pvovlck_ User Servaces", ".Manage Faults", and ".ManageSecurity"
c1)Present the sub-sysmm sca_
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C..Manage Faults
1. Monitor ('detect). repordcLisplay and record subsystem fault events (Errors.
Alaxzns, Alerts, Anamolies/Unusuai wends)
_) perform penodic subsystem chagnosucs tests
5> _btam mformaczon on fault events fi'om lower level rnodule/componen_layer
-nanagement enuczes
c) rnamtam subsystem Fault Event Databases
d) rnaznta_ external system [nterface MIBs
e ) real.ume _nd displays and alarms
t_ periodicsummary reports mcl .M'I'BF, .M'TTR
_) On=demand reports m response to s'I)ecxfic r_uests
2. Analyze subsystem fault event iniormanon
a) Trace and _denuf'y faults
b) {n,uate correctaon of fault(s) including ATDRSS Interference Reso[utaon
,:_ Report fazt_es t;'_at u'npact QOS to system 'Fault .Manager' and "Dynamlc
Con.figurauon .Manager'
3. Perform layer management (for OSI layers 2 and 3) with externa=L peer systems
_..Manage Inter-system Faults
a) Obtain external system Interface _flB mformalaon from SN subsystems
b) Obtain Inmrface .MIB mformauon from external systems
c ) Compare. analyze the .MIBs for anomalies and oth_ fault indicauons:crends
cDObtain QOS fault event mformalaon from SN subsystems
e) Obtain QOS fault event m/ormanon from external subsystems
t') Analyze fauJt event mformanon and m_nd mdicawrs and imuam correcuve acuons
a) direct SN subsystems
b) co-ordinate correctNe actions wlth external system fault
managers
D..Manage Performance
1. Monitor subsystem performance
a) Collect stausucal tnformauon under normal condiuons
a}gua.llty of service parameters (gOS)
b) Resou_e utll/zatlon
b) Record and maintain subsystemPerformance Databases
c)Reportsu_ystem performance
a)rea/-ume trend cl_pla_ and alarms
b} penodlc summary reports
c)on-demaund hmtorical or spec_l reports
d)Analyze subsystem performance stausucs for performance anamoliesJbotflenecks and
or.herperformance trends/indictors
a) real-ume/short-term trends
b) Irutiate read-tu_ecorrective actions as needed
c) long-term trends
e)Sendlongtermplanmngmpu[to TecbOps
2. Plan and perform subsystem performance tests and simulauons
a) Submit service requestsfor allocauon of resocurces
b) Collect QOS and resourceuuLizauon mformaaon under conu'olled conaiQons
c) Record andm,,ntam Performance Test Results Database
d) Analyze agl_gate =stresuJtsandprovide planmng inputoTech Ops
3. Monitor end-to-end real-time performance
a) Obtainexummlsystem Interface MIB mform_on from SN subsystems
b) Obuun Interface MIB informauon fromexternalsystems
c)AnalyzetheMIBs forperformanceanamoBes/botI.tenecksandotherperformance
md.icanons/_nds
a) rea/-tlme/short.term trends
b) long-term trends
d)DL,_ctsystemsto rosenu'acerme,s._ge_andcollecttz-ansztdelaytnformanon
e) Analyze n'ansat delay tnformauon to predict/isolate transit bottlenecks
a)reaJ-tmae/short-termtrends
b) long-term trends
f3 Initial= re_-ume correcuve acuons,whenneeded
a] dlrect SN subsystems
b) co.ordmate corrective acUons w_th external system managers
g) Send long_ planninginput to Tech Ops
E. Manage Security
I. Manage SN Security
a) .Maintain and manage Security Administration Database iincluaing user
profiles, key management miormauon, audit criteria etc.)
_.) Provide secttnty admznLstraaon mt'ormanon to SN subsystems
c)Collect.recordand mmntam Security Event/Audit Database
_) .-knalyza s_ctmty event mformauon and produce aunt reports
e_ Plan and perform SN security tes_islmuJauons
2. _ov_de subsystem security
a_ Secure ctazs_ed miorrnauon/assets
a) A_cess Control Ce,g. Guard Processor)
b) Enc ry'ptlon
b! Momtor and Report 'security events" to SNC
a} Authorized access/usage
b) Faded attempts
3. Manage Inter-system Security
a) Exchange security admm_stranon i_ormauon (such as SDNS credermaks) with
external systems as applicab_evappropnate
b) End-to-end_,cunty _sLsand stmulanons
a) Plan and co-ordinate tests _ith external systems
b) Subtmt test servlce request to Manage Resource Allocation"
c) Obtain results from SN subsystems and external subsystems
d) ,_nalyze aggregate test results and publish ftndtt_s
e) [mUate corrective actions
F. Manage Accounting
I. Maintain the Rate Database using the chaxgeback/biUJ.ng policies
a) pro.planned service rams
b) on.demand serv_c= m_s
c) u.rgenVclisrupuveservice fauns
d)canc_Uauon/change charges
2. Collect, record and maintain $N Resource Utilization Database
a)SN subsystem resource uulizauon (from 'Provide User Services")
b) Report resource uu.lizauon by event(s), by user, by user i[l'oup etc.
a) PerlocLtcreporUx_
b] On.derna.nd reporting in response to $pec_c requests
3. Report end-to-end resource urilizanon
a)Collec_,recordand rnaJntamExternalsystemresoutr_unlizauon
measurements/charges
b! Compum and report consoficialed charges by event(s), by user', by user group etc.
a)Penocttc reportix_
b) On-demand reporttng in response to specificrequests
III. SUSTAINING ENGINEERING
-L Inter.system Interface Configuration Management
B. Simulate and test SN (for system upgrades etc.)
_ SN Simuiauon and Tests
a) P_annmg
b_ Request a.Ilocauon of resources co conduct su'nutatzorvtest acuv_ues
c >Iruuam Tests and collect test r_sLdLS
J) Analyze and publish test resu/ts
2. End-to-end simulatzon and tests
a>Planning
b) Request aHocauon of resources to conduct stmtdaclonJtest acuv_ues
c _ [ruCLat@TestS and collect test r_uJ, Ls
,1) .-kna.lyzeand publish test results
C..Maintain SN
_. Maintain SN hatdwa.z_
a) Perform peno(:hc prevenuve rna,mtenaac_
_ Performcorr_uv¢ rnmntenaace
2..Malntaan SN sofrwa.re
a) [d,.nufy software problems
b) Modffy/upc[a[¢ softwat_
3. Scauc Config'm'auon Management (such as DOD =¢83A - haxdwax_/soft-waxe
modeL/version number, physical location of nodes, .types of nodes,
appLicanons/funcrions supported by va_nous nodes, protocol sets supported etc. ;
a) Hardware CM
b) Software CM
4. Maintain sectaaty services/mechanisms (system upgrades etc.)
5. Provide Integrated Logisucs Support(R,S)
a) _ ILS
b) Prova:le SN supply support
c) Pro_de SN Techn_:aj Data and Documentauon
d) Provide packaging, handling, storage and craasporta_on including socmaty
corm_ons
e) Provide SN opomuon and maintenance training
f)F_)videSN supportand resteqmpmem
g) Prov_l¢ SN facRitia support
h) Secure Physical laddies, equ_lanem ¢¢
a} Accesa Control @ W$C
b) ._cce_ Control _1 Goddaxd SNC
t) Provide SN logistics mformanon and compute" tesout¢_ m,ma_meat
D. Provide SN staff training excluding that covered under ILS
E. SN User liason/training

APPENDIX B
Abstract Analogues
One ef :he preliminary tasks of :he SNC study was the execution of an e[ectromc
ii:erature search in '..he a.rea of resource ailocation. The goal of this was to identify exisnng
sys:ems and capabilines that addressed scheduling and pia_mng problems that could be readily
mapped :nto the SNC doma.m. In addition, abstract analogues, based on a mathemancal
._bstracaon, were identified and reviewed m an attempt to gain insight into how similar, but non-
_somorphtc, problems were handled.
Several basic analogues were identified including:
o ',he aJiocanon of space to physical items te.g., components and mums on a printed ctrcult
board);
o :he allocation of physical resources _e.g.. :asks to processors in a hard mal-tinz compuung
environment); and
o the allocamon of time slots (e.g., atrcra.ft landing times).
The iniaal analysis of the abstract analogues identified several characteristics that could
be ."elated to the SNC problem. These charactensncs primarily dealt with how some portion of
:he _2locanon problem was specifically hand.led by the analogue. For example, it was noticed
:hat several of :he analogues employed multiple allocaoon policies in order to maximize
resource uulizanon. Speci.fically, pnnted c_cmt board routers use different algorithms to roum
:e_ular _auerns _e.g., memory buses) versus more unstructured connection sequences, and phone
c_ls are routed differendy based on the time of day.
However, the specifics of the a.llocaaon policies used by the analogues varied slighdy
,.,,lth a hardest-first' or highest pnonty-fi.rst' policy typically in use. This mclud,-s giving landing
s_ot preference to a.u'planes with the longest flight time and scheduling the highest priority task: in
.1 computer processing system fu'st. For the most part. these analogous systems also including a
method for request pnonr_es to be altered to reflect changes in request status. For example, a
o") _.
.,_,t running tow on fuel would be granted a landing slot ahead of others, or a task's priority
_.ouM be increased as it approached a processing deadl.me. An alternative to the._ was the "just
:n :me' scheduling used in job shop env_.ronments in an attempt to complete a production item
rust when it is needed. This is because completion of the item too soon introduces unnecessary
._orage costs, whale completion too late can cost futu_ business. All of these almmatwes were
considered as part of the analysis of the SNC resource allocation function.
Another characmristic common across the analogues was the use of process sensitive
memcs to evaluate the success of the resource allocation process. These metrics fall into two
basic classes, percent of requestssausfied and total uulization of resources. Similar memcs are
suggested for inclusion in the SNC system to validam the unlit), of alternate allocation policies
and archatectu_s (i.e. resource partitioning).
Results:
The results of the abstract analogue analysis effort, as reflected in Table B-l, shows that
:he SNC resource aLlocation problem is somewhat unique. None of the identi.fi_ analogues
exactly fit the characteristics of the SNC resource allocation problem. However, as l:_sented
above, the analogues did suggest several innovative concepts to add_ssmg po_naal SNC
problems.
Spemfic suggestions, and the section of this report that they affect_L are as follows:
t ) Multiple resource allocation policies should be consid,'md in the scheduling of events. The
policy being used at any one time may vary. based on time of day, pending shuttle launch.
or other pemnent decision cnteria. Specifically, a mixture of scheduled and demand
access polices may be appmpnate for the SN. { Section 3.2.6, Hybrid Access Allocanon )
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILME[
2) A course to fine g:ranulafity in scheduling (i.e. demand leveling) may help resolve
schexluling conflicts in a more timely manner and increase r_sou,rce uulization and
scheduling efficiency. {Section 3.2.2, l:_-p[mned }
3) Commiting to events at the latest possible time may reduce the number of changes needed
to develop a schedule and rmke the scheduling process non_ ef'ficeint. {Section 3.2.2., _
Fluid Scheduling Functionality}
.,t) The partitioning of resources into sets, based on user needs, may improve scheduling
performance with Lirmccd impact on resource utilization. {Section 3.2.5, Resource
Partitioning}
5) A 'variable' request priority, scheme, based for example on function to be performed, may
allow fa.h'er access to net'work resources.
6) The application of a constraint relaxation method of user event specification (i.e. time
window with the request) may reduce the number of schedule changes needed by
allowing the automaac shifting of requests to maximize resource uulizauon. {Sec_on
3.2.2/) Fluid Scheduling Funcuonatity}
7) Stand-by events may be allowed to exist in situations where schodulod time is typically
unused (e.g., slips in shuttle launch time). {Section 3.2.2, Pre-plazmod}
8) The idennficar_on and use of meanin_ul evaluation memcs to assess the _.asic operarion
and the a.t'fect of modificanons to the network operations will provide a objective basis of
ana.lysts.
These concepts were found to be very useful in formulating alternative SNC resource allocation
sc he me s.
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Appendix C' Summary of Site Visits
'.n order :o identify new concepts and technologies for incorporation into the
S.",C, -e foi'.owing sites were ',:sited:
.-x_r Force Consotida:ed Space Operations Center (CSOC)
) Naval Ground Station at Blossom Point
o AT&T Network Operations Canter
o GTE SpaceNet. COMSAT. and 1LN'TEL,SAT
The .'r..:ss_on o_: :he CSOC and Blossom Point facilities is satellite data collection
•_n:'.e :_.e o:_er _ _;':" and.z,...,,.es telecommunications ca=,'ners. In addition, to these sites
:ke NASA g.'ou.".d system ._t W.hlte Sands. New Mexico was also visited.
T',e key co.,,,cepts derived from :,".ese visits are summarized in Table C-I
._ ?'.:!e :,".e ,ind::gs for each of :he v_sits are summarized in the individual site visit
:empiate. Ye_e aii of :he sa:e!!i:e common carners (GTE, I_TELSAT, COMSAT)
.:::iize cen:raiized controt of :he_r networks. AT&T utilizes hierarchical control with
:re ',ocal st:as :'esponsib[e for letection, isolation, and correction and fault
.:onditions ,a,h_ie the central site assists in the detection and is able to reroute traffic
._:ound failed s::es.
F.-om a f'anctional v:ew, :he CSOC and Blossom Point Ground Stanon were
:he c',oset :o ,,",e NASA SNC. However, their utility was limited in this study because
:,",e CSOC is ',ass automated than the NASA and Blossom Point is small sel.f-
,tot',tamed operation with minimal resource conflict.
De_aEs of "_e visits :o these sites are presented in the templates.
.:LEDUCED ?L._',,,NING ',vLx,'DOW TLME HORIZON ¢CSOC, GTE, BP)
OPEN BOOKD,;G SYSTEM (G'I'E. COMSAT')
FLL'_D SCKEDULLNG _CSOC1
_i.LOCATION BY TLME OF DAY PARTITION (AT&T)
L._RGE SCREEN DISPLAY OF SCH_DL'LE :CSOC1
H_RCH_CAL .NETWORK M,a¢4AGE.M_ENT (AT&T5
,RESOURCE PAR'rT_o,'_NG iAT&T. GTE')
CENTRALIZED CONTROL {ALL WITH CSOC MOVING TOWARDS
CENTRALrTATION)
MONITOR BY EXCEPTION- COMML,'N'ICAI=IONS C_ BUT Nor DoD
SATELLITE DATA COLLECTION
COLOR CODED FAULT DIAGNOSTIC _EES (BP)
Table C- 1: SL.'MMARY OF KEY POD;TS FROM SITE VISITS

ORGANIZATION: AF CSOC
1. CLASS: SATELLITE DATA COLLECTION
2. RESOURCE
TYPE: 13 EARTH STATIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS LINKS
QUANTITIES: SMALL
DEMANDS: MULTIPLE CONCURRENT
3. TRAFFIC TYPES
HEALTH & SAFETY: YES
PAYLOAD: SCME
4. TRAFFIC VOLUME: I0,000 SUPPORTS PER MONTH WITH 40%
RECEIVED DAY OF EVENT
S. SCHEDULING ENVIRONMENT: PRE-PLANNED BUT MANY CHANGES
RIGHT UP TO TIME OF SATELLITE CONTACT; USE 3 DAY RLANNING
HORIZON AND PUBLISH SCHEDULE EVERY DAY
6. TIME CONSTRAINTS: FIXED TIME AND WINDOW
7. FAULT MANAGEMENT
LOCAL: LIMITED CAPABILITY AT GROUND STATION
REMOTE: 15 MINUTE PRE-PASS TESTS CO-ORDINATED FROM
CONTROL CENTERS AT FALCON OR ONIZUKA AFB8
RECONFIGURATION: GROUND SYSTEMS CONTROLLED REMOTELY
8. SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS: YES, REMOTE ANTENNAS/GROUND STATIONS
AND COMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES

ORGANIZATION: AF CSOC (CONTINUED)
9. COMMENTS:
o CURRENTLY USE MANUAL SCHEDULING WITH 84 FOOT "BUTCHER
E_LCCK" PAPER WITH MANUAL CONFLICT RESOLUTION: SCHEDULED IS
UNCLASSIFIED WITH MISSIONS IDENTIFIED ONLY BY ";RO" NUMBER
o USE MANUAL VERSION OF FLUID SCHEDULING 8Y ALLOCATING
"HARDEST FIRST"
o MIGRATING TO AUTOMATING SCHEDULING PROCESS WITH ASTRO, A
TOOL WITH LARGE SCRREN DISPLAY OF SCHEDULE AND AIDS TO
SHOW VISIBILITIES, GENERATE iNITIAL SCHEDULE, AND IDENTIFY
CONFLICTS
o MANUAL PATCHING AND SWITCHING
o MOVING FROM A DISTRIBUTED ARCHITECTURE TO A MORE
CENTRALIZED ARCHITECTURE. COMPUTING RESOURCES HAVE BEEN
MOVED FROM ANTENNA SITES TO CONTROL CENTERS AT FALCON
AF8 AND ONIZUKA AF8. CONTROL FUNCTIONS ARE PERFORMED AT
BOTH ONIZUKA (PRIMARY) AND FALCON BUT WILL ULTIMATELY
BECOME OVERALL CONTROL CENTER.
o ULTIMATELY EXPECT TO IMPLEMENT BASCH, A SCHEDULING SYSTEM
TO BE RESIONET ON IBM 3080 HOSTS, BUT THIS IS NOT EXPECTED
UNTIL 1992 AT EARLIEST FOR MINIMAL CAPABILITY.

ORGANIZATION: NAVAL GROUND STATION AT BLOSSOM POINT
1. CLASS: SATELLITEOATA COLLECTION
2. RESOURCE
TYPE: SATELLITE GROUND STATION ANTENNAS AT CONTROL
CENTER SITE
QUANTITIES: SMALL- SUPPORT 8 LINKS CONCURRENTLY FOR 14
SATELLITES
DEMANDS: SINGLE
3. TRAFRC TYPE
HEALTH & SAFETY YES
PAYLOAD SOME
4. TRAFFIC VOLUME: LIGHT- 20 MINUTES BETWEEN PASSES
5. SCHEDULING ENVIRONMENT: PRE-PLANNED
6. TIME CONSTRAINTS: FIXED TIME AND WINDOW
7. FAULT MANAGEMENT: ALL RESOURCES FOR CONTROL OF GROUND
STATION ARE LOCAL; MONITOR BY EXCEPTION; NO PRE-PASS TEST
8. SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS: NO
9. COMMENTS: 80% OF THE TRAFFIC CORRESPONDS TO A SINGLE
MISSION WHICH USES AN AUTOMATED SCHEDULING TOOL. THE INPUTS
TO THIS MODEL INCLUDE SPACECRAFT STATE, MISSION, TASKING, AND
MODELS OF THE SPACECRAFT (THERMAL, POWER ETC.). SOME
MANUAL "DECONFLICTION" IS STILL REQUIRED BUT THIS IS GENERALLY
MINIMAL.

ORGANIZATION: AT&T NETWORKOPERATIONS CENTER (NOC)
1 CLASS: OOMEST1C TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER
2. RESOURCE
TYPE: TELEPHONE TRUNKS
QUANTITIES: LARGE
DEMANDS: MULTIPLE CONCURRENT
3. TRAFRC TYPE
HEALTH & SAFETY
PAYLOAD
NO - separate signaling system
ALL
4. TRAFFIC VOLUME
130,000.000 CALLS PER OAY ON SWITCHED NETWORK
50% USE 800 SERVICE
5. SCHEDULING ENVIRONMENT: REAL-TIME WITH PREPLANNED ROUTES
VARIED BY TIME OF DAY PLUS DYNAMIC ROUTES
6. TIME CONSTRAINTS: NOT APPLICABLE - USER RETRY
7. FAULT MANAGEMENT
LOCAL: RETURNS STATUS REPORTS TO NOC EVERY 5 MINUTES
REMOTE: NOC MONITORS TRAFFIC PATTERNS
RECONRGURATION: REROUTING PERFORMED BY CENTRALIZED
NODE BUT LOCAL NODE MANAGES ITS CONFIGURATION
8. SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS: NO
9. COMMENT: MAINTAIN A PARTITION OF RESOURCES FOR SWITCHED
NETWORK AND LEASED CIRCUITS. THIS PARTITION IS BEING
LESSENED WITH THE INTRODUCTION OF THE "SOFTWARE DEFINED
NETWORK."

ORGANIZATION: COMSAT
1. CLASS: DOMESTIC COMMUNICATIONS CARRIER WITH INTELSAT
INTERCONNECTiCN
2. RESOURCE
TYPE: VOICE, DATA, AND VIDEO CHANNELS
QUANTITIES: MEDIUM
DEMANDS: SINGLE
m_
3. TRAFFIC TYPE
HEALTH & SAFETY: YES FOR COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
PAYLOAD: MONITORED ONLY
4. TRAFFIC VOLUME: NOT APPLICABLE
5. SCHEDULING ENVIRONMENT: PRE-PLANNED
5. TIME CONSTRAINTS: FIXED TIME
6. FAULT MANAGEMENT: CENTRALIZED AT WASHINGTON, D.C.
CONTROL CENTER
7. SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS: TO SOME EXTENT WITH INTEROPERATION
WITH NATIONAL CARRIERS
8. COMMENTS:

ORGANIZATION: GTE SPACENET
1. CLASS: COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS CARRIER
2. RESOURCE
TYPE: VOICE AND VTOEO CHANNELS WITH FUTURE DATA SERVICE
QUANTITIES: MEDIUM
DEMANDS: SINGLE
3. TRAFRC TYPE
HEALTH & SAFETY: YES FOR COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
PAYLOAD: MONITORED BUT DELIVERED VIA USER GROUND
STATION
4. TRAFFIC VOLUME
5. SCHEDULING ENVIRONMENT
REAL-TIME: ONLY FOR FUTURE DATA SERVICE
PRE-PLANNED: VOICE CHANNELS LEASED IN ADVANCE, BUT
AUTOMATED BOOKING SYSTEM WITH 3 DAY TIME CLOSING
TIME ALLOCATES VIDEO
6. TIME CONSTRAINTS: FIXED TIME
7. FAULT MANAGEMENT: PERFORMED CENTRALLY AT McLEAN
CONTROL CENTER. PERSONNEL AT REMOTE SITES TAKE ACTION
INDEPENDENTLY ONLY IN EMERGENCY.
8. SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS: NO
9. COMMENTS:
o VIDEO BOOKING SYSTEM, REFERRED TO AS STRATS, PROVIDES
REMOTE ACCESS TO CUSTOMERS AND IS RESIDENT ON A PC CLASS
MACHINE
o VIDEO B(_3KINGS BECOME FIXED 3 DAYS IN ADVANCE AT WHICH TIME
USERS WILL BE BILLED; HOWEVER, RESERVATIONS MAY BE MADE
MONTHS IN ADVANCE
o VIDEO SYSTEM PROVIDES INTEGRATED SYSTEM FOR BCX3KING,
OPERATION, AND SCHEDULING

ORGANIZATION: INTELSAT
1. CLASS: INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS CARRIER
2. RESOURCE
TYPE: VOICE, DATA, AND VIDEO CHANNELS
QUANTITIES: MEDIUM
DEMANDS: SINGLE
3. TRAFRC TYPE
HEALTH & SAFETY: YES FOR COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
PAYLOAD: MONITORED ONLY
4. TRAFFIC VOLUME:
5. SCHEDULING ENVIRONMENT: PRE-PLANNED
6. TIME CONSTRAINTS: FIXED TIME
7. FAULT MANAGEMENT: CENTRALIZED AT WASHINGTON, D.C.
CONTROL CENTER
8. SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS: TO SOME EXTENT WITH INTEROPERATION
WITH NATIONAL CARRIERS

APPENDIX D
Formulation of Alternatives. Supplementary Information
T_':.:ssupplementary'materialwas used in the formulationof alternatives.[tconsistsof :_
definlt:onof _ control taxonomy and a funcuonal anaJysis.First, He control ta.xonomv is
presented tn Section D 1. Then for each of the OSI management functions, an allocanon analys_s
:s presented in Secnon D.2.
D. 1 Control Taxonomy
To facditate ,,_heanalysis of control alternatives, a control taxonomy was formulated. Tl_.is
:axonomy consists of the following etements:
o Funcuons of control
o Elements of control
o Data Processing modes
o Declsion-making modes
o Redundancy of control entities
o Location or" control entities
These elements aredescribedinthe followingsectmns.
D.I.I Functions of Control
The ISO/OSI management framework <ISO 7-198--1) categorizes the control functions in
"he following funcnonal areas:
Configuration Management encompasses monitoring, scheduling and controlling the dynatmc
state (operatmnal status) of the system and its components, For the NASA SN the
allocanon of SN resources (i.e. scheduling service events) is a crucial part of CM.
Fault Management encompasses fault de'_gcnon, isolation and the correction of abnormal
system operation that (may) cause the system to not meet its operational objectives.
Performance Management enables the system to perform at or above agrm_ to service
performance levels.
Security ._lanagement supports the application of security policies.
.Accounting Management encompasses collection, analysis and r:porting of service utili_rion
by different users.
The fulldescriptionof these functionscan be found in the [SO standard7498-4. This
categonzanon has been acceptedand adapted by many othernationaland inm'rnationalstanda.,'ds
organizauons as well as the computer and communications industry.Specificmanagement
functionswithin these broad categoriescan be provided by a combination of generalpurpose
."nec._anisms( haredby severalfunctions)and specialpurpose mechanisms.
D. 1.2 Elements of Control
The p_ goal of any control system is to assur: that the system behaves as expected
or piannecL This is generally achieved by using a variety of feedback and conmml mechanisms.
The basic elements of a typical feedback and control mechanisms (1:igu_ D-l) am:
Monitoring - the purpose of monitoring functions is to collect the infomm_on about the
actual system behavior. It can take a variety of forms, e.g., monitoring t/m signal to nots:
ratio in a transmission. This element is also mferr_ to _ "Dam Collection". The
monitoring functions generally use the low level modules to ob_ tim _smm behavior.
Processing - the raw data collected as a result of monitoring a sysmm is of_n voluminous
and describes the behavior of low revel modules/phenomenon. This raw dam must be
:'educed and. _-ansforrned to determine me aggregate system behavior in terms of high
',e,veI se_'_ces expected from the system.
Decision n11ckinB - the processed dam is used to compare the actualbehavior to the
expec_d/planned behavior.This co.mpa_,son,providesr.hebasisfordora-miningthe need
for takingcorrectiveactions,_.e._u-'_cungme system. The decisionmak_g element is
alsoresponsiblefor acceptingservicerequestsfrom the serviceusersand directingthe
system toprovid_ theservices.This isthe most visiblelement of any centre[system.
Two distinctapproaches to centre[are "centralized"aad "dish-lit)uteri".Ia a completely
centralizedapproach,a2.1rnomto_d informationisrecorded (kept)centrallyand alldecisionsa._
mare by a central authority (entity). In most t_ge complex systems, a hybrid approach is more
effective. In a hybrid approach the degt_s of dismbution is different for the processing and
c[ecision making/directing elements of corm'el. Some of the possibilities are:
o dismbuted recording of information with a centralauthority for decision making,
o dismbuted record.rag of informanon and hierarchical decision making,
o dismbuted recording of informauon aad d.ismbuted decision making without hierarchy,
i.e., peer-to-peer decision making by consensus.
The following sections describe the alternative approaches for the processing and
decisionmaking elements of control.
D. 1.3 Dam Processing modes
The dam collected by the monitonng elements fgener'_ly associated with low level
modules) must be reduced and transformed. This can be performed m three different modes:
Decentralized - m thismode the momtored data is processed by the entity/module
collecting the data.
Hierarchical - this is a variation of the decentralized mode for large multi-level
hier_chical systems (such as the NASA SN). Each level receives the processed dam from the
lower level entities, may process it further and then forwards the processed data to the next
higher level. This approach uses the encapsulation concept at each level and only the informanon
_eectedby the higher levelispassed on to the higherlevel.The relationshipbetween the levels
can be dynamic, i.e.,the higher level can request or dittct the low_ level to provide
additional/differentreformation.
Centralized - in this mode all data processing is done by a single tenth1 entity (possibly
redundant). All data monitoring entities send the raw monitored data for processing to the cenn-,d
=ntity,
Different variations and combinations of the above three modes arc generally refern)d to
_s hybrid modes,
D.L.4 Dedsi(m.making modes
The decision making elemants are responsible for:.
o accepm'_g sez'_ce requests from the service users and dizeca.ng the system to provide
the services,
o companng the actual behavior of the systcm/subsyst¢m under centre| to the
expects)d/plannedbehavior and re.kingcorrectiveactionsas necessary.
Monrmr (FINpOloack) Process Monitored [3ec_s_on Making
Oata ana 13irIK_Jng
• Status/Current Statll • Reduce Olta to . Allocate System Peso' rc@s
Excwtlon/Chang_
• Ac_v_]Uhlizatlon • ComDlrll Actual Ber_av ce
• Transform wf11_Pfln_e_/Exoecea
• Errors,Fauns 8el_awour
• A<:jgrec3me
• Performance • [3otorm0ne Correc:ve
ActiOnS
• Intra-sy_em C)irectTon
• Intllt-sy_em CoorC_Patcn
Figure D-l" Elements Of Control
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Three commonly used decision ma.lang approaches are:
Decentralized peer.to-peer - in this mode there is no central decision maJcing entity,
The system is controlled by mulnple peer entities (subsystem maaagers) through a dema:raric
process of consensus decision making. This .type of decision making is generally used in a
System of Systems' _,'herc the co-operating systems a.m quasi-independent bounded by policies.
mutually ag'reed upon goa/s/objectives (e. g. schedules) and QOS (quaLity of servlce) parameters.
In theory,, peer-to-peer to decen_a.].ized decision mak:ing can work in conjunction wxth
elther cen_a.lized or d.ismbuted dam processing. It is generally used with decenu'alized
processing. Peer-to-peer decision making can use one or more of the following interacuons
between peers to arrive at a consensus decision:
o Request-response: a peer sends a request to another peer (or other peers) and expects a
response (such as status, request for service granted). The interaction can be repeated
to amve at a negonated agreement.
o Periodic messages: a con_oUmanagement entity can send periodic information
messages to other peer entities, e.g. test messages.
o Excepuon messages: a control entity may inform its peer regarding the occurrence of
unusuaUaperiodic events without solicitauon, e.g. equipment failure, loss of service or
scheduled prevenuve maintenance downume etc.
Hierarchical - in this mode there is a clear line of authority su=uctm'edas a tl"_, Entides
at any level have defined decision-ma_ng auLhonty and are responsible for execming the
decisions made by higher layer authorities. Each entity reports to the immediate higher level
entity and du'ects the immediate lower level entity. This ts r.he _tdirional hiera._hicaJ
organization generally used within a system.
Centralized - this is a special case of hierarchical where there are only two levels. All
decisions are made by the single higher level (central) entity.
Different variations and combinations of the above three modes are generally referred to
as hybrid modes. For example, the STGT uses peer-to-peer decision malang for fault
management of redundant equipment, cenu'a.lized decision making for scheduling of STGT
sel-vlccS.
D.I.$ Redundancy of Control Entities
Redundancy of control entities is a crucial aspect in the design of a robust conm:)l system
for high availability systems, such as the public telephone network. The STGT is an excellent
example of a robust system with multi-level redundancy. The current NCC at the GSFC is an
example of a redundant cona'ol system. Within the context of NASA Space Network Control the
',ssue of redund,ancy must be addressed at two levels:
o tnu'a-SNconu'olentityredundancy and
o Inter-systemcon_'oland co-ordinationredundancy.
The intra-SN conn'ol system redundancy includes the following aspects:
o Redundancy of centratized cont_)l elements, i.e. the con_'o[ entities that ate separate
from operational SN subsystems (such as STGT and Ground Netwos'k). This is similar
to the redundancy of the current NCC at the GSFC.
o Redundancy of embedded cona'ol elements, i.e. the cona'ol entities that are embedded
in the operational subsystems. For example redundancy of the EXEC ADPE in the
STGT.
o Redundancy of intraSN paths between the control elements.
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o Redundancy of control element Iocataons to protect against catastrophic faJlures outside
the automated system, e.g. eaxth-quakes and snow storms.
The inter-system control and co-ordination redundancy issues are similar to the intra-SN
:_beIt at :he system level instead of at the subsystem level.
D. 1.6 Location of Control Entities
For a dasmbuted system or a System of systems', the location of control ennt_es can
".a_e a s_gmf'_cant _mpact on costs, robustness and effectiveness of the control system(s). This _s
ce_:untv the case for the SNC which will be responsible for controlling SN assets and
coorcunanng SN services with other autonomous systems.
The choice of locations is closely ned to decisions regarding redundancy. Redundant
systems can be located tn one bu_ld.ing (eg. the existing GSFC NCC), in two different buzl_ngs
in close proxirruty le.g. the STGT and WSGT at WSC) or in two different Iocatlons fat ,_pa.r't
eg. v¢SC and GSFC). Increasing the separation between two redundant systems results Ln
:ncreaseci robustness at a h_gher cost. For example, if a severe snowstorm (or fire or earthquake)
'*ere to result Ln a shutdown of GSFC for several days, it will be difficult to operate the
:edundant system at GSFC.
Some of the alternatives for Iocaung me SNC are:
o Integrate with ATGT- locate it inside the AGTI and AGT2 buildings,
o Resident at GSFC only - no integration with ATGT,
o Resident at WSC - outside the ATGT buildings,
o Resident at GSFC and W'SC - the WSC SNC systems could be either reside m one of
the two ATGT buildings or housed separately.
Several other combinatonal possibilities exist. Another possible approach would be to
,:epaxate me mtraSN and inter-system control systems. In this scenario, the intraSN systems need
:'or be collocated with the inter-system control systems. For example, the mtraSN control
systems can be housed tn the ATG'T buildings, while the inter-system control systems can be
Located at GSFC.
D.2 Functional Allocation
This section documents the rational for and the recommendad allocation of operational
control _II. OPERATE SN in Appendix A) functions and associated databases among the SN
subsystem control, the innm-SN control (SNC) and the inter-system control (ISC) systems as
d.efined m Section 2.5.
The functionsand databases to be allocatedwen) derived earlieras a resultof the
functional anaiysis/decomposirion as docurr,-nted in Appendix A (SNC Functional
Decomposition).The 'Operate SN" functionconsistsof sixlevel2 functions:
o Provide User Services
o Manage Configuration
o Manage Faults
o Manage Performance
o Manage Security
o .Manage Accoun_g
Sections D.2.1 through D.2.6 ack:_ss the functional, allocation of these six level 2
functions. The functional allocation decisions ar_ generally made at level 3. For example,
Maintain Planned. Resource Availability Database" is a level 3 function undm" the level 2
function 'Manage Configuration', which is under the level 1 function "Oporam SN". Appendix
-X also Lists tower level funcuons (level -: and sometimes level 5) to more clearly define the level
3 funct_.ons.
Theitalicizednotation (SNC, ISC or subsystem functions) for the level 3 function tables
in these sections denote the recommended allocation. The term "subsystem" refers to the three
SN subsystems- ATGT, ATDRSS and GN.
The intraSN allocation decisions relates to the deg:rte of autonomy exercised by these
three subsystems. The term "SNC system" is used to describe the collection of conu'oi entaties
external to the three subsystems, although they are adminisu'atively part of the NASA 5N and as
such "SNC' will be a SN subsystem. The allocation of control functions described in this sectaon
is independent of the location (WSC vs GSFC) and physical implementation details (such as
degree of redundancy and integration with ATGT) of the "SNC system".
Key issue #1 (What processing/scheduling is done in real-time versus pre-planned?_ is
addressed in Section D.2.2 as part of resource aUocation functions which a_ a subset
of the "Manage Configuration" function. The other five key issues (#2 through _6"J
addressed in this study cut across all six funeuons:
Key issue #2: What processing is automated versus manual'?.
Key issue #3: What is the User-System "Information interface"?
Key issue #a: How is the system controlled.'? (centralized/distriburad)
Key issue #5: Where is the processing performed?
Key issue a6: Can the SNC be absorbed by other systems?
D.2.1 Provide User Services
The primary, purpose of the SN subsystems is to provide services to the users and
therefore the majonty of functions in this group are allocated to the subsystems. The_ are three
_evel 3 functions in this group as shown in Table D-l:
II.A. i Receive and validate "scheduled service event" rexlues_.
II.A.2 Provide SMT services
II.A.3 P'm-event co-ordination
II.A.4 Provide the acknowledged service
Functions II.A.I, .2 and .3 clearly belong to the subsystems. In the current system
preSTGT era), the pre-event co-ordination funcnon (II.A.2) is performed manually by the NCC
operator at GSFC. This process takes about 5 minutes add reties on voice conversation between
the NCC operatorsand theUser point of contact.
In the ATGT _ra CDOS and NASCOM II will be dam driven. Thus, the primary focus of
the pre-event co-ordination functions will be co-ordination of services betw_n the SN
subsystems and the user system for the specificserviceevent.Therefore,thisfunctioncan be
more effectivelyperformed by the SN subsystem providingthe service(s)and can be automated
toa largedegree.The impact of thisrecomn_ndation on thekey issuesisas follows:
#2: automate pre-.event co-ordination
#4: allocate control of pre-event co-ordination to ATGT
#'5: perform pre..event control processing at ATGT
If the pre-eventco-ordinationidentifiesa problem thatcannot be resolved by the SN
subsystem, the resource allocation/schedttlingentityshould be notifiedon an exception basis
IfunctionIr.A.2.e).
Upgrading the Ground Network (GNi) subsystem to perform prt-event co-ordination
may not be cost effectiveinview of the declininguse of GNi services.Thin'from,the pre-event
coordinationforGNi subsystem may continue to be handlod manually by the SNC personnelor
it can be handled manuaUy by the operational staff at the particular Ground Station.
II.A Provide User Services
I. Receive "scheduled space-ground service event" request from "Manage
Resource Allocation", validate request and verify ava_labdity of necessary
_ubsystem resources (subsystem functions)
_) SSA For,varcl Service (SSAF_
b_ SSA Return ServLce, SSA.R)
cl K.SA Forward Service IKSA_
d_KuSA Return Servlce(KSA.R)
e) KaSA Forward Service
t'_ KaSA Return Service
g) Trackang Servlce
h) Mul=pie Access Service t,MA)
L)S-band conungency se.rv_c_
.f; Ground Network _GN') services
2. Provide Gateway services for international partners (subsystem functions)
3. Pr_-event co-ordination :subsystem functions)
a)Confu'nVvertfy'serviceventparameters"w_ththetuque.sungu.se_sys_m
b)Nouly externalservlceprovlders
:) Assign, mmahze and acuvam necessary SN resources
d_Perform end-to-end(loopbaclchpath)tests wl).hex_mai systems
e) Inform ".Manage Resource Allocauon" _f the tests fail and the sc/_,dulcd scrvw,¢ cannot
be pmv_dod
.l. Provide the acknowledged service (subsystem functions)
a) Acuvate all necessary SN resouxces at event start
b) Signal end o[ event m all exusrn_ systems
c)Relea._ATGT/ATDRSS msou.-cesatend of event
d) Signal end of event to ".Manage Re.source Allocauon"
e)Post-eventco-ordmauon:provideeventsummary r_:ordAnformataon© "Manage
Accounnng","Manage ResourceAllocaaon",CDOS and the"Us_ Sysmm"
TABLE D- t
D.2.2 Configuration Management
The most general _f'u_tion of the term "Confi_ration Management" incluc_s planning.
controllingand momtormg the configuration/an'_ngementand star of a system and its
components. This study does not address the planning functions(partof "Administer SN") and
_he sta_c configurationmanagement functions(definition/identificationof cun'entlyapproved
_vstem as defined m the DOD _83A specifications these are part of the "Sustaining
Engmeenng'>.
The operationalconfiguraaon control functionsconsist of - resource allocationand
dynamic configurationmanagement funcuons. There _ fivelevel3 functionsin thisgroup as
shown inTable D-2:
_I.B.l M_nta_n SN r_sourceaIlocauonRules DambL¢_
ll.B.2Maintain Planned Resource AvailabilityDatabase
ll.B.3 M_ntmn Preplanned Service Request Datable
Database
[I.B.-t Manage On-demand Service Request
II.B.3 Manage subsystem Dynamic Configu,raaon
and Scheduled Service Event
For the NASA SN, resource allocation management is a very critical and complex
function. The fLrst four level 3 functions pertain to resource _ocauon management.
The resourceallocationmanagement functionintheATGT era willhave a key difference
compared to the preSTGT era,i.e, today. The current NCC is responsible for scheduling uso of
SN, NASCOM, SDPF resources. In the ATGT eta, NASCOM would have evolved to the data
driven NASCOM I"I and SDPF functions would be taken over (for the most part) by the dam
d.nven CDOS. By definition (of a data driven system) these systems will not require explicit
scheduling of services. Therefore, the resource allocation functions will be primarily responsible
t'or allocanon of the SN resou._esonly.
There will continue to be a need for coordination of end-to-end service scheduling. These
are planned to be u'nplemented by using the advisory functions "Publish week2y/monthly
projected plans for other serrate providers (Function II.B.3.e). This function has been allocated
_o the SNC (rather than ISC), as part of SN resource management function. The use of the
projected plans published by the SNC by other service providm's will be optional. In this
scena.no, the external systems are responsible for keeping track of their resource availability or
lack thereof (e.g. due to scheduled downtime or a major failure). This functmn is in addmon to
_he end-to-end tests performed by the SN subsystems, as part of pre-event co-ordination
_Function [I.A.3.d) described in Section D.2.1.
In summa.,'y, all operational configu.,'anon management functions listed in Table D-2,
have been allocated to either the SNC or the SN subsystems. No ISC functions were identified,
I].B. Manage Configuration
1. Ma.mmin SN resource a.Llocauon Rules Database (SNCfunctions)
2..Maintain Planned Resource Availability Database CSNCfuncn'ons)
a)r_u.rces(taKen)our,ofse_]c_
b)resourcesatfeadyresc_ed,/allocated
:) r_sou,rr.esava,tab/e for aJ/ocauon
3..Maintain Preplanned Service Request Database and Scheduled Service
Event Database (SNCfunctions)
a) R_eive. validate, log and _lcnowledge prepl_ned SN service requests -
_ew/cance Ua_aoru'chan ge
a) External users LLS [:KZX:Csand Intl users)
b) In,,,rnal SN users
[ ) StmuJauon and tesu.ng
,2) System upgrades
,3__ta_tenance
b) Transla£e genenc/flex_ble servtce requests into spectf')c service events
c) Negoua_ resource ava.dabtLiry/allocauon among all requestors using the Rules
Da_aba.s¢, Iog negouauons record
d_ Schedule servtce and aJ.Ioca_/reserve SN re.som'ces for the service events
i ATGT/ATDRSS. ONi, SMT_, log and provide event schedule to the requeslm,
e ) PubLish weekly/monthly projected platlS for other service providers (C]X)S,
NASCOM, ESA, NASDA, DSN, DOD LRs and F_F)
t') provide periodic request summary Lpast, fuakre, performance me.mc) t'_Ix)m
g) provideon-demaru:l, repom
J,. Manage On-demand Service Request (SNCfunctions)
a) Rece:ve, validate, [og and acknowledge on-demaad SN seance requests
b) Rece|ve, validate, log and acknowledge service parameter set-up/change requests
c ) Schedule_ordeny)on-demand service
d) prosade r_-lx)m (_.dormance_usage etc.)
5. Manage subsystem Dynamic Con.figuration (subsystem functions)
a) Collect sub-system state mformmon (e.g. m use resources during an event)
b)star and mammm sub-system State Database (mclucgng history)
c) Control the sub-sysmm sta_. recezve and process reque_._ for _ change(s) h_om
"Provide User Ser_ces", ".Manage Faulm", and ".Manage Se_uri_"
d) Pte.scm ttas sub-sysmm smm
TABLE D-2
..,__
D.2.2.1 Manage Resource Allocation
Key issues #1 ("What processing/scheduling is done in real-_e versus pre-planned?")
_d ,*2 ("What is the user-system "i_formanon interface") are addressed in Secuon 3.2. The
exact scope of the resource management functions Nil be affected by the decisions made with
.-espectothe followingsubjectsaddressedin Sections3.2and 3.4:
A, How much resource allocation must be done by the SN resource manager and what
can be assigned to the SN subsystems? The resource allocation functions assigned to
the SN subsystem will become part of the real-time function "Provide User Services'.
Isee Section 3.2.2.4- Information Interface)
B. What part of generic scheduling is performed by the SN resource manager and what
functions can be assigned to the user system? (see Section 3.4..2 - "Distributed Data
Management")
C. Of the functions assigned to the SN resource manager, what processing/scheduling is
done in real-re'he versus pre-pIanned? (see Section 3.2)
Item A affects the boundary, between the "manage resource allocation" and "provide user
>ervice ' functions. For example, should the resource manager allocate/roserve a channel (within
a group of channels, i.e. a subnet_ and let the SN subsystem service provider (such a,s ATGT)
_IIocate the spectfic channel. It affects the nature of information exchanged between the two
functions. In the example, if the resource manager does not allocate specific channels, then it
does need status tnformation regarding specific channels, it only needs information regarding the
:otal number of operating channels.
Item B affects the scope and complexity of the algorithms in the functions Maintmn
Allocauon Rules Database (II.B. I) and Schedule SN services (II.B.3.d and II.B. 4,.c).
Item C affects the complexity of the resource allocation functions as shown in Figures D-
and D-3. These figures show the databases and control dam flows for the pro-planned/hybrid
and on=demand access alternatives respecuvely.
As shown m the two figures,the on-demand accessalternativeissimpler than the pr_-
pianneci/hybridalternativeforthe followingreasons:
o The SNC need not ma.intmn thefollowingdatabasesfortheon-demand approach:
-Preplanned short-term(nextn hours)schedule in ATGT, sinceallserviceeventsa._
scheduled (ordenied) immediately afterthe receiptof theservicerequest,
- ProjectedResource AvailabilityDatabase, sinceallserviceeventscan be scheduled
(ordenied) based on thecurrentsystem statedaulbase,
o The "scheduled serviceevent"database isreplacedwith the "activeevent (inprogress)"
databl_ in case of the on-demand access approach. This isa small_rand simpler
database and resultsintosimplerallocationrulesforthe on-demand approach.
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D.2.2.2 SN Subsystem Configuration Management
W,_.elast level 3 funcnon under Manage Configuration" deals with the-dynamic
,:on_:on of the subsystems. The dynamic state of a system is affected by - ongoing requests
"or _er',:ce ' _s scheduled by the resource allocauon funcuon) and internal changes imua_d by
,"_ui_;e=or_ance/sec,,_ty management funcuons. The dynamic configucauon function includes
:=e ,"oLlov,ln_ '.evel -__uncaons:
o collecting information about the current condition of the subsystems (generally on-
demandS,
o obtaining announcements of sigmficant changes in the condition of the subsystems.
o maLntammg the subsystem state database.
o con=oiling the subsystem state. _.e. changing the configuration of me subsystem ,e._.
:a.kmg out a r_source for testing and putting it back in service a.f_rwards).
o presenting the subsystem state (e.g. to the resource manager).
The SNC system is pnrna.nly concerned with the overall operational capability of the SN
assets, rather than detmled control of low level modules which is best performed within :he
subsystems ¢such as ATGT'). The dynarmc configuranon management fu_cuon specified in the
STG:T _es_gn document meets mzs criteria quite well and we did not find any reason to change
:_ose approach. Therefor_ these funcnons have been allocated to the subsystems themselves.
D.2.3 Fault .Management
The purpose of fault management is to detect, isolate and correct faults. The term 'fault"
:s used her_ in a broad sense and refers to any abnormal/anamolous behavior that may impact the
quality of service provided by the system. _'his can includes failures resulting in iota/ toss of
_<erv_ce,excessive errors and performance bottlenecks. The definition of fault events ts part of
:_e admimstrative functaons under Provide Techmcal Operations Direction' Fault management
_as the :'o[lowmg charactensucs:
o [t requires continuous monitoring for detecnon,
o [t can be effectively performed at or above the level at which a fault occurs
o Performing fault management at higher level r_sults in significant control information
flow between components/modules/subsystems which in turn can slow down fault
isotanon and correction
o If a (auit is managed at the level of occurrence, the only information needed by the
higher level (typically system level fault manager) is - impact on QOS (it"any) and
summary event description (cause, t_ming, corrective action taken etc._
The above characteristics imply that an effective fault management strategy would
o give maximum autonomy to SN subsystems for fault management
o establish QOS thresholds for the subsystems (e.g. _)of lost packets/frames, channel bit
error rate, average/maximum delay, avmlability objectives)
o use the layer management approach (rather than the system management approach) at
OS! tayers 2 and 3 for inter-system fault management (e.g. CCSDS SLAP, F'DD[
S.'vlT)
o use system fault management for higher layers (OSI layers 4-7) and faults that cannot
be managed by the subsystems or layer management.
This approach was used in decomposing the level 2 function "Manage Fau/m". As shown
in Table D-3, cher_ are four level 3 funcnons in this group:
[I.C.[
.XIomtor. report and record subsystem t'ault events
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II.C.2
II.C.3
II.C._
Analyze subsystem fault events
Perform layer management (for OSI layers 2 and 3)
Manage Inter-system Faults
The Furst two (II.C.I and .2) deal with inlraSN fault management, while the last two
_FI.C.3 and A,) deal with inter-sysI=m fault management.
Functions II.C. I through II.C.3 have been allocated to the subsystems. This is consistent
with the STGT design approach, where the STGT subsystem contains extensive fault
management capabilities and provides eqmpment availability messages (SLR) and active service
reports (ODM) to the NCC.
The concept of layer management performed by the subsystems (such as ATGT) for
inter-system conttot/co-ordinanon is a recent d_velopment in the communications industry and is
generally part of the r_cent communications standards, such as F-'DDI SMT. Layer management
,,'nay not be supported by some of the communication protocols to be used by SN subsystems.
The functional decomposition shown in Table D-3, does not alloc_ any functions to the
SNC function group. It implies that all FM functions are either performed by the SN subsystems
or the ISC system. This assumption was made to sirnpIify the analysis and focus the study on
a.nswermg the six key issues. In a real system, the SNC system will provide a single point of
contact for the ISC and other external system, i.e., it wiLl act as the SN manager and
communicate with the proxy agent for the [SC manager. Figure D-4 shows the relationship
between SN subsystem fault managers and the SN system manager.
The impact of these recommendations on the key issues is as follows:
#2:
#4:
#5:
uses layer management to increase inter-system FM automation
gives maximum autonomy to SN subsystems for fault management
many FM functions are performed by ATGT
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FI.C Manage Faults
I. Momtor (detect), reporV±splay and record subsystem fault events _Errors.
Alarms, Alerts, Anamolies/L'nusual _ends)¢subsystemfunctions)
a) perform peno<:hcsubsystemcha_osucs tests
b) obtain mformaQonon fault events _'om Zowerlevel module/componenu]a_er
managemententries
c_ rnam,_,nsubsys_m Fault Event Databases
a_maintain ex,',r_ system Interface MIBs
e) rea.i._e _end J.isplaysand alarms
:_periodics_rnrnaryreportsmcl ,WI'BF.
g) On-demand reports m response to specific requests
2. Analyze subsystem fault event informanon (subsystemfunctfons)
a)Traceand Ldenu/yfauic.s
b) Inmate coffee,on of _ault(s) uaclucbng ATDRSS Interference Resoluuon
z) Report fa,luzes ,',hat_pact QOS to system 'Fault .Manager" and 'Dynamlc
Cortfigu.r_uon .%,tanager '
3. Perform layer management (for OSI Iayers 2 and 3) with external peer systems
( subsystem functions)
_,..Manage Later-system Faults (ISCfunctions)
a) Obta.mexternal,system Interface MIB inforrnanon fromSN subsystems
b) Obtaininterface.M]B mformauon f_m externalsystems
c ) Compare. anaJyzetheMIBs for anomalies and other fault mdicanonUm_nds
_t)Obtmn QOS faulteventinformationfrom SN subsystems
e_ObtainQOS faulteventmformaaonfromexternalsubsystems
t3A.nalyze:ault_ventmformanonand_nd mcUcatorsand imt.l_te correctiveacuons
i_:hxectSN subsystems
,2) co-ordmam corr_cuveacuonswLthexternal system fault managers
TABLE D-3
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Figure D-4: Intra-SN Fault Management
D.2.4 Performance Management
Performance management funcuons evaluate the effectiveness of the system as a
?rov_der of services and maintain system performance at a specified (agreed to) level. It includes
of coL!ect:on and analysis of statistacal information to achieve these objectives. In most systems.
:t xtso ,,ncLudes deterrmnaaon of system changes/upgrades to enhance performance. Performance
,_bjecu,,es xre established by tile ad.manlstzanve functions as part of 'Provide Techmcal
Operations Du'ect:on '.
T':',ere is some overlap be_'een Fault management and performance management
funcuons. For example, flow control and buffer management funcnons cart be =eated as part of
fauit or performance management. The _sults of this study are independent of such detqmtion
a_rr,,0iguines, since the functional decomposition and allocation does not prohibit the use of
general purpose management mechanisms common to several functional areas.
Performance management has :he fotlowing characteristics:
o[t requires continuous monitonng to gather statistical informanon.
o It ,,-equtres infrequent arbitration a.mong lower revel modules to resolve conflicts,
o The stansrical mformanon collected is generally massive,
o Only processed historical data _summary, exceptions etc.) is generally stored and the
degree of reduction is increased as the data gets older.
The above characteristics imply ',hat an effective performance management strategy
would give maximum autonomy to SN subsystems, as is the case with the STGT design
approach. Table D-4. shows the !eveI 3 functions under "Manage Performance'. The f'Lrst two
address the SN subsystem performance and have allocated to the subsystem performance
management ennnes. These a._:
[I.D.1 Monitor subsystem performance
II.D.2 Plan and perform subsystem performance tests and simulations
The fast level 3 functions (II.D.3 Monitor ene-to-end performance) addresses inter-
system performance management and is not discussed here.
The proposed functional allocation does not assign any intraSN performance
management functions to a system level management entity. A possible exceptaon to this
recommendation would be for the data transferred to international partners via the SMT. It is
recommended that this determinauon be made as part of the SMT requirements analysis and
architecture development process. The impact of this recommendation on the key issues is as
follows:
#2: the level of automation specified for STGT in the area of PM is adgquate
_3: decentralize performance management, i.e., let each SN subsystem manage its own
performance within established objectives. This includes mamtaJmng performance
databases.
l'I.D. Manage Performance
I.Monitor subsystem performance (subsystemJunctions)
a)CoLlectsmusucal informauonundernormalcondinons
a)Qualityofserviceparameters(QOS)
b) Re.sourceuulizaUon
b_Record and masnmm subsysternPerformance Databases
:) Report subsys_m performance
a) reai.u.rne _nd displays and aJarms
b)penod_ summary reports
c) on-demaad tUSrOnCalor s'_lal reports
d) A,naJyze subsystem performance stausucs for performance tnamolie,sYootUenecksand
ocher performance u'ends/in_cators
a) re.a2.ume/shorbterm trends
b) Inmate _al-ume correcuveacuonsasnee_d
c) long.term _enda
e) Send longterm planmng inputtoTech Ops
2 Plan and perform subsystem performance tests and simulations (subsystem
functions)
a)Submxt service requestsforailocauonofresources
b)CollectQOS and resourceuuLizauontnformauonunderconn'oUedcond,iuons
c)Record and mmntain Performance Test Results Database
d)Analyzeaggregatetestresultsand provt_ plamung inputtoTech Ops
3 Monitor end-to-end real-ume performance (ISCfuncgons)
a) Obtaxnexternalsystem Interface_ tnformaaon from SN subsystems
b_Ob_m Inmrface.M_ mformauon from external systems
c) Analyze the MIBs for performance anarnolJes/bo_lenecks and omer performance
inchcanonsWends
a) re_l-urnedshort-term c_nds
b) tong-term u'ends
d)Directsystemsto m_rt mac_rmessages and collectransit delay informmaon
e)Analyzeu-ansitdelay mformauon to pre_cx/Lso|ateransitbottleneck.s
a)r_l.ume/shon.uma u'ends
b)Iong-t_m n'ends
f3 Initiate _al-ume correcuve actions, when needed
a) direct SN subsystems
b) co=on:Unate correcuve acuor_ withexternal system rnaa_ers
g) Send long _ planning inpultoTech Ops
TABLE D-4
D.2.5 Security ,Management
S=cu.m'y management includes the operataonal procedu._s, controls, and system functions
.','quid co _duce the risk of unauthonzed dissenunation of classified materials. These areas of
;nterescs _e D-pically seg_gated into personnel secu.nty, physical secu.rzt'y, emanation secu.r,,c'v,
,:o_pu:er _<ecur,,tT, and communicaczons security.. This study addresses the computer _d
commun'_cz::ons secLLnty only.
Computer and communications secu_nty management has the following chazactenstics:
o continuous monitoring of all access attempts,
o _eed to mantam an audit ttaa! of all access attempts,
o periodic tesnng and venficarion of security mechanisms.
These characteristics imply chat the monitonng and audit r_po_ng functions can '_':e
?e_orT_ed more effectively by t_e subsystems. Table D-5. shows the decomposition of "Manage
Secant,,, aq:o le,,el 3 and .$ t'unctions. I_,e mcra-SN level 3 secu.zity functions are:
[I.E.t Manage SN Security
[I.E." P:'.ovldeSN subsystem secu.m'y
The Manage SN Secu.nty' function (II.E.I) includes maintenance of systemwid_
_ecunty _cLminiscratlon and audit databases. It also includes analysis of the audit data and
:=snn_venficatlon of systemwide secunt-y mechanism. Therefor, this f'unction has been
_ss_gned :o the SNC. The subsystems are responsible for providing the security mechanisms
, II E._=_, as directed by the SNC to assures secu_ operation of the SN.
2-'.)
II.E Manage Security
I. Manage SN Security (SNCfunctions)
a) Maintain and manage Security Administration Database (including user
profiles, key management in_ormauon, audit cntena etc.)
b) l_.ov_desecurity adrnimswauon mformat3on to SN subsysmms
c) Co|leer. record and maintain Security Event/Audit Database
d) Analyze secanty event mformauon and produce audit repom
e) Plan and perform SN secu.nry tests/stmulattons
2. Provide subsystem security. (subsystem/unctions)
a) Secure cLasstfied mformauon/assets
( 1_)Access Control ¢e.g Guard Processor)
(2_ Enc .rycuon
b) Monitor and Repon "security events" to SNC
(l)Authonzed access/usage
(2) F_ attempts
3 Manage Inter-system Security <l$Cfunctions)
a_ Exchange security a_'nmlswanon l_ormauon (such as SDNS creden_.ls) with
externa/systems as apphcable./approprtate
b) End-to-endsecurity tests and stmu.iauons
( 1) Plan and co.-ordinate tests with external systems
(2) Submit test service request to "_utge Resource Allocal_on"
(3) Ob_n results from SN subsystems and extenufl subsystems
(4) Analyze aggregate test results and publishFindings
(53 Imuate correcuve acuons
TABLE D-5
D.2.6 Accounting Management
The purpose of accotmring management (AM) is to establish charges for the use of SN
:esourc_s by different users based on _etr use of the SN services. The most general defininon or
!ccoun_ng includes setnng tim.its on use of services by specific users. Examples of limits
:,".clud.e maxlmum '._sage I.imits and nine of day use res_ctlons. This study assumes that most
iirmt funct:ons _such as tlme of clay limits) are performed by the resource allocanon manager
,:stag :._e _.lioca_on Rules Database". Cumulative usage based limits ate handled as part of :Re
,id.n'unls_ative functions. The AM functions include the necessary reporting functlons. In other
',,,ords. ma=_imum usage ti_ts are not imposed m re,-time, as is the case with many commerclx[
,:ompu:er services.
,-kt _his tlme the use of accounnng management to charge users based on each service
event _s ',imited to commercial users (non Government), such as LANDSAT. Use of accounung
,-a_agement Is expected to increase ia the future as commercial usage increases. The funcuonal
decomposition and iJlocanons made under :hls study axe not affected by whether the accounting
_a_nag_ment _s applied to all or seiecmd users.
There is some overlap bet'_een manage accounting and manage performance funcnons as
5oth :nvolve measurement of resource utIIizanon. Accounting controls user or service event
spec:_c resource utilizarlon, while performance controls overall resource unlizarion independent
of _he users. However, zccountlng mformaaon often includes the level and quali_ of serv'Lce
?rov'_ded to specific users for specific service events.
Table D-6 shows the decomposition '.%lanage Accounting" function into level 3 and 4
func:',ons. The charac_,emstics of accounnng management functions axe:
o it is a highly automat.able function wlth rmnimal manual interventiort/assist necessary
o close interacvon with severaJ ad.ministrative func_ons
o _ccounnng data is 5ensiave informatlon and requires adequate privacy/sec,,._:y
_eas_"es
o iccounr_ng data is historical in nature and not necessary for _e operation of SN
_bsystems
The above cha.,'actemstics suggest _at all accounting funcaons a=_ best allocated to _,e
SNC system.
The impact of the recommended allocations on the key issues is as follows:
#2: accountlng is a highly automatable function,
')_.: centralized accoun_x_g.
"_: _erform accounu.ng management at SNC,
=6: _he use of accouam'_g management (a SNC function) is expected to increase in futu=_
]=2",
rI.F Manage Accounting
I.Maintain theRate Database usingthechazgcbacldbillingpolicies(SNC
functions)
a) pro.plannedservicerates
b)on-denmndservicerams
c) L_jem/dL_rupuve servlce rams
d) cancel[anon/change charges
2. Collect, record and maintain SN Resource Utilization Database (SNC
functions)
a) SN subsys=mresourceualo._ion (from 'Provide User Services')
b) Reportresourceu_izauon by evenKs),by user.by user_ etc.
(l)Penod.icreporung
_2)On-demand reportingtn response to specific requesl_
3. Report end-co-endresourceutilization(ISCfuncgon$)
a)Collect.recordand maintainExternalsystemresourceuoJ_.auon
mea.suremen_charges
b) Compum and report consoiidamd char_s by event(s), by user, by user p'oup etc.
(1) Penocbc reportzng
(2) On-demand reporting m response to specific reques_
TABLE D-6
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APPENDIX E
Performance Model
E.I Model Description
A stmulauon mode[ was developed to examine differentalternativesof partiuoni.ng
A'VDRSS r_sourccsamong massions,allocatingsingleaccessand multi-accessresourceamong
:esoutces,and _lowing rrussionsco make requestson a demand access basts insteadof
_,:heduled.The model was developed using the corrtrnerciaicoolOPN'ET (OP1d.trtizedNetwork
E_gmccnng Tools} and data from the NASA toolNPAS. The model explicitlyrepresentsc_',¢
._equestsof the _oup of ,missionschatuse demand access,theirorbitsover a seven day period,
_nd the sta._of visibtli__SOV_ and end of vistbiliw(]_OV) periods for the differentsmg_.¢
access,SA) and mulu-access (M.A) resourcesforATDRSS. The orbitaland visibilitiesdata ire
deterrmned from NPAS outputdata.The scheduled rmssions'usage of the variousSA ai_dMA
ATDRSS resources ate representedin the model by the busy periods for each resource
deccrrmned from the output data of NPAS. The performance me_"icsproduced by the model
:nclude percentage of requestsblocked, percentage blocked on firstatmmpt, average waiting
ume, _ercentage wa_nng, proxirrutyto the rmdcLleof the window, and resourceunlization.The
assumpnons of themodel a,mgiven below.
Two subnetwork patntions ate defined for missions: Subnerwork A and Subnet B.
Differentalternativesare subsequently defined for these two subnetworks. We assume chat
Subnetwork A missions use only SA resourcesthatare dedicatedto them. The remainder of the
missions,both scheduled and demand access,use only theremaining SA or MA resources.This
model gives resultsfor Subnetwork B users only.The model consiclm'stwo kinds of demand
accessrequests:immediate, or blocking,and window requests.The former category consistsof
:equests chat ate lost if they cannot be sansfied immediately. Window requests have a time
,vmdow that they can watt before they ate lost.
The model assumes that the mission traffic load is defined by the third quarter 1998
_affic model developed by NASA and used in the NPAS model Based on input from NASA
modeling personnel the five missions am considered for demand access insmad of scheduled
access. This mission traffic model is summarized in Table E-I. The NPAS model was executed
with the demand access missions taken out. The scheduled request intervals taken from the
NPAS model output am assumed to be constraints in allowing the demand access requests to be
serviced.Spacecraftmasking of antennae during itsvisibilityintervalis rell_senmd for the
scheduled requests but not for the demand access requests. For the _mand access requests the
model assumes that requests occur only within the respective interval of visibility of the
ATDRSS constellation,and thatrequestsoccur randomly within thatmtm-vai but no laterthan
the Ume _fter which the request could not be satisfied due to not enough _me renmining_
The model assumes thatthe following SA and MAt resom'cesof the ATDRSS era
av_lable: 8 SAF; 8 SAR; 8 MA,F; and 20 ,MAR. Itisalso assum_ thatK-band and S-band
singleaccessantennae cannot operatesimultaneously.A normal operatingscenariois assumed
(i.e.,no routinedown timesor spacecraftemergencies mm represent_l).
E.2 Evaluation Scenarios
The model was used to evaluate two network pmnitions. FiiP_ E-1 shows the different
parameter categories that were vaned in che evaluations. The two p_m_xm w_ defined by the
number of SA resources that am assumed to be dedicated to Subne_ B missions. The left
sideof the treediagram clefinesmodel runs for sixSAF and sixSAR resolves being dedicated
:o Subnetwork B. The furtherdistinctionbetween PartitionI and PRnirion2 isthatPartitionl
includesa rmx of manned and unmanned massions includingFreedom and ST$ on Subnetwork
B. Partition2 assumes thatall manned rrusstonsa.m parutioned on Subnetwork A and aJl
unmanned rmssions are pa.mrioned on Subnetwork B.. For each of the Subnenvork A resource
cases, two alternatives are examined for the set of resources that demand access requests can
access: both SA and MA and M.A only. The next level of parameter variation is the demand
access request type. Two cases are considered: all demand access ngluests are blocking and all
demand access requests a_ window. The last parameter category is traffic load. For each of the
cases defined by the tree diagram, we examined the third quarter 1998 baseline load (I00
percent), 200 percent of the baseline, and 300 percent of the baseline. The additional traffic load
was defined by adding a second set and third set of missions identical to those of the baseline
_a.ffic model with the spacecraft orbits off-set by 15 and 30 minutes, respecl_vely, for the two
additional cases. In addition to the cases defined by the tree diagram in Figure E-l. we also
examined the impact to blocking probability for smaller window size and longer contact time for
each demand accessre,quest.
E.3 Model Results
E.3.I Partitions Results
Th._e cases were examined for traffic partitioned between Subnetwork A and
Subnetwork B. The baseline case assumes that the missions Listed in Table E.I an) partitioned
onto Subnetwork B. The results in Table E-2 show a comparison of blocking percentage for the
baseline partition with all traffic scheduled and the two partitions examined for demand access
and scheduled traffic. The partitions were described in the previous section. Two demand access
types wen) examined: blocking, or immediate, requests and window requcsu (i.e., requests that
can wait if a resource is not immed.iately available). The blocking probabilities for the scheduled
traffic were determined by the NPAS model. The values given for the scheduled traffic are the
maximums of all missions using scheduled access. The maximum acceptable blocking
probability is 10 percent.
The results show that moving Freedom and STS onto Subnetwork A reduces blocking on
Subnetwork B. Both Freedom and STS require furl coverage during their TDRSS visibility m'nes
from single access resom'ces. When these two sets of demands are moved to Subnetwork A
par_tion, contention on the remaining resources on Subnetwork B is reduced on the n_mainmg
singleaccessresources.
This resultoccurs even though two more SAF and two more SAR resourcesare dedicatedto
Subnetwork A users.
Another conclusion drawn from the results is that demand access canaol provide an
acceptable level of blocking if the missions cannot wait S.f a resource is busy when a request is
made. This conclusion hold true if the current resource allocation between SA and MA resources
is maintained. Also, the bloci_g probability can be accepta0le if requesmrs have the flexibility
to wait for a resource i.f it is busy.
E.3.2 Demand Acce_ Rem_l_
The model was used to investigam resource allocation, workload growth, coverage
requu'ernen_ and window size issues for demand access requests.
Table E-3 shows tim pertentage of demand access requests blocked for the baseline
a'a.f'fic load, two mines the baseline load, and three times the load for Scenario I. Bloclang
probabilities arc given for all blocking, or immediate, requests and all window requests. In this
case demand access transactions can access both SA and MA ATDRSS t_om'ccs. The results
show that if all requests ate the blocking type, the percentage of requests blocked for the baseline
load is unacceptable at 30 percent. However, i.f the rtquests arc aU window types, when) the
window is 100 percent of a spacecraft's visibility time, the pei_ntag¢ block_ is zm,o for the
baseline case. The results for the window case shows that the lm'_ntalp is _ mlanve, ly low at
eight percent for 200 percent of the baseline load, and slightly above acCel:_le )t 12 percent for
300 percent of the baseLine.
A closer look: at the results m the previous table is given in Table E-4. The results in
these tablesshow blocking percentage broken down by SA and MA resouls_sfor allblocking
requests and all window requests. Both cases show that the blocking is occurring on the SA
-"-3
resources with almost no blocking on the MA resources even at 300 percent of the ba.seline load.
These results suggest that it is highly desurab[e to move the demand access requests to the MA
resources assuming that mission requu'_ments can be ,,'net in terms of bandwidth and any other
=':msrmssion chara_:terisacs. The results for the cases where all demand access requests
_.erved by MA resources only are described below.
'_,'hen _l demand access requests are moved to muir'i-access resources the percentage of
requests blocked for both blocking and window D'pes is below [0 percent t'or the range of traffic
examined !Table E-5). [f all demand access _quests are window type, then less than one percent
of the requests are blocked at 300 percent of the baseline. The blocking percentage for blocklng
request ".vpe is tess than one percent for :he baseline !bad and slighdy less than L0 percent for
300 percent of the baseline.
The results of doubling the rmssion contact _mes _ summarized in Table E-6. The table
_hows the blocking percentage for 100 and 200 percent of the baseline contact times for two
cases: demand access requests use both SA and MA requests or use only M.A resources. For the
former case blocking percentage Lncreases s_gmficantly for both request types. There is lit'tie or
_o change in the blocking percentage where all demand access requests _ served by MA
resources only. These tast results also show the robustness of allocamag smglo access resources
:o scheduled traffic and MA resources to demand access traffic. The NPAS model results show
:hat a.ll scheduled rmssions have a block.trig percentage of less than five percent. These results
_how that the blocking percentage for demand access requests is tess than five percent even iS the
,.vorkload requirements are much greater :hart the basetine.
The results for Partation 2 are gxven m Tables E-7 and E-8, respectively, for demand
access traffic on both SA and MA resources and on M.A resources only. The results follow the
same trends as the previous results. Having the flexibility of a wandow reduces blocking
percentage as does moving demand access requests to multi-access resources.
E.3.3 Window Size Results
The impact of window size was examaned by varying the window size. The results, gaven
_nTabtes E-9, show the change in blocking percentage and waiting tame. These results are based
on Pa.rtat_on l. The results show that the blocking percentage decreases from 30.6 percent down
to zero as the window siz(, increases from zero to the full visibility tune. If the window size is
:educed to 50 percent of the total visibility nine, btocking is reduced to an acceptable level at 5.6
percent w_th a waiting ume of about five minutes for requestors that have to wait. Around 12
percent of requests have to wait for the 50 percent window size case. The waiting rime increases
as the window size increa._s but is tess than ten percent of a typical orbit time for the maximum
,._mdow size. These results assume that both SA and MA resources are used by demand access
window requests. Reducing the window size has no impact on the case where all demand access
requests are served by MA resources only since there is no blocking for that case.
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Ftg_'eE-l: Evaluation Scenarios
DEMAND ACCESS
MISSION SAF
3RO 30
2O
AXAF 20
30
2O
2O
-.._q.. I0
LY._._N 15 15
lOS 3O 30
MAF
a
I0
MAR
2O
I00%
CONTACTS/ORBIT
1/2
2 PER DAY
i/2
1
1
1
i
1
SCHEDULED
MISSION _AF SAR
FREEDCM 100% 100%
MAF MAR CONTACTS/ORBIT
STS I00% I00%
HST 15 20
20
60
100%
!0
_SL 48O 48O
5 5
I00%
2O
GP-BI 15
100%
COLDSTAT i0 I0
I00%
NOTES:
i. Times are in minutes
2. ADbreviations:
SAF - single access forward (K & S bands)
SAR - single access return (K & S bands)
MAF - multi-access forward
MAR - multi-access return
1
3/day
i/week for
4 orbits
i
1
i/day
1/40 min
1
1
1/day
1
l
1
Table E-I: Baseline Traffic Requirements
E-5
Demand Access
Partition Scheduled Blocking Window
Baseline 5.0 - -
Partition i 5.0 30.6 0.0
Partition 2 0.0 22.6 2.7
Table E-2: Partitions Sensitivity - Blocking Percentage
PERCENT OF BASELINE WORKLOAD
REQUEST TYPE 100% 20O___/% _00__./%
All Blocking 30.6 36.4 40.5
All Window 0.0 8.4 12.3
"able E-3: Par=ition I - Blocking Percentage for Demand Access
Requests on SA and MA Resources
REQUEST TYPE RESOURCE TYPE
PERCENT OF BASELINE WORKLOAD
I00____--200_ 300___!
All Blocking SA 44.9 55.6 59.2
MA 0.0 0.0 0.9
All Window SA 0.0 12.4 18.0
MA O.0 0.O 0.2
Table E-4: Partition 1 - Blocking by Resource Type
REQUEST TYPE
All Blocking
All Window
PERCENT or SASELZNE WORKLOAD
100__! 200___!_00___!
0.8 3.4 9.8
0.0 0.i 0.6
Table "-= 5: Partition I - Blockinq Percentage for Demand Access
Requests on MA Resources Only
Notes:
* Window size equal to i00 percen_ of TDRSS visibility time
SA & MA MA ONLY
CO_ACT-_IM_ CO-NTAC-_TIM_
_E_UEST TYP___E_ I00__! 200___! 100% 200%
All B[zcking 30.6 48.1 0.8 3.8
All window 0.0 22.0 0.0 0.0
T_D!e E-6: TDRSS Contact Time Sensitivity - Blocking Probabili:y
REQUEST TYPE
PERCENT OF BASELINE WORKI_DAD
I00%-- 200% 300______%%
All Blocking 22.6 31.6 36.1
e
All Window 2.7 5.8 9.9
-_Dle E-7: Partition 2 - Blocking Probability for Demand Access
Re_aests on SA and MA Resources
_EqUEST TYPE
PERCENT OF BASELINE WORKLOAD
100____ 200___!300___!
All Blocking 0.1 3.3 7.9
All Window 0.0 0.2 0.4
TabLe .-=8: Partition 2 - Blocking Percentage for Demand Access
Requests on MA Resources Only
Waiting
tW
window Size Blocking % Tim____eeCmin) % Waiting
0 30.6 0 0
50 5.6 4.96 11.9
i00 0.0 8.73 2.3
Table E-9: Window Size Sensitivity
Notes:
* Window size equal to I00 percen_ TDRSS visibility time
** Percent of TDRSS visibility time
w

APPENDIX F
SNCTLSC Dataflow Analysis
T:-.:s_ppenchx documents the analysis used ,.oevaluate the atchitectuxala.lternauves
_e_c,,,.ed.n secuon -.0.t.l.,RcaJ-rime vs non real-rimefuncnons). Table F-I shows the
estt,matedfrequency and nine cnncalityof primary controlmessages. The term nine cnticalis
.:sed:o .-,-fer:o messages thataxe used m a real-time(orneat real-time)control_ansacuon. e.g.
fauitevent controlor serviceparameter change requestsdunng a serviceevent.The data.flow
analystsassumes :hat:hese t_ansactionsmust be completed within few seconds, i.e.,_'a.nslt
detaysfor inchv_dualmessages shoutd be of the orderof 100 reset.Non time-criticalmessages
_ most :hatare used for,"ounnecontrol_ansacnons, e.g.,event accounting.These messages
,:anDe deliveredtn backgrounclmode.
The {ogicai:'lowof _e con_ol messages between ATGT, CDOS, SNC/ISC system{s)
_d :he User POCCs isshown in FigureF-I.The data.flowrates(inmessages/sec)shown inthe
figure ts Cot the worst case scena.r'to,i.e.maximum control message traffic.[n the worst case
scena._owillthe ATDRSS constellauonwil.[be supporting28 concurrentevents(8 singleaccess
,:e_'_ceand 20 multipleaccessservice)and alleventswallbe shortduration(few minute)events.
While :hisishighlyunl.i.kely,theSNC/ISC system must be designed tosupportpeak event ram.
.-Xilarchitectural,alternativesassume thatthe SNC/ISC system(s)wtU use a hierarchical
conu'o[scheme based on the encapsulanon concept.With thisapproach, thereal-nrr_SNC/ISC
system receivessummary resultsof momtonng informationand exceptionreports.The service
provlder IATGT, CDOS" and NASCOM) control./managemcntsystems willbe responsiblefor
connnuous monitoring !collecuon and processing)of fault and performance information.
T._eret'ore.the frequency of m'ne criticalmessage a'a.f'ficto/from the real-timeSNC/ISC system
',_ilbc at most few messages per second per event.Therefore,in the worst case scenario,r..he
number of monitoring messages per second isestimated to be approximately 1.00/second(28
,:oncu.r'rentevents, 3-,.I.messages per event).
The real-nineSNC/ISC system will process the performance monitonng informauon
from _fferent serviceprovidersand send a summary progressreportto the User System every 5
seconds (this frequency was assumed to match the current pracnce). [n addition, the ISC will
aJso process fault monitoring information and if a fault event occurs, it will send the necessary.
informanon to the affected User System. Therefore, the total frequency of messages between the
:eal-=me SNC/ISC and a specific User System is estimated to be less than one/second.
'C'hc non real-rime SNC/ISC system deals with resource availability, scheduling,
accoun=ng and securitymanagement. The only time cndcal messages received/sentby this
system deal with on-demand schedutmg. [n the worst case scenario,the number of such
messages isesumare,,dto be few per minute. The number of pre-plannedservicercxluestsand
associatedshiftnegotiationmessages (fora particularUser System) isesd.mamd to be lessthan
one per .minute.The number of accountingand securitymanagement messages isesmmated tobe
few per event.Therefore,the aggregate message trafficbetween the non real.ti.moSNC/ISC
system and a specificUser System isestimatedto be lessthanone/second.
The peak ratefor securityand accounnng messages (28 concurrentshortevents of few
manures each) between the non real-timeSNC,,'ISC system and ATGT is estimat._ to be
zpproxzmatelyone per second (10 messages per event.280 messages infiveminutes).
The non real-rimeSNC system willprepare a composite schodule and provide itto all
serviceprovidersand the real-timeSNC/ISC system. Currently thisis 3 dines per day (once
every $ hours).[n theATGT era,thefrequency may be increasedto once per hour.The same is
_:ruefor :he resource availabilityschedule provided by various servicel:nx:)vid(n's,including
ATGT. Therefore.theworst case aggregatedataflow between the non real-timeSNC_.JISCsystem
and a servlceprovider(such as ATG'[')isesumated tobe two f'deu-ansfers/hout.
PRIMARY CONTROL MESSAGES
[a.
[b.
[C.
Id,
Ie.
fla.
IIb.
llc.
lid.
lie.
I. Time critical messages
Faultmonitoring information
lincludesresourcemonitoring)
Performance monltoring information
On-demand service/parameter set-up requests
Event progress reports
Fault event control (du.nng a.n event)
l'I. Non Time critical messages
PTe-planned service request response
/shift requests
PTe-planned scheduled file
Accounting information
Secu..-ity information
Resource availability plan file
Estimated Peak Rate
few/sec
few/event
few/minute
12/rmnute
few/event
lO00/day
one/ha"
few/event
few/event
one/lu"
Table F- 1
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FlesourcQ
Availability Plan
I _71e/hr
==,.._
Accounting, Secur_y
- I m.tTsec
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On-Demand Changes
m..._
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Fault & Perform ante
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(= WSC)
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Schedule
On-Oemand
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Schedulir
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Preolanned
Schedule
,1
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Acceu
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System
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Service Requests,'
Res_oonse
- LAccounting, Security< 1 msg/sec for e_,t_User System
I
' 1(many at
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tlI lService Requests • o o
Evem
Progreu Fault Event Control
Ref3ort < 1 msg/sec for each
User System
I
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On-Oemand
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Pedorm ance Perform ance
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rob,.._
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NASCOM/
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Figure F-1. Logical Ftow of Control Messages
The exact content, size and frequency of the control messages will be specified dunng
the system design and implementation phase.However. it is our estimate that generally the
messagesize _ be of the order of 10"'3 bits (125 octets).Therefore, the required sustained
throughput for the _me critical damflow paths is esamated to be 10"'5 bits per second(10"3
bits/messagetimes tO.=.) messagesper second),i.e.. t00 Kbps.
A sustainedthroughput rate of I00 Kbps for short messagescan be easily supportedover
a redundant LA.N or over redundant long-haul reliable links (e.g. fractional TI [inks with TP4
protocol_. The cost for long-haul communication a._ higher. However, in the overall scheme of
:hings, the cost of a long-haul fractional TI circuit is not very si_'_cmt compared to the total
operanonal cost of the SNC,tISC system. Therefore, collocating the ATGT, CDOS/COMS, and
the real-time SNC/ISC systems at WSC would be provide marginal cost savings compared to
locaung the rea.l-ume SNC/ISC system at GSFC. On the other hind locating the non real-ume
SN'C/'ISC system at GSFC would facilitate more effective communication with User Systems at
GSFC, without any significant cost impact.
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'_ ADSIriC!
The objective of this task vas to take a Eresh look at the HASA Space Netvork
Control (SNC) element for the Advanced Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System (ATDRSS) such that Lt can be _mde more efflc£ent and responsive co the
user by introducing hey concepts and technologies appropriate for the 1997
timeframe. In particular, it was desired to investigate the technolgies
and concepts employed £n similar systeam that may be applicable to the SNC.
The reco_mendatlons result£ns from this study include resource partitioning,
on-line access to subsets of the SN schedule, fluid schedulln_, increased use of
demand access on .the HA service, autom_t_n_ Inter-System Control functions using
_on£tor by exception, increase automation _or distributed data management and
distributed work _an_ge_ent, vtev_ng SN operational control in terms of the OS1
Management fraaevork, and the introduction of automated _nCerface management.
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